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IWi'RODU~'lON 
James William Harris made a personal dynamic of faith 
in othGr s ~ he was deminatad by a desire that those about 
him, particularly his students, might realize the satisfac-
tion of living good lives. :He was drivep. by a motive that 
they achieve complete fruition of their latent talents, and 
by compounding them ttli th those of other men and. women could 
ultimately produce a more wholesome society. 
In a large part Harris enriched the persons of' his 
students, thus his iwnortality is in their lives. According 
to some he was a superior teacher, one who combined 
penetrating analysis with precise expt•ession. He prayed 
that those ho touched would come to value the tiorthy things 
in living. 
Harris had many admir~n~s. He had friends whose 
senses of loyalty obligated them to recapture memories or 
study and companionship with him as f'riends, as students, 
and as colleagues. More than a hundred men and t>mmen 
welcomed this opporttmity to contribute their personal 
:recollections. 
:tne.D§tl.lnc~gg,,g 
This book of appendixes is a collection which by 
nature could not logically be included in the dissertation 
wri tter1 on Harris• s cont:ributi.ons or in h:t.s biography, but 
-------- -------
because they seemed to d~serve preser·vation they follo\>¥ in 
this second volUtne. sevet•al sections mark the divisions 
2 
of these data which are arranged with this brief i11troduction 
and six separate appendixes having the following captions: 
O:f' Special Intet.•est, Published A:r.t:i.cles, Speeches and 
Addresses, Selected Letters, Intel .. views: James ~Jilliam 
Harris, and Interviews: Former Students, Colleagues, and 
Others. 
APPl~NDIX A 
OF SPECIAL INTBREST 
Gi~Nl1~0J.,OGICAL CHART1 
B.., Born 
~~Married 
, D•Died 
H,J~esided 
1f11ov ~~$;lli~~ck\11J.le 
M'do 
1 Nov., 19, l8CO 
~~~~~~~~~--E. Dec. 6, 1.851 
H trris 
, Ur1cksv: lle, 
Oh:to 
1 09, · Pennsll v ani a 
D June 24, 18f54 
ANCimiJ'ORS O!t' 
J.m!te.~~il~f;WB Hagt.AL ......... , ... -... 
B August 2 . , l 7 
i D July 
E-t 
;! 
~WQ!L_ 
D 1813 
t.t;fhHpll~~.M----~-
D July 7, J.848 
lData obtained from Mrs. Daniel J. Stone, Palo Alto. 
~rOPICAI..~ SYLLABUS, NO. 102 
(Academic Year 190?·1906) 
'rho I·~al"ly Development of Aesthetic Interest 
~· 
' 
ltJill you kindly answer your self and procure from 
friends, pupils and othor~1 a.nsvrer•s to the following questions~' 
J.. \.Vhtit felr1 pictures first rtlOf.Jt interested you, and 
state why and ho\<n 
2. Name and briefly describe a few t.h~tt lately or now 
impress you most favorably. 
3. Name a few stories, poems or other literary produc-
tions that most impressed you as a eh:f..ld, and describe 
briefly the way you then felt to\..rat•d oaeh. 
l+. Will you ask children of' any age to make a sponta:ne-
ous drawing and will you append, if they are too young, or 
ask them to do so il' old enough, their explanations or 
designation·? 
5. Will you procure a few of the very earliest composi-
tions and also ca.rli.est poems of eh:tldren or youth? 
6. vlhat was your firet favorite color and at about '"hat 
age did you develop this preference? 
7. Will you have children describe each of the chief 
colors, especially those they prefer or <'iislike, and hav$ 
them state why? 
8. Will you ask older childx•en to describe (a) tho 
features in their favorit$ landscape, whether real, painted 
or described; (b) adult human figures, male or female, at 
rest or :J.n action, that impress them most favorably and also 
most unfavorably; · (c) the same for children's figures; (d) the same tor animals; (e) for madonnas, ancient or 
mod$rn; (f) statue.ry? 
9. \vhat was the most beautiful thi.ng and the most ugly 
thing you ever saw; the most delightful and the most unplea.-
sant music, voice or sound you recall? 
10. Can YQU suggest anything bearing on the relations 
between aesthet·:t~s and ethics for children'? now are the good 
and the beautiful related :J.n their minds'? Should they ever 
be divorced 1 or can they ever be divorced? 
Please state agG, sex and occupation·. 
Kindly send returns to 
Clark University, J. William: Harr:t.s 
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 8, 1906. 
--------
2,iuest1onna1re sent out to get data for Harris's 
Doctoral,Disse:rtation of the above title, Clark University, 
1908. 
6 
'J'Im HAHH IS CHAIR 3 
Harris, Dr o J. tvillirun: lO Nay 55 
My sister and I, and others of' the Ha:tr:ts family, are 
deoply touched and profoundly grateful to the College 
.Adm:i.nistration for establishirtg a professorship of 
Bducation in the Harris nama. We havo been happy to make 
some contribution to the endol>nnent. · 
It is a. matter 'df d.e~p regret that none of us can btl 
present to hear the announcement of. the Harx·is Chair to 
the alumni of the College. May I relate to them one 
incident that influenced my decision to stay so long in 
service at one college? 
When Dr. Knoles became president of Pacific in 1919, 
he and his :remarkable fam:f.ly immed.iately won my admira-
tion and affection. Than i:rl the early 1920• s, while I 
was on the summer session.faettlty at the State University 
ot Iowa, I ,.,rent one day to visit a prominent Hcthodist 
Co1lege1 to get acqu.airlted with an :1.nst1tut.:J.on ltindred to the Pacific. 'l'he l':r.esid.ent of the college received 
me \vi th the assumption that I was applying for an 
ap}JOintment as the head of his department of education. 
When I explained my visit v1as merely one ot' general . 
interest in a sister Mothodist college, he replied, "So 
much the better. n ~'hen he made me a. very attractive 
offer 9 ente:r.•tained me .at dinner, took me to .my train, 
and exacted a promise from me that I would telegraph 
Dr. lrnoles telling him of the offer and my possible 
resignation from J>aci.f'ic. While I waited_for an ans~er, 
the Dean of gducation at the University Lru colleg!f 
also·: urged me to accept the new position. 
In his reply, President Knoles assured me of h:ts 
belief in the values offered at Pacific and suggested 
that h:ls object was to bu~ld up a ~rmitum:t fi!C:!al!:x. for 
t.ha college. It was this ph-rase 2.'l.!:m!!l!J!lft :f;JlCUJ,,tx.. ... ...,that 
affected· my decision. 
I declined the Iowa offer and determined to remain at 
Pacific. Dr. Knoles may not have realized how h:ts choice 
of words influenced mo. But I have lived through many 
happy years <>f work td th him, wi.th my fellow teachers, 
and the students of Pacific. 
3A . paper found .among Harris • s papers in his Sears 
Hall Office. 
? 
THE ALTAR RAIL 
N. M. Parsons was a student at the University of the 
Pacific during the first years Harris vias on its facu.l ty. 
An interesting tact about the Parsons family of which 
Mr. Parsons was the head was that every member of the .family 
took work at the College of the Pacific undel" Harris and out 
of the student-professor relations there· grew and developed 
a great admiration and close personal friendship. 
Memory will recall that you have taught both the 
parents and tho seven children of' the Parsons family and 
that seven of the nine had taken the recommendation f'or 
thG California General Secondary Credential through your 
department. vie feel certain that :few teachers have had 
the opportun1 ty to contr.ibute so largely to one fa."nily. 
Not only do 11e bear the utmost respect and admiration for 
your superior scholastic attainment, but also we treasure 
:as priceless those human contacts which accompany your 
teaching. Your cl<:'tar .faith in. the ultimate outcome of 
your students has inspired faith; your confidence has 
turned .fa:tlu.re into accomplishment; your sympathy in time 
ot difficulty and disappointment has stimulated deter• 
m1nat1on. Your- patience has pGrmitted tottering students 
to regain their feet, while the inspiration which you 
impart has enlarged boundaries. 
May we express our appreciation by providing that tbe 
altar rail in t.he MoT'ris Chapel at the College ot the 
Pacific be dedicated in honor of' your service. 'J~he 
altar rail as a spiri tu.al symbol in. the educational fj.eld 
certainly embodi-$s ·:tn 1 ts significance those noble 
elements you have s6 beautifully sustained durinw your 
long years as teacher and counselor at the college. 
With sincere affection we remain, 
•rhe N. M., Parsons Family 
~eal, Myra, Horace, Edgar 1 Beck, Mark, Polly, Mr. an<~ Mrs. 
N. f.i. J.;ar sons 
Dated# September 29, 1953. 
8 
pgsoLUT!ON 
A resolution drafted lJY the Board of Trustees of the 
College of the Pacific expresses gratitude f(lt" the 
.. 
commendable service Harris rendered to the institution~ 
This resolution is stated j_n these words: 
'fhe Board of Trustees of the College of the Ps.c11':l.c 
in Sp:t•ingtime Sessi.on, Ju.ne 23, 1944·, sends affectionate 
greeting to Professor J. William Harris 9 Ph.D., upon his retil~cru~:~erl.t tas Dean of the College of the Pacif'1c School 
of Bducation, after t\4en ty years of eminently effeeti ve 
service :ln that capacity • 
Following a thorough scholastic training and an ex-
tended experience as an educator in several mid-western 
schools, Dr. Harris began his teaching career with the 
College of the Pacific in 1910, and has taught in every 
:regular term since thor1 except in 1913 whe11 he went 
abroad to study old world school systems in :murope. 
'l'he State o:f California, having authorized the estab-
lishment of the School of Education in 1923, Dr. Harris 
i1nmediate1y proceeded with the m•ganization, a ventl.u~e 
which is justified by the seventeen hundred students 
who, during the past twenty years, have entered the 
teaching profession! and a lesser number who are serving 
in offices of schoo administration. 
We recognize in Dr. Harris a scholar an able 
professor, and a cultured Christian gen~.leman. '!'he 
Collage has been abundantly fortunate in his services 
S~nd , we pray that God may continue to crown h:ts years 
with H:ts goodn0ss. · 
Signed/ c. B. Sylvester 
Wm. fiatt 
w·. E. Morris I 
R. L. Burg~ss, Fditor 
~rh§ n_~wft L.San Josi/ 
Monday, May 11, 1925 
Vol. 83, No. 110, 40th Year 
Saturday t Ms.y 9, was. observed as Founders Day by loyal 
alumni or the College or Pacific in 30 cities and towns in 
California and in cities as far' east as Detroit and as far 
west as Honolulu.· 
H~F.E' S AN EN'IRY from a journal I kept years ago when I was 
a boy a.t Pacific: "Borrowed $·5' from J. W. H." 
9 
J. w. H., as any Pacific man will tell you, means J'. w. 
Harris, Ph. D., that earnest teacher who has taught many a 
young man and wonuan to love God, have fa1 th in science, and 
revere the late G. Stanley Hall. . 
~'HE SPIRI~' of Pacific--there's a heap of it in that action 
of J. w. H. in lending $5' to a penniless student, I very 
much suspect that the $5' was never paid back, but if so, 
J. w. H. is the last man to remember the painful fact, and 
we just won't rem:t.nd him of :f.t • 
. PACIFIC HEANS HlU1RIS to me, to others it may mean somebody 
else. But that's the way with any splendid human :tnstitu ... 
t1on--it has living human individual voices which reach the 
hearts and souls of people. 
GOOD OLD PACIFIC--how many a boy and girl has 
broke and ambitious, or perhaps not even too 
has been taken in. as into a wonderful fam1ly 1 there a t:t.me and then gone out into the worla 
and inspired. 
gone there, 
ambitious, 
has lived 
refreshed 
I~' \vAS SAN JOSJt that gave Pacific .to· the world--and to 
Stockton--and I•m proud, as a San Josean, of that gracious 
gift; but as an individual sou1 1 and again as a I3an Josean, I'm humble when I think of all Pacific has given us. 
4A newspaper clipping found among Harris's papers 
in his Sears Hall Office. 
CIJ.AHK UNIVERSI'l'Y 
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SOME ASPECIJ:S OF' Lf!~ISUHE AS AN 
E!DUCA~'IONAr .. OBJE:C':riVEl 
'1'he student of American education notes several. 
changes of objectives in the last quarter centUl"Y. 
Especially since the formulation and publication of the 
useven Cardinal F-'rin<~iplesu in 1918, the "worthy use of 
leisure" as a problem for school training has been 
receiving more and more attention from teachers and a.dmin-
istra.tors. 
'I'he situation has been more challenging, especially 
since .tho revelations, in recent years of the progressive 
development of our machine civiliza.tion, resulting in such 
unemployment, have indicated that even when the politi-
cians and economists shall solve the problem of' the distri-
bution of work and opportunities for oarningi the leisure 
hours of all classes in society will remain arge. \~at 
ca.n th() school do to prepare young people for profitable 
and wholesome employment of the time a.f:f'orded by decreased 
hours of work? 
In answering this question we need to keep in mind 
. the :findings of the psychologists and the ideals of the 
educational philosopher& From the former we learn the dis-
tinction between passive and active learning, and by the 
latter we are reminded that the great tendency in America 
is toward the taking of our leisure passively, as witness 
the great throngs at football and baseball games and the 
millions who sit in the picture theaters. Participation 
by larger numbers in various forms of recreation and en-
tertainment, Bnd the ideal of teaching all l;eople to be 
participants in some form of recreation or art is coming 
to be accepted more and more by progressive educators. 
A study of some recent educational literature reveals 
several tendencies in this direction and increasing 
emphasis on the importance of training for leisure activities 
of otber·than passive character. And this is approached 
from several angles. ~·he Departmont of Sl:tperintendence 
1J·. w. Harris, "Some l\spects of Leisure as an 
Educational Objective," 'J'he~:1i.f.g ~ Sch2o1, 13:21 ... 24, 
December, 1934. 
I 
-----
l 
! 
ot the Natlonal Iikiucation Association devotes its ~t'cnth 
Yearbook (1932) to the genoral topic of Character .E:duca-
tion. Here we .find (pp.233-4·) a specific recommendation 
for practice in dramatics a.s a means of' character develop ... 
ment. After urging that as many ch:t.ldren as PQssible be 
given the opportunities to be in plays, tho following 
recommendation is incor}:>O:ra:ted: 
'l'o assign to eac~ll child the part it will be ot most 
ben.efi t to him to play • He may be benefited by: 
(1) Be:i.ng cast in a part l>lhich requires exercise 
ot his own best traits 
(2) Being cast in a part which requires traits ho 
does not possess but vlhich it is desit·able for h:i .. m to 
acquire 
(3) :Being cast :i.n a pa:rt which :requ:J.ros exaggera-
tion of his ot!ll'l undesirable traits, thus bringing their 
unpleasantness to his attention. 
In similar fashion David Sheldon in his "Cultural 
ll.xlucatj.ons and Common Bensen suggests the possibilities of 
play selectiont alike by reading, seeing and participating 
in drruna, as a means of personal development, but adds 
the reminder that classical drama of the past and much of 
current drama that is chosen for study and presentation 
by schools is so far beyond students of loss than average 
ability as to be of little effect in their lives. He 
sugge~;ts the inclusion in school programs of plays of 
less literary merit but foz• wholesome qual:J.t.y that will 
appeal to the lower levels of mental.i ty. Else\'lhe:re .in 
the same book Dr. Sheldon looking to the lmmed:tate future 
in America~ emphasizes boih the social and psychological 
values of ara.ma \vhen he submits the hypothes:ha 
that 1r1 proportion as large r1umbers of human beings, 
especially between 16 and 35 years of' age, find them-
selves committed to :routine work, to staid and 
respectable living, to orderly suburban residence and 
to unexciting civic :routines, they will crave even more 
axtensi vely the satistact:tons of vicarious exper:J.ences, 
releases of emotional suppressions, insitthts into 
inaccessible, perhaps forbidden, reals, deep factitious 
stirrings of primitive appetites and the life, fo:r the .... 
enrichment of liv:tngl· and that drama in various forms, 
but above all that w th large ocular appeal, will prove 
increasingly functional as a means to those realiza-
tions of spiritual culture. (p. 273) 
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itJlthin a year, tho results of an extensive study of 
the effects of motion pictures on the lives oi.' children, a 
research sponsored by the Payne Fund and directed by 
Professor Charters of Ch:tco State Univorsit.y, has been 
published~ 'I'his epoch-making series of monographs has been 
prepared \111 th the cooperation of psychologists, physicians, 
and various sociologists. ~'he results are very startling 
and show in many cases extreme detriment to health, emotions 
and general moral and social ideas and ideals. 'J'ho ser:tes 
of monographs, :tn.th.emselves, very scientific and sometimes 
technical, have been summarized in a popular volume by 
Henry James F'orman, entitled nQur Movie .. Made Children. u 
fJ'his revelation of the evils of the "Movies" and the exten-
sive effects on the lives of' children and youth cm1stitutes 
in itself a challenge to sponsors of' legitimate drama and 
to teachers of dramatics in the schools. 
As this paper is being written, Superintendent 
Kersey of the California State Board o:t" ll:ducation is being 
quoted, by the press, as advocating in public address, 
four changes in education which will improve our national 
life, and one of these is listed as "improving the quality 
of our popular entertainment.'* 
The National Education Association through its 
var:tous organ:l.zations and publications anA especially in 
its monthly journal, has for sevaral years been stressing 
the problem of leisure as a task of tho public school and 
encouraging all teachers to free themselves from "subject 
matter mindedness" and to realize in all the activities 
of the school the fullest lifo values of' the pupil. 
Many books have been written on the general subject 
of secondat'Y education1 designed for use in teacher training institut:i.ons. Since 1'118 most of these have included some 
treatment of tho general topic of "worthy use of leisure." 
One of. the most recent of such bo()ks, however, that from 
the pen of P.rofessOl' Briggs of Columbia Unive:rsity 9 under 
the ti tl.e of' "Secondary T!~ducat:ton, n marks a distinct point 
ot departure. His volume, by striking contrast with most 
other books in this field, contains four chapters on 
"Emotionalized Attitudes,n two on "Mores" and four on 
Uinte:rests as Liberal .8ducation. n In his chapters on 
attitudes, Prof'essor Briggs gives a clear and modern ana.l;v-sis 
of emotions and emotional training. He reminds his readers 
ot the failure of much present day and past education 
because 1 t is too intellectualistic or too na:rl .. owly voca ... 
tional, and he emphasizes the importance of understanding 
the large place of' emotion in life and. the fact that it 
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needs education just as much or more than the thought pro-
cesses or the various skills. In presenting a. t.echntque 
for crnotional training, he dj.scusses at length the 
importance of "vicarious eX}Jerienceu in the life of youth, 
both in understanding life and in building up a series of 
\>Jholcsome attitudes. Vicar:l.ous experience can best be had 
in h:J.story, biography, general literature and in drama, and 
of these drama. affords the best opportuni t.y f'or what the 
psychologists call "empa.thy 11 ... -a feeling of oneself into or 
identifying oneself with a character, or as the Germans 
would call it 11einfuhlung." 
Of course, this is no new problem in educatj.on and 
psychology • Plato and Al~istotle had much to say about 
t.he effects of music and drama. on children, but this 
emphasis in present ..... day books on secondery educat:ton upon 
emot1.ona.l attitudes is refreshfngly ne'\11 and ·wholesome. 
And we may not be stu-prised if there is no-vt :N.wiVed a 
discussion, in modern psychological terms, of tho old 
Artistotelian doctrine of ''catharsis." lt will. be 
remembered that Plato, almost like a modern puritan, trmuld 
protect children from certain forms of music and dramatic 
:representation because he feared both excitement and the 
arousal of baser passions; whereas, Aristotle, affirming 
that·all people have the germs of baseness in them, 
preferred to give those lowor instincts some expression 
in the theater on the theory that this would purify or 
cleanse the soul. Perhaps, if' Aristotle had lived in 
modern times, he would have called this a "vaccination 
theory." 
In this chapter on ·Mores, Professor Briggs :reminds 
teachers of the fact too often neglected that the child is 
largely made by the unconsclous ideals and a.tti tudes of the 
groups, both large and small, to which he belongs; and he 
enjoins teachers to give great heed to the various pro-
cesses in life, in school and out, t'-!hereby the child is 
inducted into the ways and beliefs of his society. He 
almost currieulizes the matter of ttmorestt acceptance and 
summarizes thus: 
Youth learns the mores of other people by direct 
observation, but perhaps to an even larger extant he 
learris both mores and emotionalized attitudes indirectly 
through reading, attending the theater, and seeing 
motion pictures. .This is one reason, and a most 
important one, -vrhy education should be concerned to an 
extent and in a manner that it never has yet with train· 
ing:11n the selection and reading of newspapers, magazines, 
and literature, and with training in the selection, 
evaluation, and appreciation of the spoken and 
pictured drama. (p. ~·73.) 
And :finally in four telling chapters on u.:rnte::rests 
as Liberal r~ducation," this author makes a strong plea 
tha.t the democratic secondary school shall enrich greatly 
the 1:1 ves of young people by inducting them into a widet• 
and wider group of life interests. !Us closing chapter 
toThich he entitles "A Vision" rightfully says that the 
secondary education.he envfsages can only be realized by 
developing teachers who are first of all persons of wide 
culture and of charm o:f personality. 
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One cannot t•ead such a various group of present day 
educational \1!'1ting and escape the convictions tba.t real 
loaders :tn education are grappling with the problem of 
leisure and that already much progress is baing made in 
the field of educational theory, if not so much in prac ... 
tice, tovrard a. solution. · . 
Along w:J.th ·the radio and news reports of air .raids 
and battles, ship s:l.nkings and bombings from the air, the 
listener or reader often is informed of some soldier who 
has gone bers~~rlt and killed himself or his wife, of some 
draft dodger 't<Jho cannot face the hard rea.11 ties of life in 
time of war, of increasing juveniie delinquency, of increas-
ing friction betvreen husband and wife \-lho are both 'VTOt>ki.ng 
in defense industries and are having more money than ever 
before; and of overy sort of minor and majo:r• maladjustment 
that seem incident to the war s:l tuation in wh:tch "VlO find 
our~elv~s. ~rhe inteJJ.ieent person, facing th~se conditions 
espeeiaJly in tho c1vil1an population, is at first tempted. 
to ·say vli th a shrug, as was· so often said in World \rJar I, 
"Q'e§t lLg,Y~J:~e.," and lot it go at that as if attaching a 
phrase, particularly a French one, to a distressing si tua-
tion is ~xplanation enough. 
But the intelligent person does not yield to that 
easy explanatlo:n and instead asks further q\iestions--what 
is it :Lr the background of tho person who makes a maladjust-
ment to the t·Jar situation that causes the maladjustment, 
whethor tt be mere jitters or an attempt to escape from 
unpleasantnoss or a vlolent reaction of some undesirable 
sort?·· vvlmt is :tt ln the background or constitution of' others 
tha.t''' enables them to meet the hard s1 tu~ttion, calmly, · , 
.sensibly and eff:I.ciently•? .A:re those dLf:fe:rences bot,..,een . 
people altogether matters of' native constitution· or can a 
malad jus ted a.dul t be taught to make an about-f'ace in his 
reaction, and meet the situations on a higher level'( And 
then pe~rhaps such an intelligent inquirer asks all the 
inevitable qucst:tons about children and the war--to what 
extent children shall be protected from any knowledge of 
it that might be di.sturbing to their young and tender 
nervous systems; what are the possible effects on children 
of actual H.il' .ra:tds and bombings; and mor'e particularly, 
what are the effects on children of the ki.nds of adults 
they associate \'17:tth in the distressing circumstances that the~ 
war br j_ng s or may bring~; 
-
2J. vi. Harris, nt-1ental Hygiene for \~ar 'lime,n 
f)lctf!£ Ii,~vi~l'l., 16:8-13, October, 19lt-2. 
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To answer these and many other equally serious and 
pertinent: questions, we justifiably call upon tho mEmtal 
hygienist or psyohiatriat. And, we will find, he has 
answers . that go far deeper and beyond the mere shrug and 
ne•est =\.i ... AW,!rr~.u He might speak learnedly in the techni· 
cal terms ot his science, end tell us about ego ... cerltricity, 
conditioned reflexes, the contagion of emotion escape 
mechanisms, emotional matur1 ty, the develot)ntent of the 
imagination, and espec:tally he might learnedly discuss 
integration. · 
But in the exigenci.es of an actual war situation one 
does not wi.sh a learned disqui$1 t:ton on psychology, unlesr~ 
the terms are explained in more everyday language and unless 
tne abstract or everyday language is illustrated in con-
crete terms. It the scientist is skillful he will be abl.e 
to· do this for his listener or reader. For example, the 
principle of ego-centricity si.mply means self-centeredness, 
a characteristic of the infant and the immature person, of 
whatever aget who faces every situation from a purely · 
personal standpoint, and is unable to y1ew a situation 
impersonally, or to identify himself w~:~F .som.ething bigger 
than himself, a cause worthy of much s~,crifioe or even of 
g1 ving one • s lite for. A large group of lTar-phycboses or 
malat.ijustments are found among persons who are, by long 
habit and training essentially self-centered. tJ'hey 
eonsti tu.te the dr·aft-dodger s and those who suffer unduly 
the strain of sacrifice or hardship, the hoarders of 
commodities and those who do not take rationing in good 
part 9 even though they conform from fear or public or 
neighborhood disapproval. . 
. 1'hcsn thore• s the "escape mechanism.u This is the 
normal tendency of the immature to side-step the unpleasant, 
11to get away from it all,u nto drown one•s troubles in 
drinku; or in milder form it shows itself in the arguments 
to keep life as nearly "as usual" in v1ar time, to have the 
same distractions, entertainments, expenditures for luxur-
ies. Even those good people who critic:i.ze preachers who 
bring Etr!Y mention of the war fnto their Sllnda.y sermons, 
and say 9 as many do, uoh, we hear so much about the wm• all 
through 'the week that we don t t want to hear :J. t mel'ltiorled 
on Sunda:ytt--are to be suspected of giving way to an escape 
mechanism. 
One of the very. central doctrines of mental hygiene 
is that one of the best tests of normality and maturity is 
the steady and courageous habit ot facing reality whatever 
it·may be~ If we accept that doctrine, can we then blame 
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any church for using its public ministry to help the laity 
to tmdersta.nd and interpret" a war against totalitarian 
governments which are striking at the very ~oots of 
Christianity? F'inally, it is certainly within the province 
of the mental hygienist to say with all kindness and while . 
admiring the sincerity and lofiy courage of the consc:t.en-
tious objector, that even he is not taking a "realistic 
view" of the whole world situation. The reader himself "t-rill 
think of' many more illustrations of unwholesome reactions 
toward the war or situations incident to the war, that 
properly come under the category of mechanisms of escape. 
When the mental hygienists use the terms 
1'cond1 tioning" and "conditioned reflexes" he is consider-
ing those facts of human experience whereby a subst:J. tute 
reponse is made to given stimulus or a given response is· 
attached to a substitute stimulus. Such responses then 
follow the laws of habit. But there is such a thing as 
preventi V'e conditioning and also reconditioning. For 
example, an air raid and bombing constitute an adequate 
stimulus for the extremes of fear and terror, but if, for 
example, children can be pre-conditioned, as was suggested 
in Life magazine within the last year, by playing at bomb-
ings and air raids with their parents, told in advance what 
might happen and what to do and get some actual rehearsal 
in going to shelters with their parents, then if the stern 
reality actually comes, the children can be depended upon 
to cooperate intelligently or at least by habit with their 
parents or other adults, and the suffering for a whole 
family may be greatly reduced. 'I'he numerous stories coming 
out of England of bravery and· calmness during air raids, 
both on the part of adults and of children, are very . 
encouraging and should point the way to us in our getting 
ready for the direst things that may happen. 
, Closely associated with "condi t:l.oning" is the 
phenomenon of "contagion of emotion." Children often suffer 
more of fright and terror from association with terror 
stricken parents than from the actual situations themselves; 
the same thing holds· for the more prolonged emotions of 
anxiety and worry. Adults who are in any way associated 
with children owe it to themselves and especially to the 
children to meet hard and straining situations courageously 
and as calmly as possible. 
In ear time especially it is fitting to give our 
attention to two well known mental functions. that represent 
no specia.l terminology of the mental hygienist, nor any 
particula~r pattern for the interpretation of conduct, but 
both functions that the exigencies of war should challenge 
to the largest possible expression. I :refer.to imagina-
tion and clear and directed thinking. Some of us who may 
have tr avcled in ll:ngland find that the war news from that 
country effects us more poignantly and vividly than does 
tne account of slaughter and rapine in Russia and Ch:tnn, 
where we have never been. 
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'I'his i~t easily understandable by ordinary principles 
of psychology, but certainly as intelligent citizens of 
the modern world and as sincere Christians we should t:ra:f.n 
our imaginations so that we may feel the slaughter oi' a 
thousand Chinese almost if .not quite as keenly as we do 
that of a.thousand Englishmen or Americans including, per .. 
haps, OUl' fellow townsmen. Some of us remember that an 
Gminent I~nglish educator wrote a few years ago that one of 
the criteria of being a well-educated person is sensitivity 
to human suffering anywhere in the world. omd such a 
sensitivity can give us a perspective on our smaller 
troubles and saer1f:tees hex•e in Ame.ii':lLea that makes them 
more easily endurable. '.rruly, a trained imagination can 
make a large contribution to sanity in a world troubled 
as never before. 
And what about clear thinking and pers:tntent study 
of the problems that confront the nations. Mrs. li.oosevelt 8 s 
advice a few weeks ago to a body of youth who were clamor ... 
ing for a .useeond· front•• in ftiurope was pat•ticularly sane 
and timely. After asking them a fe"tr searchlng questions 
about their knowledge of the problems involved in such an 
undertaking, the problems of shipping and supplying an army 
on tho continent, she then urg~d them to devote themselves 
not to demanding something that seemed to them good, but 
rather to the hard study of' the problems involved in the 
thing they wish done, or at least to recognize that tre-
mendous problems are involved and that the military and 
naval leaders are grappling seriously with them. 'J:he same 
kind of advice might well be given to the s,verage intelJ.i ... 
gent adult citizen, to study the possible outcomes, not as 
some glorified oh~t::~s game of embattled empires or a 
magnified sporting event, but as the most challenging set 
of problems that human intellect has ever had to face. 
'I'he many books that the war is bringing forth, the more 
thoughtful journal articles in high .... elass ma.gazines 9 and the habitual listening to the radio commentators who not 
only chronicle the news, but interpret the si.tuations--all 
of these should challenge the man or woman who would be a 
real citizen of the modern world! and, incidentally, such 
well directed thinking and studylng will help to save one 
t.rom tho disturbing ups$ts that afflict so many bewildered 
persons. Even the effort to understand can save one from 
mu.ch bewilderment. 
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For twenty years and more the science of mental 
hygiene has been stressing the concept of emotional · 
maturity 1 and much of psychology as applied to counseling youth ana adults is concerned with developing the concept 
of an adult point of view, and maki11g that seem desirable 2 
a.nd then using all. the devices known to the art of applied 
psychology to help achieve that great desideratum. When 
is a person emotionally matu:re, and what are his character-
istic$? 
Here are a few of the rubrics under "'hich the degree 
or emotional grown ... upness are often considered: an ability 
to endure suffering or strain without complaint or self· 
pity; the ability to "go it alonen and accept responsibility 
tor one•s own life; the ab:tlity to meet situations 
impersonally and to identify oneself and one• s effort:" w:lth 
something or some cause larger than himself or his 0"\Fm 
personal concerns; the ability to put forth sustained 
effort, to plan for the future of oneself or the institu-
tions with which he identifies himself to make the present 
efforts contribute toward the realization of that futureo11 
(You may remember that Count Korzybsk:t says that man is 
ossentiall'y a "time-b:l.ndingn animal,) Under any or all 
of these rubrics one•s reactions in war situations may be 
consider~, but space does not permit our being mo:re spec-
ific here. Of course, it is almost trite to say that the 
more mature one is the more reasonabl4l> the attitude and the 
more stable t.be manner in which he can meet the war situa-
tions.. ·~Again it 1.s so obvious as scarcely to need 
reiterat:ton that the less mature by association with the 
mature can, though it does not necess;.n•ily ahu1ys follow, 
learn the ways of maturity. 
~~·he final word is "integration. u Integration moans 
the ac:tdevement of 1twholeness. n In functional terms it 
means the :focusing of all one's energies around a con1mon 
center, or the direetitlg · o:f all one's anergies toward a 
common end--the avoidance of inner or personal conflict, 
or vacillating or changing moods and interests. On the 
intellectual side it means the long perspective, and the 
planning of Val'ious smaller activities so that they form 
a consistent pattern indicating a ~o~thy goal. Whole 
volumes have been written on tha subject of integration 
and lengthy essays with manifold illustrations are yearly 
presented to classes in mental hygiene on this subject; 
but for our present purpose in an effort to bring this 
concept to bear upon the mental hygiene of people at \<~ax•, 
it simply means that the most sanifying way of life at 
the present is one in 'lthich ltre i.ntegrate all om" thinking 
I . 
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and ac~:tng, our study of inflation and taxation, all our 
decisi,ons as to Sl)t.mding time or money or effort, our war 
work of w.batever kind, salvage drives or special jobs, ouT 
economizing for helping the war effort]: all ovr controlled 
emotions in fact the whole ordering o our lives in terms 
of the vlotory of democracy and Christianity over tota.11-
tari\~1sm and a barbarous paganism, and the achievement 
of ·a:y,'W,orl.d order where, · 
tt.Man to man 9 the wor lrl o' er shall brothers be for a' that, u_ as Bobby Burns envisl.oned long ago 9 and as John Addington Symonds more recently wrote: 
~~~:'hose things shall be: a loftier race 
Than e'er the world hath known shall rise 
With flame of freedom in their souls 
And light of ltnO\>lledge 1n their eyes." 
':Phe reader of modern. books and articles on psychology 
is often bewildered at what seems to him such an array of 
conflictirlg findings in t.ha young scj,enct"'. Condltioned 
retlexes 1 inferiority oomplex$s, repressions, ego center-
edness, xixations--these and other terms have recently 
come :lnto popular usage. Plays and novels galore use the 
newer term:i.nology and depict states of mind --mostly 
emotional--rnuch as the case book of chemical psychology 
does. In the midst of nG\1! terms and the modern })sycholog ... 
ical treatment of:' htwan motives, especially as one heax•s 
of' so many schools of behaviorism, the social types of 
psychoanalysis, gestalt, and ttincU.vidual psychology"--
the layman aslcs naturalJ.y.;..;what is the truth of human mind? 
Are the diff'~rencosamong psychologists fundamental--is 
one right and another w:rong(i' Or is there a common ground 
of truth that all are claiming a basis upon which the 
practical educator and intelligent layman may stand, "'ith 
aome,degree of certainty. 
~ o the present writer 1 t seems that while there 1 s 
honest roc,m for debate as between behaviorists and others 
on ultimate gromid--those debates should be reserved .t'or 
the symposiums of learned and technical psychologists., The 
practical teacher and other direct dealers t>li th human life 
can gather many established truths !"rom the so-called 
new psychologies and work out from them a progttnm bo:th of 
education and ment~l hygieneo 
.In spite of many debates and controversy as to the 
nature of class1!1cation of instincts--we have the irl<lis-
putabl~· f'act that much of human behavi.or does not have to 
be learned--as well as the other great fact that behavior--
especially early behavi.or is easily con.di tioned. Watson's 
now fatnous \<tork on tears in infancy establishes both of 
these points. 
Of even greater significance is the '!tre11 establi.shed 
.fact of reconditioning. Psychological clinic records 
abound with cases where children have been completely 
3J., w. Harris, "Some Emotional Factors ln The 
~93~:opment of Youth,u fheJAtf.e. and §shoo,,, 8:10 .. 12, March, 
modified by weakening the bonds of an old conditioning, We 
recall the case of a small boy who had acquired--accidentallY 
of course--a terror of gold fish. The discern:i.ng psycholo-
gist brought a gold fish bowl unobtrusiv-ely \d thin his 
range of vision while he was enjoying a good meal. ~·hts was 
repeated many times and the gold fish brought gradually 
nearer each meal. ''he ch:tld not alone· overcame his fear 
but developed such a fondness for gold fish that he always 
wanted them in sight while he was eatj.ng. 
The educational implications of these simple cases 
are of course innumerable and suggest technique and possibil-
ities for breaking and modifying all sorts of bad habits- ... 
inhibitions and prejudices. One do.es not have to be a 
thorough going behaviorist to recognize and apply these 
simple tr~ths in human development. 
Again, there is a pretty sure acceptance of a certain 
truth in Adler's notion of the ego, its claim :for expres-
sion and its formation of a goal for itself. While this is 
not so easily demonstrated as Watson's reflexes and condi· 
tionings, still it gives us a valuable formula for explaining 
much·or human life. The will-to-power, the instinctive 
drive for dominat:J.ng things or people--the reactions to 
thwartings of·the ego drive, in all this' unloveliness 
of inferiority complexes and anti social activity of childish 
misbehavior, the self centeredness of the hypochondriac!: or 
cruel expl.o1tation of other human beings, in the name o 
business, politics,· industry, or war--all these po:J.nt 
eloquently to the need for wholesome ego expression and a 
type of education that recognizes the need of every boy and 
girl for activity and gratifies his sense of importance 
through wholesome worth while accomplishm.ent ... and thus 
saves him from the ugly forms of' self-assertion or self-
abasement which always indicate a thwarted ego. · If given 
proper opp.ortunity for creative constructive activity, the 
child is enabled to face the reality of life, the outer 
world of things and people, and is not driven to the 
necessity of getting a distorted view of his own ego and 
its supreme importance in the scheme of things. 
A wholesome absorption in reality which makes 
possible a forgetting of self--an overcoming of a certain 
petty touchiness and the fear of personal humiliation, is 
one of the soundest goals in emotional education •. A goal 
based upon the established truth of modern "i.ndi vidual" 
or ego psychology. 
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Again, psychology is being 'ltlri tten no'!!ra.days in terms 
of relative maturity, the dangers of fixation at infantile 
or puberile levels. We are reading much of regressions to 
the baby stages in emotional criseso Overstreet, in his 
onl:tghtening volume "About Ourselves," gives several graphic 
pictures of personalities that haven•t gx•c,.wn up--ranging all 
the way from tha severe form of war-tiwe shell shock to 
the more usual wives who crave paternal protection from 
their husbands lSUld husbands t'lho demand to be mother•ed by 
their wives. A whole new picture of t-that emotional 
maturity really means, a picture of an ideal man or woma.n-· 
fully mature in all aspects of development and especially 
in the field of the emotions where lower level fixation is 
so easy and so frequ$nt, is being drawn by the psycholo-
gists. Such a pictu:r$ is almost hopelessly and discourag-
ingly ideal. Most of us poor adults in contemplating the 
high descriptions or maturity in the newer books show our 
own ego centering by making discouraged comparisons with 
ourselves--or else we rationalize and say so tritely that 
poor old human nature can't be changed--and that the adult 
world will always be made up of children of a larger growth. 
But agair1--some of us who are dealing with modern youth-... 
teaching them the newer psychology of ego and emotional 
maturing are often gratified at the clear insight they 
show into the ch:l.ldish level reactions of parents and 
teachers. Students in college thEm ask why parents are not 
compelled to keep up to date in psychological study--others 
show clearly, in their. confidential talks, that they are 
already so mature that they are tolerant in a kindly and 
no longer rebellious way \1ith Mid-Victorian sentimentality 
and Puritanical repression found in their own homes$ And 
not long ago a fifteen year oJ.d school girl whose mother was 
grieving over the pass1.ng years and a few gray hairs, 
remarked :t.n my hearing--no Mother, you •re too self 
consciousl" · · ·· ·. . 
"Facing reality" as a test of mental health :t.s 
accepted as a truth by psychologists and psychiatrists 
everywh:?ra.; Since this is so profoundly true, it must be 
accepted as the aim of education par excellence. ~roo 
tender a protection frc>m even the stern :realities f)f life, 
a. permitted indul.gence in day dreaming or wish thinking, a 
repressive morality, a childish escape from disagreeable 
tasks or situatJ.ons, the attainment of a spurious sense of 
self importance by emotional e.xplosions-... or a more subtle 
technique of domination or a human individual or group-... 
or any methods of school or home training that lead to 
these undesired condit:S.ons--are all over th£~ ban of modern, 
progressive educators. Instead the quest is an active one 
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for those subjects or tnstruction, those types of activity, 
those elements of' physical and personal environment that 
w:lll enhance propE-:r cor1di tioning and rocondi tioning of 
the elen~ents of behavior, that \llill help the struggling and 
asc~erting ego of the ch:i.ld and youth to normal, satisfying 
expression--and that \-!ill ma.ke it less likely that the 
youth stagnate or fixate at any lower level of his Inatu:t.~­
ing and more and more likely that he \vil.l reach the full 
state o:t' ideal maturity in action and feeling~ Construc-
tive e.cti vi ty '\!11th things or social groups, dr6lnHatic 
representatton.s on the level of' real interp:retat:J.on of 
life as he kno11rs it and not as a mere puppet or reci te:r of 
lines, tho school-room project of various sorts~-all those 
:f.'i t 1.nto the picture as means toward a much desired and 
h:tgh accomplishment in human developmento 
APPE!NDIX C 
SPEECHES AND ADDRESSES 
One of the outstanding characteristics of the gcm-
era.tion in \<Jhich we are living is 1 ts devotion to tho study 
of psychology. ~rhe very nature of psychology has meant 
. that 1 t has ·trery easily come into popular awareness and has 
ceased to be exclusi.vely an academic subject \V"ith its con-
tent mainly built up from the introspective accounts of the 
workings of the minds of phj.losophers. It has come to 
concern itselt' ~Tith the everyday lives of ordinary men and 
women and children. In the field. of psychology during the 
last fifty years there have been a number of special move ... 
rnents, the child study movement, behaviorism, psychoanalysis 
and the so-called mental hygiene movement. 'I'o the last of 
these vie give our attention this evening. 
It was thts speaker•s privilege to be a member or 
one of the. f:trst classes in t-1ental Hygiene under Dr. vJilliam 
H. Burnham, whose two books published since then, the ~2!:!!HA:!. 
Min.g, and 1q_q_ y,Jpolesom!. .f!t!On.i.l.!~I., have had great .infi.uence 
in this particular branch of psychology. And the recent 
death of Mr •. Clif':t'ord Beers, "'hose book, A Wnsl ~t: toung, 
Itse.l.!, has been read for nearly forty years, recalls the 
fact that Mr. Beers, after recovering his sanity in a most 
remarkable way, was instrumental in starting a nation"'"wide 
movement for Mental Hygiene, through the founding of a 
permanent national committee of psychiatrists on mental 
hyg!f:ene and the establishment of the magazine Mmrt.al 
HXsiepe. Through the work of this committee and~ publica .. 
t1on of the journal the attitude of the public toward 
various forms of mental illness has been greatly modj.f'ied; 
~nd so ... called insanity has ceased to be looked upon as a 
hbp~less:·_~ and disgraceftll condition; asylums have become 
hospitals; and mental illness has come to be looked upon not 
only as something \'rh:i.ch often yields to treatment but as 
something whtch can be J)revented by proper rag:l.ment and the 
removal. of fears worries and conflicts and the general. 
integration of 1lre about wholesome acttvities, purposes and 
ideals!. and the development, so fat" as possible, of attitudes 
and po nts of vic:~w in. life thn.t make for emotional stability. 
1943. 
1speech delivered in Mo1•ris Chapel, September 19, 
~~'he accomplishments of the last forty years are numerous 
and large. 
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It must be remembere('i, however, that the psychologists 
themselves are persons of litni tat ions, often. disastrous to · 
what they ,,:ould accomplish ~in teaching persor1s to regulate 
life. And the matter of ut:dng religion as a stabilizer of 
emotions and an integration center :tn life has too often 
not entered into the calculations of the psychologists 
themselves, because they, alas, have too often not in . 
themselves realized the bGnef'its of' a..religious outlook. on 
life or have been prejudiced by the fact that so many 
peop:l.e use religion as a cloak for fanaticism, intolerance 
and violent prejudice on tho one hand, or as an excuse tor 
indulging in emotional orgies or gross self'-centeredncss on 
the other. 'J'he use of religion as a trJay or t..b-2. way of 
mental health has suffered because so many psychologists 
have prided themselves on being among the young intelligent ... 
sia whose rebellion against religion is, without their 
knowing it, a rebellion a.gainst the worst f'orms of its 
expression; :tt has also suffered because religionists, 
perchance, have not had sufficient :lnsight into the real 
nature of psychological processes; or that their insight 
has been intuitive rather than sclentific. 
. I 
~'he meeting of these two groups of people is, however, 
taking place, as, tor t\'IO outstanding examples, ln the work 
of Henry Co Link, a professional psychologist, and Dr. Harry 
gmerson Fosdick, a mi.nister of religion. Fortunately, each 
of these men has written a book giving an account of his 
own arrival at a point of view and detailing methods and 
devices in the treatment of maladjustments. These books 
are addressed to the intelligent layman in either field. 
I~ink' s is entitled The :f.!eturn t;,Q IH.t}.ig!J?..Ut and Fosdick's 
Qn Jag1.,rtg, §:.Real .f~~sg.p. The reports of large sales of these 
oooks is very encouraging as an augury of the contributions 
they make to the thinking and practice of mental hygiene and 
religion. A brief account of each of these books would 
seem to be in place hero. 
Dr. I.ink, in his book,· tells how after years of 
practicing J>sycholog.y and advising private pat:tents in their 
emotiona,l difficulties discovered that the ins1.ghts he was 
gaini11g and the advice he was giving were essentially 
directed toward the practice or religion. Himself a 
product of a Chx•istian horne and reared in church-going and 
other religi.ous practices, wh:i.le in college he had drifted 
away, had developed an att1 tude o.t' skepticism in the matter 
of religious beliefs and an idea that religious observances 
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were only for the unemancipated or immature peopleo How-· 
ever 9 whe11 he discov·ared that his advice:) to patients was 
taking the form of recommending the same sort of personal 
regimen that religion is concerned with, he was honest 
enough to make a complete revaluation and frankly to 
acknowledge that he and other psychologists had been 
neglecting one of·the most significant phases of life in 
their neglect of religion. His book, The RetYtn ~ 
ReligiQn is both a treatise on the psychology· o? ri13ligion 
and on the therapeutic values of the practice of :religious 
faith as a ·stabilizer of life. · · 
Some religionists may say of I,ink-·'*~'ha.t is onlY 
\-lhat most of us have known all a.long"--but is 1 t not 
significant that in a be't-IilderGd age lilte ours a prominent 
psychologist should make the confession he does, and should 
preach a return to religion? 
Almost the opposite story is that of Harry ~merson 
P~osdick. His latest book--now a best seller-·.Q!112ft!~g .i 
~lea!. P2rsoq, is at once an apologia for his psychological 
faith, and an exposition of the techniques of a mental 
hygiene counseling service as conducted in a great city 
church. Dr. Fosdick, whom most. of us know as a great 
pr,eacher and writer, early in his ministry was confronted 
as a pastor with many personal problems of his parishioners. 
He felt his own inadequacies from the point of view of a 
knowledge of psychology, and thereupon beglfln, under the 
direction of leading psychiatrists a course of reading and 
study to prepare himself for better counseling service. 
The result is told in this excellent book. It is to be 
recommended to all students of psychology, and especially 
to serious minded men and women who would gat a new ou·tlook 
on the possibilities of Christian fait.h and the values :for 
the here and now, in the pra.ctice of :religion, for enriching 
life and enlarging one's possibilities of service. 
So much for the h-ro books, which supplem€:mt aa.ch 
othe1., so nicely in showing a new meeting botwaen mental 
hygiene and religion. 
Since this talk on the subject has been in prepara ... 
tion, my attenti.on has been directed to several articles 
along this line in recent magazines. In the current number 
of the J.\m:rni? Q! M~r~t§.J. !]lgimt..! appears an article on the 
adjustments o matttre people. ~rhe author, after mentioning 
the fact that we are almost surfeited with dis<mssions of . 
the problems of youth, suggests that more attention needs 
to he given to the problems of older people. ~:'hen he 
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proceeds with a discussion of the problems of the mature 
mind and their solution, and among other suggestions he 
includes the importance for the mature mind of coming to 
grips with the problems of man and his destiny and one's 
relation to the universe. One raises the question as tb 
whether this author thinks religion is only for the mature, 
and whether Link• s title A fteturn !Q. R§'ligiop 1 is not . 
after all a confession ol th~-ra1!Ure of religlous educa-
tion. Is religion either something that should wait till 
maturity for its realization? Is it something that may be 
given in small doses in childhood and youth, to be 
neglected for years and then returneg to? Or is it rather 
a discipline of life that should be gradually developed 
from early childhood on through to the closing years, 
without any intermittent drifting or neglect?· 
Another item of recent observation was the comment 
in Time Magtzine•s account of the recent revision of the 
ERi~cosa~ H~n book--to the effect that about a hundred of . 
the ol er an more ego-centric hymns had been omitted, and 
had been replaced by those representing more the social 
rather than the pur.ely individual interpretation of 
religion. 
:But, you inay be asking, what are some of the funda• 
mental principles of mental health? What is the mental 
hygienist striving to do for people whether it is inter-
. preted in terms of religion or not? The simplest and most 
comprehensive principle of mental health is that of whole-.,. 
ness--or as the word is sometimes used--wholesomeness. 
Specifically, we may express this in terms of the mental 
hygienists's four freedoms: 
Freedom 
Freedom 
Freedom 
Freedom 
from fear, anxiety, and excessive 
emotionalism, 
from inner conflict, 
from self-centeredness, 
from short perspectives on life. 
As a corollary to these freedoms, we may put a list 
of ideals to be achieved, as follows: 
A proper balance of feeling, thinking, and doing. 
An integration of life around a few worthy centers 
and interests, 
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An integration within on~seli', 
An integration of oneself with the worthy purposes 
of society. 
By integration is meant the bringing of all the life 
en orgies to harmonious expression together to form of the 
person as nearly a perfect whole or \'lholenass as possibleo 
~'he very opposite is here implied of inner conflict or the 
di vtded self. 'J'he very naming of those desirable free"" 
doms and achievements is to suggest ~:tt once the ideals of 
religious culture. 
F'reedom from fear, and from conflict, suggests a 
·whole wealth of religious experiences and pbrasing .... I,ove 
rever faileth, perfect love casteth out fear ... -.when I t-tould 
do good evil is present within me--deliver us from t$mpta-
tion-... the conflict between. the flesh and the spirit--the · 
war among one's members, as st. Paul puts it--passing from 
death unto life! Bow natural it. is for the psychologist 
who thinks in terms of rellgion to draw his illustrations 
and his ph:rasing from the wealth of the world • s religious 
expression, and thus to give to his student or to those '\<Tho 
seek solutions to personal problems, a sense of the one-
ness of experience, and a relatedness to great souls in 
the long past who have enriched the story of human striving 
and achj.evement. "l'"aith of our ll'athers, living still!" 
F'raedom .from self-cente:r•edn$sso A young child or 
infant is entirely self-centered and much of tho process 
of education consists in directing interests outvrard. t-tuch 
of mental illness is explained as stagnation on tho ego-
centric level. Alas, too, there is a form of religious 
expression which does not rise above the level of seeking 
one• s own personal salvat:2.on and boasting of mansions in 
heaven or of stars in one•s crown; or in P$Ychological 
terms--attaining ego-gratification by a sense of self· 
righteousness •. Such forms of self-centering in the name of 
l .. eligion have done much to drive people away from religion 
in any form. But ~hen one grows beyond self-seeking, he 
really exemplifies the injunction that he who loseth his 
life shall find it. ~·rue forgetfulness of self' can be 
attained by identifying oneself loti th something great~r: than 
self, a caus0 worth fight1.ng and dy~ng for and more 
s:f.gn:tf:tcantly a cause worth living for in l.n.con~picuous, 
prosaic ,.,a.ys through long days and years bec(;t1lS~ th-J task 
is worthvrhile. 
A sermon of Bishop F'rancis McConnell, of some years 
ago, comes to min..d. ~Phe bj. shop' s text vras, "'l'hey shall 
mount up with vlings as the eagle; they shall run and not be 
11raary; they shall wallr and not faint.u flis emphasis was 
upon the necessity for lifo of learning to do the prosaic 
task long and steadily ... -~~'Walldng and not fainting." One 
is also reminded of a certain psycholog~st, Mr e Fl~a.nlt1Prood 
\'lfilliams, \>JhO in the early days or the Hussia.n e.xper:trnent, 
went to that country to study tho institutional care of 
the :l.nsane. You may read his account in hls book, Rl!i§.!st, 
l9.J.tl11 f!tfd :tl.f.£. ~~9.rJ.g. i;,1r. Williams found to his 
surprise a marked decrease in mental diso:rders involving 
foa:rs, anxieties and personal worries. From the study of 
inst:I.tut:f.ons vJilliams went to the study of tho society 
\.;here these changes had been brought about. He believes 
he fotmd the secret of the new mental health, o:r at least 
a ma.rked decrease in several forms of mental illness, in 
~lHJ changing at t:t tudes of youth. · Their entire devotion to 
the cause they were l.iv:tng for, their self-forgetfulness 
in identifying themselves wlth something bigger and more 
important than their petty personal concerns ..... these things 
Nr. \~i11ia.ms holds up as a 't..rortby exampl~ for the rest of 
the vro:rld. In tho same connection one must remember also 
an older book of tho late philosopher of Harvard, Josiah 
Royce, ~ .PJ.1!l...qJ,QJ.L~ Qt:. ~l.:t:£;. 1\oyce' s thesis 1.s that 
ultimate meanings 1.n life are realized when the individual 
finds a cause worth living for and Cievotes himself to it 
with entire loyalty. ••seek ye first the kingdom of God 
and all these things shall be added unto yov,n or shall \>te 
say, Seek ye first the coming of the kingdom of God on earth 
in the here and nowl 
!i':reedom from short perspectives on lif'Eh One of the 
questions asked for school ch:i.ldr(;'}n to test their matur :t.ty 
is thts--t-tould you rather havo Olile piece of candy today or 
two pieces tomorrow? And of older children, would you 
prefer to take a job paying 50 cents a '\'reek for ten weeks, 
or do 1tl1thout pay for ten week.s and then be paid ten dollars? 
According to Count Korzybsk1, the chief' glory of man 
is the fact that he has a time perspective. He has a · 
better memory of the past and a far better :l.rnagination 
of the future than any animal. ~'hus he is able to conceive 
principles of action and to rise above the level of i.rnr,rulse. 
In the present crisis we are being appealed to control the 
spending of our money in order to avoid inflation--a special 
form oi' tho control of :l.mpulsive action--and vJe are asked 
to cooperate in post .. war wo:rl.d plaPJling. 'As pa.r~nts arid 
teachers we are being taught to think of the.prescnt func-
tioning of children and youth in terms of a future a few 
or many years hence. Our training.of children in eitizenshJp 
is not alone for their present welfare and happiness, but 
for thei.r adult l:lves and the t.;o:rld that thev will make. 
Thus the~ story of education is very much the~ story· of the 
lengthen:tng o:f po:rspect:J.ves, and that of religion is much 
the same. Heligion carries to tho greatest length the 
envisag1 .. ng of a tr~orld of things as they ot:tght to be--the 
shape of things to come--not only in matters of material 
gadgets but in things of tho sp:l.ri t as well .... a v1orld · 
nE!arer to tho heart' s desire--tho coming of tho kingdom 
of God on earth, or shall we say the !2.~9.~!:.~ of God on 
earth? 
I,ot us repeat then our four freedoms: 
Freedom .from fear and anxiety, 
Freedom from :tnner conflict, 
Freedom from self-centeredness, 
Freedom from the short perspective. 
You wi.ll think of many mo1•e illustrations of the working 
of these j.n daily life than \ve have had time to mention 
hare. 
Now a few words about t.he des:t:red achievements. 
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First:, a balance of thinking and feeling and doing. It is 
easy to see that most of us in. our own Chl•istian lives 
are ei tho:r. too coldly intellectual, tdthout a proper warmth 
of feeling and a proper amount of act:ton to back up our own 
thoughts and our prayers--or vJe il'ldulge j"n feel:lngs and 
emotion without the balance wheel of' clear th:i..nking and 
action appropriate to our feelings--or we are the people 
who must be :t'orever doing thing:s, the Mal~thas cumbered with 
much serving, without taking time for the "better things" 
of the m:tnd and the heart. 
In classes in character education 1r1e need to develop 
not merely man of good will, but trien of clear think:i.ng, 
good feelir1g and right action. 
'J'he other achj.evements mentioned were in terms of 
integratlon about vrorthy centers 9 integration within one-
self and integration w1 th the 1.-10rthy purposes of society. 
n1e psychologist reminds us that one can center 
one's life around money, material possessions, good looks, 
successful achievements, around the pe1•sons of one's family 
or ch1.1dnen, or art or literature, or social service, or 
creative activity of any sort. The pr:J.ncipl.e of centering 
about thos.e things that are least transitory and that have 
most enduring valuos, is the one that both the mental 
bygien:t.st and the religionist recommend. "I.ay not up 
f.o:r yourselves treasure on earth." 
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Again an :lndi vidual may be \vall integrated within 
hixns.edf, in tho matter o:f avoiding inner conflicts or 
divisive emotions, and this :l.s so fat• good, and until a · 
few yoars ago thJs :ls about as far as the mental hygienist 
wont--but rnore recently the integration of tho self with 
the ~~Iorthy purposes of society has been receiving atten-
tion :tn tho psychology books. The religionist reminds us 
that through tho Fatherhood of God all men are brothers--
and tho good neighbor policy had one of its clearest 
expressions in the Good Samax•i tan. 
Morris Chapel, 
September 19, 191+3 .. 
Harris, Dr. ~T. William: "Address on Psychology"2 
.froQegdinu 91: ~ ~:·welfth f4nnu!!~ Cop.vonj;,lQn .fl.t f11! Qalif9!:nJa s.t§t! Q..ivisi2n I:q,terni:t!~nu ~soe~&t . .Qn 
for 15!.9n.t.tf.~t,:lQD.. Sacramento. • 
(held a,t Stockton, California, May 5', 6, 7, 1927) 
My :l.nterests in psychology have been various: prim· 
arily in the training of teach$rs, and in the study of 
psychology of the normal child as he is met by teachers in 
the classrooms of tho public schools. Breaking down of 
older thinking on psychology, of heredity, and a certain 
fixedness of human nature; that one boy comas into the · 
world destined to be a criminal, another a student~ we are 
seeing life more as a matter of habit, more and more the 
product of a child's reactions upon his social environment 
beginning even from babyhood. We find the same thing in 
schools, and in the juvenile courts, only in lesser 
degree. I find myself going more and more into the study 
of abnormal psychology in order to understand the beginnings 
or backgrounds of offenses and delinquency, particularly, · 
that we might discover them at their very beginning and not 
only treat or correct them when they become law breakers 
or disgusting offenders, but also that we may doctor 
(treat) them j,n the early stagfils and by the process of 
education lead them into lives of good citizenship. (Therapy) 
'1'he:re is no hard and fast line drawn between the juvenile court and other officials of the law and the 
school man and woman in. dealing with children. Most of us 
believe that the majority of the unfortunate children are 
victims of environment--victims of bad social adjustmentso 
Abnormal psychology explains the terminology and many 
technical terms of psychology such as the conditioned 
reflexes (John B. vJatson' s studies on fears explained .away 
a prevailing belief that babies are born with a i'ear of 
ardmals.) \<Iatson tested and explained the conditioned 
2speech deli.ve:red to the Twelfth Annual convention 
of the California State Division Int$rnational Association 
for Identification at Stockton, May, 192?. 
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roflex, that :it has a great meaning in the development of 
habit and reactlon in life. Also he explained the 
conditioned l .. eflex as d~monstrated by the flo\~ ot saliva 
of a ·dog--with food· and use of a bell similar to Pavlov's 
experiment. The flow of gastric juice in a ~hild \ofho had 
been burned with lye and an opening made in to the 
stomach--at the Heidelberg Med:f.cal School--was demonstrated 
by the use of food together with the sounding of a pipe. 
The child was not conscious of the pipe and did not thi.nk 
about 1 t. '.rh(>l conditioned reflex o£ the ·child • s nervous 
system controlled the unconscious processes of the child. 
~'hese experiments are both interesting and significant 9 because they show much more than we havo ever known of 
what a very delicate thing the nervous system is and how 
subject it is to accidental conditions.' 
Next the psychologists have experimented with 
reconditioning: psychologists ax•e certain that 3.f' with 
·. the most undesirable habits or reaction patterns, the 
results of unfortunate circumstances, by changing the 
circumstances they can recondition and bring a person baclt 
to normal-... as developed by the above expe:rlments. 
By continually sounding the gong and not giving 
food the psychologist awakens the response and finally 
breaks it down entirely. This is significant \fith humans 
in the development of bad habits and the curing of them. 
Another :important term is ttego,n the self': tb.e 
o:rganizatiorl of an indiv:l.dual as a whole seeks satisfaction, 
and the whole quest, the whole problem of life of a. growing 
child :l.s that of getting satis:factj~on for his ego; th:ls is 
the ego impulse or the self-regarding impulsee If not mat 
he \-till get satisfaction in some other way. 
As -to sex, the psychologist means something a great 
deal more than Just a physiological process. He means by 
that the whole direction of the regard of the child. 
Practically the whole thing the child :ts· seeking is.a 
line of ·satisfaction for himself. Much modern psychology 
:ls m1srunderstood because it deals with or uses the terms 
sexual and sexuality. Most people think of it in a narrow 
sense, but psychologists use ;tt in a very wide sense., 
Psychologists are also using ·the words uinfantiJ.ett 
and "infantilism." There :ts a normal rate of development 
for people from babyhood to adult life in mind as well as 
body; that tho process of education consists in grow:l.ng up 
in every phase of one•s being--and this is vary important--
that nearly every trouble or abnormality is duo to poor 
adjustments in the growing up process and represents a 
:reflection of a more or less infantile or babyish matter. 
Pract:tcally all of the disgusting abnormalities o:f sex 
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can be explained on the basis of that theory. Now to use 
the to:rm 11 sexu as the psychologist uses it, it must be in 
tho broad sense, it is the subject of the child•s affec-
tions. ~rho psychologist is trying to describe wrJ.at .is meant 
by the order of development of t,ha: chief and central inter ... 
est 1n life. · 
Now the child is entirely self .. centei~odo He is 
seeking entirely his own pleasure. He has no thought of 
doing anything to please anybody else. He is a perfect 
little tyrant. He is in the initial sta.go, the stage of 
self-love. ~·he next -stage is the one in which th.e child 
makes an emotional response to his mother or father, which· 
f:>ver cares for him most. And it is quite natural as the 
psychologists say, that he will practically fall in love 
with his mother. In this stage she is the ~rhole center of 
his regard i but there comes a normal time in boyhood t-Then 
the child 1s growing up and he must have some other object 
of affection. He must break the tie with his mother and 
he seeks companions of his own sex. He plays with boys if 
he is a boy; with others of his own age, or he develops 
a friendship for an older boy or a man, someone of his ot~ 
adolescence; if he is normal, the experience or several 
experiences of falling in love and finally of mating. 1'hat 
is the normal case, 
In many abnormalities of life the person stays in one 
of the above mentioned lower levels of development. There 
are many who develop mentally and in many other ways but 
have stayed in a very low level of self-love, and even if 
they make attachments, they are entirely selfish ones--
entirely from the standpoint of what they can get not what 
they can give. Many men and women are on that level: that 
infantile level. We know that many boys stay on the level 
of 16-(.te for the mother• they are literally tied to mother's 
apron strings--the ordinary goody-goody boys who always 
take mother's advice--but they do make a certain kind of 
adjustment. They may be very unhappy in play, or in life 
or to a mature love in life, yet may not :necessarily he 
lsw breakers. 
But others in :rebelling against these conditions may 
steal or do some bravado thing in an effort to break these 
ties With their tnothe:rs, Or from fathers 'liThO are trying 
hard to hold them, however the children are not aware of 
this themselves~~ Quite frequently it is the child's 
rebellion at being held to a low level of' emotional 
attachment that he has outgrowne He does not have a normal 
outlet or an objective interest in life that would save him 
from ant:t-~mcial reaction. 
'l'he psychologist uses the term tthomosexual, 11 ltthlch 
simply means a tendency to fall in love with 'person's own 
sex. vJe term 1 t pervers:ton. 'l'he psychologist holds this 
to be a normal aspect of lif'o in that period of boyhood 
bet' ore adolescence when the child is !'ir st grow:lng away 
from parental influences. 
In that rebellion against the home and finding his 
satisfactions in th€) gang and in activities vli th oth<i:r boys 
he is essentia.Jly on a homosexual. level. If his life is 
normal, vTi th plenty of activities, games, athletics, this 
period when he is not interested in girls and not in his 
mother or father but in others of his own sex, there is 
no. danget• that he 'Vlill get into porverted pract.ices scx-
Ut:tlly with boys or with men. Normally, as he outgrows this 
period, he has normal experiences of sex attachments to 
girls and finally satisfactorily mates. 
NO\v you see that all those perverted practices in 
a sex nature are sj.Jnply reflections of that lo\lte:r level• 
~:'he homosexual or pervert is one who does not grow up to 
t.he normal kind of sexuality. He stays on that level. and 
actually, as he grotvs physically older he gets into actual 
sex practices vdth others of his own sex •. There are 
infantile regress:t.ons in these practices and gats satis-
faction in :tnfantile sensations of pleasure. 
This theory of different levels of normal develop-
ment explains many cases of retarded development for the 
ordinary person. 'J:h1.s is so b~cause many of' these cases 
are not isolated ones, but are found in every class of 
society with comparat1ve frequency. 
Since sexual perversions are undoubtedly due to 
accide.nt of first sex e:xper:t.ence (it is taught to others) 
and because it is a boy•s first emotional experience, 1t 
stays fixed through life, He may outgrow it, but usually 
not completely so; he is not perfectly reconditioned, 
Through psychotherapy w3.th the doctrine of the conditioned 
reflex, by bringing to the conscious mind an early for ... 
gotten experience the individual. may be brought back to 
normal. 'J'he attitude of the psychologist toward these 
offenders is that of scientific interest and sympathy, 
and 110t so much of' disgust and of punishment. Scientific 
treatment and sympathetic understanding is the basis for 
reclaiming these Peoples lives. 
1Jt:Jring the la.st tan years psychologists are believ ... 
irJ.g tha.t most of the faults of human nature are t.he pro-
ducts of' unfortunate environment and they believe they can 
be reolainwd for normal happy lives. They maintain that. 
the test of being normal or abnormal is made of two things, 
closoly :related: .· one, the normal person is one who faces 
reality; the other the normal person makes. a successful 
social adjustment in his life w:1.th other people; the two 
are practically the same. 
~'here are many abnormalities that affect teachers 
more than officers of the law~a ~:hese are of lesser degree 
and are character~ is tic of all publ:J.c schools: those 
children who resort to the various adjustment mechanisms 
of all kinds. ~'heir little egos are bound to get satis-
faction in some form--aggression, escape, or compensation. 
However, these are familiar to us all; but there are 
stages of these up to paranoic patients, a~regular series 
o:t' graduations from one to the other. Jl:ven \<lith these 
patients there is an element of satisfaction which they are 
getting. 
All abnormalities .come from t•ailu:re to ad just. In 
closing, I will sa.y t~Ihat can be done about it.. lt'vcry child 
has a right to be satisfied successful in whatever he can 
do. He ought not be given tasl<s beyond bj.m, nor continually 
criticized. He should be placed in such t(ll.sks that he can 
succet~d; he should-be helped to face realtty; he ought to 
have as much ob,ject 5.:nterest as possible to ha:ve mechan-
ical devices. Not to thi.nk too much about himself--he 
should have wood\'lorking material, sports and athletics, a 
great many interests and things to do ...... thes~ rather than 
to allow him to turn inward on himself, in self-pity or 
rebellion. 
Bertrand .Russell says that competing 'f.dth other 
people :i.n athletics sornetimes.frequently makes successful 
citizens; but he also says the danger is too great that \lfe 
will develop a natioll of' fighters, develop antagonisms 
and forms of human exploitation. He says that 1nst.ead 
of·having games of personal combat or contest, boys 
$hould get their sense of victory of overcoming something 
1!1 the field of mechanics, an old' car to f:tx, or sail boat, 
a model airplane, and over which he can be v:tctorious. 
Russell holds these are much more liholesome than a lot of 
competitive games which he believes develop too great a 
competltive society and exploitation of one class of 
people by a more successful class,.. 
Also I have tried to show you \-That the psychologist 
thinks of the child: He is of' a unified mind; not 
divided against himself; successful in his adjustments; he 
has a right to get satisi'action; ·wh:l.ch is a fundarnental . 
force in nature... If it is not provided in a normal way it 
will come :J.n abnormal \\lays and the secret of' a successful 
c:J.tizenry is the secret of a good education, one that 
takes in a great deal more than teaching the boy to figure 
or vrri te or spell o:r the bare facts of history; an educa ... 
t:ton that takes into account a.ll of tht::: forces that make for 
personality. It seems particul.arly hopeful that you as 
officers ana tha.t we as teachers can get together in 
friendly considerat:lon and discussion of these fundamental 
problems. 
APPENDIX D 
SJi!Lit;CTED LI!;rr~:ERS 
AMOS E. CLARK 
A teacher and an author, Amos Eo Clark, attended 
the College of the Pacific, when it was on the old campus 
at San Jose. Hj.s letter that follo~rs provides a good 
account of th:l.s former student's memories of Har:ri&h It 
was written at r.~os Angeles and dated January 31, 1958. 
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When Dr. Harris first came to the College of the 
Pacific in San Jose, I was a very immature student in 
the Junior Class. \-Ve heard tha.t the new professor was 
coming. to start a new department called ••Education, 11 
but few of us had any clear idea of just what that 
meant. However, 1 was able to take one or two courses 
with Dr. Harris before I graduated and hied me off to 
Berkeley's u. c. to get my certificate in high school 
teaching. 
There I found that about a dozen major courses 
stood between me and my proposed career as a high school 
teacher 9 courses with formidable sounding names~ in 
which I was supposed to learn how to teach. '1'h1S 
seemed to me a good deal of required foolishness, for 
I thought I. already knet;; how. 
Now after spending some thirty-seven and one-half 
years teaching in the secondary schools of California, 
I look back to Dr. Harris as one ot my guiding lights, 
His most valuable contribution to me was the impression 
I received of his kindly attitude toward his students, 
which, I feel, is a most essential characteristic for a 
person to have in order to become a successful teacher. 
outside of class Dr. Harris was the same kindly and 
efficient person. I was closely associated with him on 
one particular vacation when for financial reasons I 
had to stay over at the Eiast Hall dorm. As Dean in 
charge of the dorm, Dr~ Harris brought his bed out on 
the balcony, where three or four of us were passing the 
summer nights~ I remember especially our conversations 
in the darlc, in which Dr. Harris took a leading part, 
contributing most valuable ideas to us youngsters on the 
meaning of life's experiences. He \tras always a real 
friend to us and a real gentleman. 
HOWARD HAHOI,D HANSON 
Howard Harold Hanson is one of America's leading 
composers, a graduate of the Northwestern University and a 
\dnner of the .tr+~ ~ Rome in composition" He was Dean of 
the Conservatory of Music at the College of the Pacific 
following his appointment to that position in 1916. His 
letter was written at Rochester, New York, on F'ebruary 2~· 7 
1958, as Director of the Eastman School of M.usiQ. 
I am deeply grieved to learn o:f' the death o.f 
Dr. Harris. I kne"' Dr. Harris very well as a young 
teacher at the beginning of my career and we became 
fast friends. Our friendship included many breakfast 
competitions over the coffee cups. He was one of the 
f~w men who loved coffee as I did, and at each break-
fast together we tvould vie with each other to see who 
drank the greater number of ·cups. As I recall twelve 
<!UPS during one breakfast was the championship record t 
Dr. Harris was a remarkable man. He was. not only a 
. distinguished scholar, but a.lso a great teacher \IIi th a 
warm interest in and :regard for his students. Educa-
tion was for him never a dry accounting of facts and 
figures, but was so concerned. with content that the' 
division between. content and pedagogy was never apparent. 
They \'!ere always both so beautifully fused.. 
With his scholarship and his great pedagogic ability 
went a magnificent sense oi' humor which vras never 
absent. It was a kindly humor, never sarcastic, but 
always gentle and full of affection. 
The College of the Pacific has had many great 
teachers, but none who took a more tm.ique position in 
tho College's development than did J. ltJillia.m Harris. 
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JAME:S RALPH JlJ;WEl,I, 
Dean Emeritus of the School of I!:ducation of the 
University of Oregon, James Ralph Jewell, attended Clarlt 
University at Horcester, tJrassachusettst beginning there :tn 
1903~ His letter, dated October 25, 1957, and addressed 
at Eugene, OI•egon, is quoted below in almost :J.ts entirety. 
He v1as a frj_E:;md of Harris • s e.t Worcester and again through 
the years, t<lhen he was at Oregon. and Harris was at Pacific 
:in Stockton. 
Let me tell you first, if you please, of tho very 
great sorrow the news of the death of my once-intimate 
tr iend, Dr. J. \villiam Harris,. gave me o Not infrequen.tly 
I })a_.ye been up and down Cal·ifornia during ·the past 
qui\it~r-century, but only ''t\i!O or three times through 
Stodkton. Each time 1 \vas there I f'ound Dr. Harris to 
be 6ut of to\om o Other than he, my most intimate 
friend of Clark days--save perhaps ~rerman and Gesell, 
was Dean Cleveland, of Washingto.n StatE)••and he passed 
away two or 11hree years ago-. l.'m taken 'back to my 
old t-1cGutfey Header--"But, none were loft to greet me, 
~rom, And few are left to know Who played with us, upon 
the green, Just forty years ago.u twidently I'm 
going to have to live with the prophet: "And I, even 
I only, am lefttu 
• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 9 • • 0 • • 0 • 
I myself went to Clark in the fall of 1903, from coe 
College,· Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Mr. Harr:l.s, as I now 
· seem to remember it, arrived in Worcester two years 
later. we each lived·in the home of Mr. and r~s. 
Dearborn, at 70 J.!'lorence Street, as did also A:r·nold 
Gesell, from Wisconsin, who has made his Institute o:t.' 
Ch:l.ld Development at ! ale, world .famous. Mr. Harris's 
room was just '*down the halln from mine, so of course we 
knew each other almost as intimately as if there had 
been no partition wall between us. He majored with 
G. Stanley Hall, so did I. He minored with Dr. William 
H. Burnham, so did I. I had grown up a typesetter in 
printing offices; and so largely paid my expenses 
during my yea1•s at Clark by reading' proofs for the 
publishing firm Of n. Appleton & Co. This fi:rm 
employed me to read the ··proof for Hall's big two-
volume !§pJ:escenq!!• That gave me a line to line 
fa.mlliari ty with the great work vthieh :C was glad to 
pass on to Dr. Harris o The proof reading~ be gall in tho 
Clark Library, but soon it was transferred to Dr~ 
Hall's own study, and there I worked,, at his elbow fo:r 
weeks 'tvh:lch drew out into months. 
My most intimate friends in Worcester were Dr. 
Caroline Osborne exld her sister, Miss Lucy Osborne. 
Dr •. Osborne, a physic:I.an of wide repute, had been for 
many years Dr. Hall's personal and family physician. 
Miss IJucy Osborne was a leader in the Methodist churches 
of the city. Mr. Harris was himself an ardent 
Methodist, and I ~1as able to introduce him to 
Miss Osborne, and so 'tTatch him feel his way into an 
:l.ntaresting psychological-theological status that 
became a part of his life. Fittingly, it t...ras during 
these very years that a. Stanley Hall wt:as getting under 
way his important .rournal of Relig:i.ous ~dagogy, and it 
fell to me to prepare for publication many of the 
contributed articles. ~f'ime and again, Iv1r. Harris a.nd I 
sat ur; into all hours of the night discussing. certa:l.n 
of them. 
Because. there were no ttcla.ssas,u never a recita-
tion period, we Clark men came to know one anotho:r 
only indifferently well. Each man was intensely at 
work on his o";n research problem,--as soon as possible, 
his docto1•al dissertation. A certain rapport gre\i up 
among the few men, usually five or six, planning to 
come up for their final examinatiorts the same spring. 
F'or they found the custom .already awai t:tng them of 
tha! year•s group meeting usually weekly 9 for discus .... 
sions of what they assumed might probably be the subject 
matter of the approaching orals. Had I not lived in 
the same home with Mr. Harris, and indeed next room to 
his, I would never have known him intimately. In a 
way, he led a different life from that of most of the 
men, for, after the early death of his mother, he ha.d 
been brought up by an older sister, and he reflected 
her upbringing :in his whole life and his every attitude. 
Hls cnu:rch work m~ant fully as much to him 1 and probably 
much more, than did strictly academic atta1nment. 
Never was there any dt:>ubt that he would give his whole 
life to h:ts follow men. As he did. 
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~'his has drs,wn itself out in what I :now realize is a 
very rambling way. Ho'\!Iaver, I hope that :tt :t.s the kind 
of a set of commonts such as you had in mind. And as I 
close, I have to offer you a sincere personal apology 
for the typing. The one remair11ng eyo that tells me 
anything whatever demands a large reading glass,--which 
can • t be used in typing. The keyboard is just a blur 
of black and t-1hi te, andl to my sorro'lfl? ! never learned 
any system of touch typ ngo And, haVlng only two 
hands, I can't even correct a page already typed. One 
hand must hold the sheet of paper, the other a pen. 
And that leaves me no way to hold and adjust a large 
reading glass. So, I can only offet• you my sincere 
effort,. That, you now have. 
GEORGE .H. KNOI.ES 
Dr. George Knoles is Director of the Am.erican 
History F'oundation at Stanford Univers:tty. He is a son 
of the late Tully c. Knoles, former President of the College 
of the Pacific; furthermore, he was a student with Harris 
when the college was at San Jose. His letter vras written 
in response to a questionnaire left with him by the investj_ ... 
gator requesting :tnf.orma.tion about ht s associat:i.ons as a 
student and as a fellow who was engaged in a similar call-
ing to that of Hari'is. It was dated at Stanford Univers:J.ty 
on August 16, 1957. 
Harris was ahra.ys concerr1ed \<lith awakening a thirst 
for knO\tJledge and understanding in young people not 
only in specific subject matter, but also of life. IUs 
students gained from his personal ~armth and wisdom 
through personal contact. I recall visiting in his 
apartment (in San Jose), when he \T&s Principal of 
College Park Academy. Occasionally he would take us 
to San Francisco to hear an opera, operetta, or play; 
and he would give good books as presents at graduation 
or on other occasions. 
I doubt that Dr. Harris ever thought about the 
question of hot'V' h1.s interest in and communication of 
his broad cultural background affected the teachers. 
He 'Vlas interested in men and women. I am sure he 
agreed vri th Emorson' s A!!ler1£.U!!!. ::~q,hg:Lsx that what the 
world needs is not teachers, or doctors?. or lawyers, 
but men as teachers, men as doctors, and men as 
la."Wyer s. 
The :bnportance of his study, t:raveJ. ,and observa-
tions of J!:uropean culture and education to his teachj_ng 
was very sig'nif:lcant o He had an unusual capa.ci ty for 
translating' his own :i.nfectious enthus:ta.sm to others. 
On the occasion of my Ao B. commencement, Dr. Harris 
presented me with copies of Benvenuto Cellini's 
~.u!op!Q~ and Merevjowski's tif~ 2! ~~~~~~.~ 
1£ipg_~. :f'he Henaissance had capt vated ·him and he 
sought to convey his zest for it to others. 
PAUl, A • 6CIUI.PP 
Dr. Schilpp \-Tas a colleague of Harris 0 s at the 
College of tho Pac:U':l.c before he became· the Director of' the 
Philosophy Institute at Northwestern University at 
Ii.:vanston, Illinois. 
Dean Harris's personal relations with hi.s students 
were always warm and with the better students somet.:tmes 
even intimate. Students certainly did gain a great 
deal from the \>Tarmth and \dsdom of Dr. Harris. He was 
never too burlY to listen to their problems, but always 
a true friend and counselor. 
Of course, his students gained a deeper insight and 
understanding from Dean Harris•s own rich background 
and cttltural understanding and grasp. His students were 
enriched by hj,s visits abl"'Oad. Probably no one can 
actually calculate how much this cultural depth affected 
future teachers of the young. 
The pragmatic instrumentalism of John Dewey did 
have a great influence on the thinking and teaching of 
Dean Harris--without warping his own thought to such a:p. 
extent as to have made a slavish or uncritical follower 
of Dewey. He used Dewey's ideas as Dewey himself would 
- -- ---
-·- -·-- -- --· 
have wanted him to do: by mak,1ng Dewey's thinking go 
through the crucible of his own undfarstanding and 
critical mind. 
As a result of Dean Harr:f.s's visits abroad his 
students gained a new insight into ana comprehension 
of other cultu:res 1 thought-systems, ar1d educational 
methods and theor1es(l ,.his must have been :tnvaluable 
to futuro teachers in this country. 
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The question of his :ready fund of storie~ and 
anecdotes canrtot apply to the under signed L.SchilPW, 
inasmuch e.s I never was one o.f Dean Harris's students, 
but his colleague on the College of the Pacj.f'ic 
faculty. But! even in personal and fa~cu1ty relations 
this vast fun~ proved to be always exciting and 
tnstructi ve to all of us who had the prj.vilcge of 
knowing him :tnti.mately and of being counted among his 
close fri,ends. 
CAROT .. INI£ A. OSBOHNg 
Caroline A. Osborne as has beon related by Dr. James 
R. J·ewell, was a member of the household v1here Har:r:ts 
lived -v;hen at Clark University. Jewell t>~rot.e of the 
relationship Harris ru1d Mj.ss Osborne had with their t.rork 
and interest in the Neth.odi st churches at \'Jc)rcester, 
Massachusetts, and in intellectual interests that WJ.ti'e 
centered in Clark University. 1~he follow:tng is an extract 
from a letter found among Har:r:J.s' s papcrs 7 dated· 
November 7, 1910: 
I have not registered at the Uniy_er.~ity yet this year. 
I may and may not. .. .. • Dr. Hall li'ils;,./ cour sea of 
lectut'as as far as I can make out this year are the 
barrels turned over. He is gi vlng Modern Philosophy, 
Genetic Psychology, Psychology of Religions, and his 
Saturday educational. course. The new college library 
l>la.S completed this fall, tilld some of his lectures are 
given there. Dr. Hall and Dr. Burnham have offices 
over there, as also does Dr. Smith. 
AP PE:ND IX I~ 
--·---- -
IN~-'EHVIEWS: JAMies \'J'IJ_,LI.AM HARRIS 
MARCH 25, 1957~-r4AY 28, 1St57 
MAHCH 25, 1957 
G, Stanley Hall vras one of the most inspiring 
tf.1acher s I have ever k:nmm. He introduced us to the 
study of Ghild Psychology, and a year o:r two before my 
entry at Clark University as a student I :t•ea.d his 
interesting book on Af!Ql.es.£!!!S.! which came out about 
190lt·. I was teaching i.:n high school in South Dakota 
at the time, and tho books on adolescence s~N3med to 
fit the problems I was having or expected to have with 
bigh school students. 
Another i tern I :recall was that he Jia117 ha.d been 
all over T1illrope, and had studied extensively in 
G-ermany. He recommended that \vEl students should fO to 
Europe to study, if we ever had the opporttmi ty.. He 
dj,d not recommend, hot·lever, that l-Ie should take 
advanced degrees over there in any one university;. 
his recommendation 'ltlas that we should 'ln1si t a good 
many uni.vorsitios to meet people and professors and 
interview them about thoir worko 
In carrying out G. Stanley Hall's advice, I went to 
the continent 1 first. going to Hamburg. ~vhile there I 
met Flrnest Meumann, who was a recognized educational 
lecturer. He made appointments for me as well as 
having me in his home to discuss educational matterso 
My f'ir st taste of the very e.fficiency of the German 
methods came with the many appointments he made for rne 
to see .rpost types of' the regular German education, the 
gynmas:I.:Ull1, and the required elementary schools. One 
day he suggestt.td that I h:f.re a taxi, and arrange with 
the driver to meet me after each half hour during the 
day, so I could visit a number of schools. Upon these 
v:tsits I found the school o.ff:lcials knew ltrho 1 -vras and 
in what ·I was interested. It. was interestj.ng to see 
that even the students in these schools knew that an 
American visitor was comirig. 
r.ater I 1t1ent to Berlin where I met several American. 
students \vho -vrere particularly helpful :l.n assisting :me 
in attending lectures and seeing the unive.rs:tt:v,. I 
then went to Leipzig, where I met another runerican 
student who told me that I was extremely fortunate 5.n 
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that the greatest psychologist then lmot-m, vJilhelm 
Wundt, would be visj_ t::tng the uni ver si ty; that evening 
I was fortunate in meeting h:tm. He vTa.s very cordial i 
the two of' us spoke a comb:l.nation of German and I~ngllsh, 
and I thought the meeting most unusual. l had read 
his three volum.es on psychology at home in Amor1ca 
having learned to admire the Hork and the man himself. 
l vlas extremely fortunate to get a. personal memory of 
him~ 
Frorn Leipzig I went to Munich, t.;rhere I again met 
Junerican students vlho h(~lp(~d me '\vlth introdnet1ons and 
helped me in other t·Ja,Yso Ji'irst of all I wanted to sea 
the famous Deutches Mu~3eum, whore there were many 
historically valuable German th:tngs; I learned very 
rnuch from my visit the:re. 
I also saw German pat't-time schools, that operated 
for a few ¥reeks on theoretical schooling followed by a 
period of actual vocational worlr. For the year • 1913, 
that was relatively net..J. Since that time, however, 
tho plan has been adopt<H'i by several Am~~rican uni ver .... 
sitios. 
MARCH 29~ 1957 
I tvas teaching at the College of thE.) Pac:U':ic before 
I ttJent to 8nropo in 1913. Our semester at Pacific 
ended at Christmas time in those years, since the school 
year was hold. ;from August to tho . latter part of Mayo 
After a summer o:r general sightseolng I spent a 
semester of' meeting 11rominent people fn Buro·pe as 
recommended by G ~ ~)tan ley Hall o This \!las dona as an 
educator \>Jho was engaged in tho traintng o:f teachers. 
After the general tour I vlsi ted some English schools. 
So that I could get a 'IIJide range of observation, I 
visited different kinds of schools. 
I went to the office of the Secretary of E:ducat1on 
in London, \'lhere I ~1as shown a visitors' book., ~'he 
Secretary wrote a note of introduction to the Head ... 
master at Eton t'<~hich was near Windsor Castle and 
London. Hr .. Littleton, the Headmaster, l.nvited ma to 
luncheon, and offered me an opportunity to see the 
school. (Mr. I":t ttleton besides being Headmaster 1-1as a 
clergyman in the Church of England.) 13efo:rcJ luncheon, 
however, I v.1as taken around the campus by th(J registrar 
of students, 'Where I saw various student a.ct:t.vities, 
such as dismissal of classes, the normal classroom 
't..rork., and among the !;tudents one of the young princes 
of the:1 royal house!> 
\'ihile being conducted through tho school by the 
. Headmaster, I asked him if punishment wa~1 meted out to 
trw prlnce a~; w1 th othor children. He :replied that 
there was no di.stinction in their treatment o vJhen we 
:rotu:r·nod to hi.s office he shovJed me a bunch of 
swi.tches that were given to him at his inauguration as 
a symbol of h:ts authority., 
AFRU .• 9, 1957 
As I 1t1ent East on the way to Clark University, I 
stopped over :l.n New York, where I met Harlan Allen's 
aunt, uncle and cousin. ~·'he uncJ.o was librarian at 
Columbia unlver~iit.y wh:l.le the cousin, a girl, turned 
out to bo Dorothy Canfield, the writer. She had just 
published her first boolc~ · 
I attended .the second summE~r session graduation 
there, and sat vri th Miss Canfield at the exercises, 
\..rhere 1>1e heard the address·. by Nicolas Murray Butler, 
the Presidtmt of the University. Alsoi I ,.,as able to 
get the Canfields interested in the Al en boy by 
tolling them he would need assistance if he was to go 
to coliege, that he was deserving and that his familY 
was un.able to help him. 1\a a re.sult1 viith the Canfteld's help he went to Dakota Wesleyan and J.ater to the 
University of Chicago. 
Cha.rles W. E~verett, the son of' a Methodist Minlster 
attended the College of the Pacific Lii.c., Universitil' 
at Sa.n Jose, when I first went there. I became 
acquainted w:i.th him at the time he registered. That wa.s 
about 1910. When. he cama to us he menti.oned that his 
father 11 ved at E:lk Grove, near Sacramento, and ·tvas a 
poorly paid minister. I was attracted to him because 
he used a strange term, "cul-de ... sac," dux•ing our first 
conv~1rsa.tion. He attended irregularly and in 1915 1 
gave h:i.m a job in my rooming house to help him work hj"s 
"t•Tay. 
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One summer session, when I was at the University of 
Iowa, he carne to visit me from \!Jashington University 
in St. I.ouis 1 whc.n•e he was then attending school. He 
was a major 1n English. From thet,e he ,,rent to 
Columbia University in New York later becoming a member 
of the faculty. One time he made a report before a 
seminar which was being directed by John De\~Tey ((1, . After 
that he advanced rapidly on the faculty; Dewey also . 
ass:l.sted him in getting a two year research fellowshtp 
at thta University of I.ondon. 
I did not hear :f'rom him for several y~:.'Hll" so One 
evening during one of our first summer schools here 
at Stockton, he visited with us telling some exciting 
things which information I took to my class. \1/e sat 
up most of the night dur::l.ng the course of' whi.ch he 
told me that in order to make monoy_while at Columbia 
he d:id-manuscript reading for various publishing houses. 
One day a very long manuscript was given to him by the 
:M-§..cmJ11an Company, He took a 'few hours to rend it 
through, returned :1.t to the publishing house, , and . 
recommended they publish it. They felt, however, that 
1 t was too long o He ti.t$ted that he got up and shoolt his 
fist a:t 1 them telling them they were making a great 
mistake if they did not publish it. (It tu:rnod out 
that the manuscript was Margaret Mltchell' s GOll§. tvi t,b, 
~. ~.) He waved his hand at them saying that in his 
be11ef'1t would be a best seller, and if you don't 
publish it you will regret it. Then he shovJad me a 
letter :from Margaret Mitchell thanking him for getting 
her a good publisher. 
Everett was the author of Ih! Edusu&ttoD; 2l. l!ertmi 
.Be!,l~hm&!, a result of a two year fellowship d$voted to a 
research study of the contributions Jeremy Benthan 
made to English Lcn..r. Everett also delivered the Bentha:m 
l.ecttlres at London in 1948. 
During an interview Harris showed the1' investigator 
some photographs taken of a touchdown made du.r:J.ng a 
football game on October 12, 1943, between the College 
of* the Pacific and the Del Monte, Pre-Flight, Group 
Seven_, a naval training unit. Pacific's team was 
largely made up of a naval V ~12 training unit stationed 
on the campus and was coached by Amos Alonzo Stagg. 
It was rumored that the Del M.onte team had f1.ve former 
"All Americans" and eleven professionals on the roster, 
\t~hj.le Pacific had its :regular V-12 unit only. 
As it turned out tho photographer who was from Del 
Monte and also in the Navy was a cousin of mine from 
Baltimore. After the game he called me t.o tell mo he 
t-rould send me these pictures which he di.d after a fev,.r 
days. 
Mr. Stagg was interested in Del Monte because it had 
played an unbroken record ot: t-Tins. A few days ago, 
wnen Mr. Stagg was here visiting me I asked if' he 
wanted them. He was delighted, remembering all the 
details about the game which his team· had won. '.I'he 
pictures were of his team just as it was making a 
touchdown. I sent word to him to bring the pictures 
to a meeting of the 'J'wenty ... :five Year Club meetings last 
Saturday, and he entertai.ned the group for a· half hour 
with recollections of the game. He told of detect:f.ng 
the signals of the opposing team's coach 'VIhich. gave him 
advance k.nowledge of the opponent's plays. 
APRIL 23, 1957 
Herman Minssen, a mathematics teacher.from Stanford 
University, lived in my boarding house (circa 1915). 
He became Acting President of San Jose Norn1al 
School (later San Jose IJ.··eachers Colle~e). He went 
East, married, and brought his br:l.de·-to San Jose, \lrhare 
he bought a large house. I sold my boax•ding house and 
they invited me to live with them. He grew in stature, 
later becoming Acting President of San Jose State 
Teachers College. Whlle in that capacity he suffered a 
heart attack and died. The Minssens had a son who ·was 
a cripple and later became blind. 
Some y&ars late:r the widot., of.D:r. Hinssen married 
Dr. McQuarrie, than Prosident of San Jose State 
College. ~'hey have called on me hore at Stockton several. 
times. 
APRIL 26, 19S'7 
Howard Hanson was at Pacific when it was in San Jose. 
What amazed me about him was that he composed music on 
the train while coming from Chicago to San Jose. I 
asked him how.he could do so without having an instru-
ment. He said, "It 1<1a.s not necessary to have one; I 
knew exactly how it was going to sound as I wrote it.u 
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From 1920 to 1924 I went to !O\fa State University 1 
where I had been ·invited to teach on the summer sass1on 
staff by t>Jilliam F. Russell, the son of James Russell. 
The new dean lnvitcd .me to come every year and be a 
regular member of the summer session staff, but I 
could not acc~pt his offer because in 1926 we wore 
stat>ting a summer session here at Stocls:ton., 
In the first summer school in Stockton I had many 
teachers from the public schools in my classes., After 
several weeks some of them in one class became 
frightened of a final examination; they asked of what 
it would consist, I thought about this problem, and 
a.fter a day or so I told them that :bhey were to write a 
long letter to a close friend, imaginary or reaJ., 
sizing up the course, the boo~s and points of the 
.principal discussions. This made it an informal medium 
of examinat.ion rather than a formal one. The results 
were some very interesting letters, and the students 
felt very much better after being relieved from the 
pressure of a regular examination. :r felt th<?.t it 
would not be just, otherwise, because many of them had 
not been in college or school for several years .. 
At San Jose I found the President of the Board of 
'Trustees of the College of the Pacific was Mr. D. c. 
Crummey 'ttrho \-;as very active in church and in business 
affairs. His son, John Crummey, was nlso a good 
supporter of the College. While in San Jose, I had 
Mr. Crummey's sister and his wife in a church school 
class; later some. of the fam.ily were in;<school here in 
Stockton. One son is now pastor of Grace Methodist 
Church in Stockton. 
ry'here was a surprising thing about th1.s family. 
Some years after John Crummey•·s first wi.f'e d~od, he 
remarried in Honolulu. I discovered from the wedding 
announcement. that the new Mrs. John Crummey was tho same 
person as the eight year old child I met back in 
Massachusetts at the dinner to which Bishop Hughes had 
invited me. She had not been aware of how $he help~d 
me gat my first job at De Pauw. 
flkli th Knoles has had a very interesting career, but 
·as a young person she was always very shy. In San 
J·osa she was in a plaY in which she was to make a ch:lll-
ing scream. She did not want to make it during 
rehearsals, but agreed to give :i.t the n:i.ght of the play. 
She said, u Please do· not make me do 1 t u.ntil that night. u 
The scream turned out to be very ·blood C'Urdling. 
---
-- -M~-· • 
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Harry E. Schaffer now in San Leandro was one of my 
gifted students. He has t.rrj.tten several things for tho 
third grade level. I have read some of his 'tn>itings 
which include a "History of San Leandro" and a histol~y 
of their church both written in vory beautiful language, 
His sister, Mrs. Virl Schaffer SWEH~t, is now on the 
staff of Stockton Collet:e. (Both _she and I have 
collected material for an exhibit of Wesleyana not-J in 
the basement of Morris Chapel.) · 
I have recently received a steel engraving of John 
vJesley from the Central Methodist Church in Stockton. 
The church had two engravings, one of John and the 
other o:r Charles vJesley, hanging in a corridor near 
the chapel o:t the church. 'J.'hase were interesting to me 
because they were identical to two others given to my 
mother years ago in Kentucky. 
Reverend toofbourow, now in R:J.chmond, was my first 
M. A. candidate. This was back in 1912. For several 
years he was tn1.nister at the College Park Church near 
the campus in San Jose. While there he and I bocame 
well acquainted, and on afternoons would take walks 
on the campus. One of those late afternoons we were 
walking near the parsonage. lie and his·wife were both 
quite tall, and a.s we approached, his two and four yeur 
old ·children came running to meet him, he said that we 
should get down to their level. So he bent down to 
them and greeted them. (We are now placing black-
boards down on the children's level in schools. He 
must have understood that.) 
I had a student by the name of Robert Louis Burgess 
who was older than most students when he came to 
college. At that time I had a class at 9:00 A.M. in 
which he was registered. He was given access to the 
open book shelves in our lJ.bra.ry, and one day to~rard 
the close of tho class hour he came in telling me that 
he had been read:lng l!.lnm.anual Kant, but had not realized 
the time had gone by so fast. I gave him my blessing 
because I felt that anyone, who would escape a 
psychology class to read Kant, deserved favorable 
commendation. 
We became warm friends, and, when he heard about 
the nna.rris Chair,u he sent me a congratulatory note. 
He is a ne"ts:rnapcr w:r1 ter and his \dfe, 1-!:tnnie, was one 
of my best students. 
--· - ---- -- -·-
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lliPRIL 30, 1957 
2'he Department of Education was changed to the 
School of Ed.ucation the year before we moved here to 
stockton in order that it could qualify for the grant-
ing of general teaching credentials. For several years 
prior to this, the mu~dc department had had the 
privilege of recommending for special music credentials. 
'l'he School of' E'ducation was primarily the~ idea of 
President Knoles, and of course we had to· organize for 
regular fifth year work in order to llecommend for the 
general ·secondary credential. We had the cOoperation 
of Marion Barr Smitten, then Dean of \rJo:roon, of r..orrainc~ 
Knoles, and others. . · 
First of all we had the very active cooperation of 
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and 
Evelyn Clement of the Division of Credentials at 
Sacramento. She was very helpful and visited with us 
on several occasions. During those years several 
meetings of representatives from various schools giving 
credenti.a.ls were held in San Francisco, \>lhe:re discus-
sions were held on policy. 
'T'he emphasis at Pa~ific has always been that a 
general and cultural education should be a background 
· of all teachers, therefore while \li'e did give much 
importance to n1ethods~ ,.,e lelt 'that a liberal arts 
college should add broad cultural bacltground for 
teachers~" 
All applicants for credentials were to be interviewed 
by the entire staff that included a specj.al group of 
instructors for the secondary teachlng level.· 'l'his 
group consisted of representatives of the heads of the 
various subject departments, 'tvho cooperated with the . 
School. of Education by giving teaching methods in the 
~1eaching of History, English, Science, and other 
subjects. 
MAY 6, 1957 
At Clark tmiversity I heard of a job being open 
during the vacations at Chautauqua, New York. It was 
the Chautauqua Institute. I appU.ed and v1as told to 
report a sermon that was being given in worcester, 
Massachusetts, where Clar~ University was located and 
I w~a\,to send the report to them. On the strength of 
this report I got the job and was there for t~1o 
summers, That incidentally was connected with my 
teaching career. Books on the Chautauqua Institute 
were their own publications1 it was the first actual 
adult education program in nerica. 
When I was at Chautauqua during the summer of 
1907, Dr. Hall was there lecturing; Judge Ben.Lindsey 
was also there. Hall stayed at the big hotel and 
I lived at a private boarding house. He invited Judge 
Lindsey and me to be his guest at dinner at the hotel. 
It was very interesting in that Lindsey believed that juvenile courts should be established. Hall called his 
attention to the fact that city life was apt to get 
the child dubbed as a criminal whereas :tn rural life 
children were punished at home but were not treated 
as criminals. In the discussion Judge Lindsey believed 
that the juvenile court should take that sort of th:t.ng 
into consideration. 'l'he two men agreed very much :lndeed. 
MAY 13, 1957 
On one of our tours abroad there was an elderly 
woman of seventy-six years, a Mrs. Noyes from Sacramento. 
One noon in Paris we were seated at a long table at our 
hotel with Mrs. Noyes on my right. We \>Tare going to 
. visit the Louvre that. afternoon so she askedi "Is the 
·venus di Milo at the end of the hall at the oft, and 
is the Winged Victory still standing to the right as we 
go to see the Venus di N.ilo'i" Someone asked, "Mrs. 
Noyes, I didn't know you had been here before?" She 
repl:t.ed, "1 studied all this in the Chautauqua Series 
fifty years ago." Others ask$d like questions. She 
said, nNo, but I have been looking forwar.d to it all 
these years." She had married early and had lived in 
Sacramento her whole life, had been. widowed for some 
years, had had no college training, and her education 
had come largely from active study and membership in 
the Chautauqua programs ot education. 
One summer during the years I taught at Pe Pa11w 
University, my sister and I were living in a sorority 
house which was being rented to both men and women 
students and teachers at the summer school.. Dr. Rufus 
Von Klei.nschmidt who lived·, next door \oras very friendly 
with a music teacher by the name of Elizabeth Patterson 
Sawyer. The two called on us while there. We heard 
education program of Bible study, but should be com-
billed tlfi th other subjects i.nclud1ng Church History, 
Denomi.nati.cmal H:tstory, Missionary \vork, Preparation 
for Church Nt:.1mborsh.ip, and a variety of other parts of 
tho church curri.culum, so that the curriculum could be 
divided into courses and units of six or twelve tveeks 
duration. 
An experiment of this kind for a fe\'1 yea.rs as a 
comprehensive curriculum, twuld make it easi.er to get · 
good teachorso I was one of the first to mention such 
a plan, which 1 also did ln the Central Methodist Church 
in Stockton, t-1here vle now have a good many groups 
working 1mder the program. J,t the r;:resent time i.n 
Central Church, teachers are teaching for nine .months 
wh:i,le various other-s are teaching during the summers. 
A few Sundays after that, Dr o fF.oss AJ F'inney and I 
v1ere irlVi ted to speak to a community group in the 
Presbyterian Church.\ He gave some of his theories of 
sociology, while I \oras called upon to enlarge on my 
theories of curriculum and religious·education, which 
I di<~, but also suggested that the lives ot' the 
pupils be centered about social cl.ubs; the Presbyterian 
minister was much interested in other points of vie1.-1. 
ry'he three of us· had a. long discussion after the 
e:udience had gone, and he gave us some interesting 
informati.on · a·bout historical research in the North 
\Illest, particularly of the Whitman family. I considered 
that particular ever1ing a very prof1.table one. 
MAY 20, l-957 
_ Dur;i;ng my ear!Y.- years at t .. he College of' tho Pacific 
L§ ... tQ., UniversitL{, I lived :ln J:i!ast Hall and attended 
chu:rch at tho College Park Church. Some one suggested 
that a faculty men•s class could be held in my liv:l.ng 
room, in t~ast Hall before regular services. I offered 
my quarters and eight or ten attended :regularly. I!!ach 
Sunday the secretary and treasurer would come by to 
got the attenda:rtce and collections for the service. I 
had a kitchenette with a gas plate for ccff'ee and dough-
nuts, so I invited them to come early and have late 
breakfast coffee with me. One Sunday morning tvrr. Par sons 
of Oakdale attended as did Howard Hanson \llho drank 
se.ven cups of coffee before leaving. After the others 
had gone Hanson wanted t.o talk to me; as I vm.nted to 
get hi.s method of using his imagination in the writing 
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of his tnusic too, we visi.ted all during the church hour I) 
I asked if he '!tlanted more coffee and he drank at least 
four more, making eleven cups in all. Being Norwegian, 
he was accustomed to dri.nking a great amount of coffee. 
Few kne\-1 that sabbatical leave had been :J.naugurated 
on a half year basis under P.r•esident Guth in 1912. 
Dr. Guth thought it was better to have one-half year 
leaves instead of whole year ones since 1.ve could not 
afford full•year leaves ·at the time. Dr. Stevenson 
who taught ancient languages was t.he first teacher to 
take advantage of a lmave, \1hen he went to G:reece to 
study j.n 1912. He. received half pay \..rhj.le away. 
In the fall of 1913, vlhen I went to gurope, 1 was 
to receive three-fourths of my regular salary, but during 
th.e t:tme I was away Dr. Guth left to become l~esident of 
Goucher College :tn Baltimore. I thought I· was to receive 
three-fourths pay while I was gone, but r. f'ound I 
didn't get any during 1913. ~'here had been some mis• 
understanding on my leave pay; the Acting President 
seemed to think that I had to be back e.n.d tee.ch the 
rest of that year to get any salary. It~ortunately, I 
was able to get money from home, and I was paid 'l...then I 
t•eturned to san Jose. 
' ~'he idea of Collegiate Gothic Architecture began 
with the campus development commj.t:tee I was on. 'l'he 
committee felt that since California had so much of tho 
Spanish influence oi' tho Roman Catholic Church.w:tth its 
mission styling, and becaus·e the College of the Pacific 
represented the English Protestant tradition, it would 
be ·a good idea for the English influence from Oxford 
and Cambridge.-so very strong in the Methodist Church-~ 
be dominant in the architecttwe of the college. 
I had t'\110 cousins in Sacramento, Verna Woods 9 a 
writer, and her sister, a librarian, in the city 
library. I svggested the sister make a display of a 
group of college pictures of representative J:.ingl:l.sh 
e.rehitaeture. Of course England's early religion had 
been Catholic 9 but later became the Ghurch of li:Ogla.nd 
and Protestant. I t-ranted the comm1 ttee to sEH~ what was 
representative of. the Protestant influence. I believe 
this (lid have some influence in the committee • s 
dQeiding on Collegiate Gothic At' chi tecture for the 
College of the Pacific. 
----
------- -· .. -. --
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MAl 25, 1957 
I remember at the production, ttThe Creation, u held 
at the World's Fair in San Francisco :l.n 1915. Mrs. 
\.Ja:r:ren D. Allen provided the idea of having the light 
come on at the instant when the lines: "Let there be 
light, and there was light, u were spoken. · The ora.to:r.i.o 
by Warren's predecessor at the College of the Pacific, 
Mr. Dut•yoa, was 'l.tJI'itten during 191~·. 
One night \<lhile in San Francisco during this fair 
year (191 5), we were having some interesting discus-
sion, and while conversing I found I had missed my 
train back to San Jose. At first I thought I would 
get a room and go down in the morning but I had a 
hunch that I should go back that nighf so I took the 
11:15 train and got baclt to the college at 1:20 A.N. 
I bad to get off at Santa Clara and take a trolley the 
rest of the way" When I arrived at the college, I 
found West Hall had burned to the grounq, however, I 
had been living 1n Itiast Hall vlith Dr. Neal so I 
suffered no per·sonal loss. 
I had a good many hunches like this from time to 
tin1e. Just after the Pearl Harbor attach: when I had 
gone r~:a.st I found my nephew• s wife had fallen ill and 
died. In 1937 I had a "hunch" to aash in my sav:l.ng for 
a trip to Hlngland. At Southhampton, air raid shel tors 
were being built, and the people of that city were 
teach:J.ng to prepare for raids in tho schools. 'J'hey 
were conscious of a war coming on. 
Superintendent John Grant Crabbe came as a young man 
from his first teaching posit:lon in Michigan to teach 
in the private collegiate institute in Ashland for just 
a :f'ew weeks. My father liked him and engaged him t'or 
the loca"l high school that was being formed in the fall 
of 1890. Crabbe interested a lot of us in Ohio 
Wesleyan including my sister. In about 1905, 190(), or 
l907 he was elected State Superintendent in Kentucky. 
There had been scandals :ln the state examinations 
and he outl'r:t tted those who were taking advantage of the 
system by getting his father to set u.p a printing press 
in his office at the capitol building and with a 
confidental committee made out tho board exami.nation. 
He sent them by special delivery to the county 
Super:I.ntendents so they would arrive the morning of the 
examinat:i.ons. No one had access to the quest:J.c.ms in 
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Q.dvance. Questions fo.:r the examinations had previously 
been ·sent out. in advance. It was convenient that h:t.s 
father·was a printer so he could have him come to his 
office and print the exandnations. · I got this infor ... 
mat ion at Crabbe • s office at· Frankfort. 'l'his was 
during the time of my first teachlng at De Pauw. 
' . 
A few years later he established t\.ro good 
teachers colleges, one at Hichrnond and one in '.vest ern 
Kentucky. He was appointed president and did much to 
develop the Eastern Kentuclcy ~'eachers College at 
Richmond. From there he went t.o Greeley t Colorado, and 
1 later visited him there. He had some influence 1n 
developing Greeley State. 'I'eaehe:rs College. 
MAY 28, 1957 
Years ago the ~.J..:t.iQ.rt.!l GeogriJ?!l!s. had a full page 
illustration showing an examination bei.ng given at 
Annapolislf The students vrere seated in a large :room 
used for :Lndoor parade grounds. Cadets were seated 
at least six feet from each other. Near them \¥ere 
tables for mathematics and the:i.r needed reference books. 
~'he students were critical of this type of control .. 
Some years later. one of my cousins :in Balt:i.mo!'e was 
on the engtneering staff at Annapolis. He shot>Jed me 
how each boy was searched as he went into an examina-
tion and assigned a place.. I told him that it i~~ mo:ra 
important to have men you can trust ·than suspect. 
These are important men; but isn't it just as impor.·-
tant to have men you can trust? 1 \>las surprised to 
find that.a man's knowledge was considered more 
important than his integrity~ 
.APPENDIX F 
IN'J'ERVIJ!MS: FORNT!R S~!'UDE:rres, GOLLE:AGUB8, AND · O~I"HEHS 
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IN1' f.iliV Il!.'1.~S : li'OHHE:H S~rUDEN'l'S , 
COLLT!!AGUf~S, AND O'I'HTtHS 
AI.Icg AHLBEHG (May 28, 1957) 
Alice Ahlberg is currently a teacher and counselor 
at: the Modesto High School. Her maJor interest .\*Ja.s 
origi.nally 11f'e science, but follmrllng several yeat>s of 
successful teaching in that field she became interested in 
pupil personnel work. Much of her counseling and gu:tdance 
background stemmed from her study vrith Harris. 
My first meeting wi.th Dr. Harris was on a hot 
afternoon and my first impression of him was one of 
friendliness, of insight, and of interest in a 
problem I had under consideration. • • o He seemed to 
bring in everyone into the discussion and to provoke 
thinking of lasting value for each of us :tn the 
seminar ••• 
I a.l.l'Tays came away from conferences inspiJ:lod and 
challenged to be a better teacher. o • I feel that 
his contribution to education was not in the form of 
writing of more tangible channels, but in the lives of 
his students, who are better porsons for having knot·m 
him. 
li!LVA HAYNSFORD AZZARA 04a.y 16, 195?) 
Elva Azzara is one of the counselors at the c. K. 
McClatchy Senior High School in Sacramento, California. 
Before becoming a cotmselor, she taught music and was 
Chairman of the Department at that school. 
I remember Dr. Harris as a gentleman in every 
respect. He loved to share information with hi.s stu-
dents, particularly his :readings of new publ:f.cations. 
He frequently reviewed new books in the light of the 
t~opean influences in education. He studied and 
interpreted them in terms of practical experiences 
so we would have a better understanding of them. 
ALI,AN BACON (July 24, 195?) 
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Mr. Bacon is a member of the faculty at the College 
of the Pacific, where he has been for many years as 
Professor of Music and Organ. Not only was he a colleague 
ot Harris, but also a. former student. 
Dr. Harris was of great help to me 'vhen I was work• 
ing on a higher degree. We went into the mountains 
one day where he helped me with my thesis. He assisted 
me with th't'ee areas: psychology, aesthetics, and his-
tory • He critically examined it and I am in.debted to 
him for that. 
LAURENCE BELANGER (August 2, 195?) 
Dr. Laurence Belanger attended the College of the 
Pacific during .~he late 1930's and early 19tw•s. He 
stud:ted extensively under Harris's tutelage, later attended 
Stanford University as a graduate student, whore he received 
his Doctorate in Education. Belanger is at the present time 
in the Division of Guidance with the State Department of 
Education. at Sacramento, California. 
It is difficult to think of the College of the 
Pacific without considering Dr. Harris at the same 
time, because he represented the finest qualitiesLfor 
which the institution stood. Since I was interested 
:l.n going into teaching, it was inevitable that I would 
major in education with Dr. Harris as major sponsor. 
·There were two advantages tn th:l.sr one being t.he 
personal guidance of the man himself, experienced 
through several years of sitting in his office and 
discussing with him personally many things not included 
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in my rogular study; the other advantage \lias his 
superior teaching in small classes, v1herein he \V"as. 
able to rela.t~ the interests of' the.students to the 
major topics under consideration. ~'hereforo, tho 
combinationof small classes and the opportunity to 
explore many :ideas e.t.grocter length with him personally 
were certa:i.nly· major :factors in my college education, 
Two or three implications to Harris's effective ... 
ness in his instruct:l.on and guidance successes are 
particularly interesting and i.ntpo:r.tant: one :ts the 
essence of his way of living as well a.s h1.s way of 
teaching, namely, that educatiorl is a mattE1r of human 
relations \IJi th .r·espect to both the ends to be obtained 
and the means through which they are attained. From 
that certainly stems his ·strong convi.ctions that each 
person could be a more worthwhile pEi)rson; and his f'aith 
in other people, in their potentialities, vJas so 
contagious--he communicated his ovm beliefs on this so 
strongly- ... that a student could not help but "catch it" 
and malta it a part of himself. Governed by this 
conoeption of soci.ety (that each individual has a 
responsibility for society as well as to himself), the 
teacher then should give more of himself than of h:t. s 
information. Both in his teaching e.nd counseling 
Harris conveyed his prevailing be11of that th(::l ind:tv:tdua.l 
was responsi blo for himself and that the way ha grew 
and achi.eved his potantialilies v1as t1'1rou.gh a.cti.on and 
assoc:tation \1ith others. 'l'his "transferance" \vas per-
haps hj.s, greatest contribution. 
VIRGINIA G.JlJ{RISON BEUJ' (May 28, 1957) 
Virginia Garrison Belt is Dean of Girls at the 
~··hornas Downey Senior High School at Modesto, California. 
She attended both Mills College and the College of thfi 
Pa.c:f.fio; at the latter, she took courses with Harris. 
The subject matter in· the field of education lo~as 
important. But that Dr. Harris gave over and beyond 
the text 't!Jas more important. He 1>1as a man of gentil1 ty, 
intelligence, and kindness; all of those things that 
ma.ke life v1orth 11 vihg; accordingly, he had the ab1.1i ty 
to get the .values of those qualities across. 
J. HUS SEI1L BODL11"Y ( ,Tuly 2, 195'1) 
.Hr. Bodley is another of Harris's colleagues who 
was also one of his former studentso At the present t:tma 
he is Dean c:>f' the conservatory of :t>iusic at the College of 
the Pacific. 
Harris made points of various types of human 
beha:.;ic)r that '"ere not in the textbooks. He would 
make thlngs live outside tho book as applicable to 
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life o I :recall an instance in a class, when he remarked 
about people traveling and the odd things they would do 
away from home such as throwing litter from cars whicl~ 
lack of consideration o:f others was irri tat:tng to him. 
'!'hey did not cons:tder the property and the rtghts of 
others. Being a good member of society was to him one 
of the most important aims in l:tfe ~. 
He desired that all persons with whom he had con-
tact have full rich livcr.t:h They should break dovm the 
var:i.ous degrees of selfishness they possessed, and 
build up a thought!'ulness for others. 'Too, people 
should acquire a limitless appreciation or all 'things. 
Truly he was a veri table 11}ir. Chips"; everyone bears a 
tr<:~mendous love for the man. 
DEMM{CUS BROWN (August 9, 195?) 
DeNarcus Bro'tlm :ts another among those :tnterviewed by 
the investigator who l-Tas both student and colleague of 
Harris. r.rr o B:rown has been director of the Pacific L:l.ttle 
Theatre for many years and of the F'allon House Theatre at 
Columbia, Cal:tforn.ia, si.nce :i.ts inception. 
"Doc" Harris had a. psychology elass, a remarkable 
one, as I remember it now, because it gave his basic 
ideas. I think I have followed them through his whole 
career of dealing with people--his pf;)X' sonal relations o 
He taught us in subtle ways, but lt was practical. 
I:I:f.s great influence always has been of personal rela-
tionships: the under standing of' people, and v1hy they 
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react as they do. He had deep insight into this field 
and because he was a great teacher he made us 11 see 1 t 11 
and ufeel it" so that it "touched us." I remember that 
third floor cl.as!~room like 1 t vH:~.s yesterday, and I 
don't remernber many of my classes as distinctly, which 
proves his influence on his students. 
His influence was a subtle thing., and even in his 
:u lness and \\reakness of tho present day, we st:tll feel 
:tt. And \>Jhen I drop :tn to see him, 1 still feel that 
quality he has .. 
H.OBnE'J' L o BUHGJ~Sf:> (August 12, 1957) 
As a newspaper man Robert L. Burgess has been on the 
staffs of newspapers in both San J·ose and San Francisco. 
He now lives in Palo Alto. He remembered Harris's influ• 
ences as tho most significant of his college experiences. 
I consider Dr., Harris one of the best teachers I 
have ever hail either in high school or college., His 
personal relations w:l th his students were of very great 
value to them. He took a strong personal interest in 
the problems of the young people in his classes .. 
ROBF.!R'I' I~. BURNS (May 15, 195'7) 
Hobert g. Burns has been President of the College of 
the Pacific since 191+~. Having been a student. at the 
college and later Alumni l!:xacutive Secretary, he served tho 
administration of the college unti.l he succeeded the late 
Tully c. Khol.es as Presid$nt. 
li'rom what 1 recall of Dr. Harris 8 s pedagogtcal 
methods, I best. :remember his dist:J.nct classroom manner o 
From time t~ time ho enrolled a large number of young 
men who were relati vel.y t.mimpressed by the gem oral run 
of college professors. A significant thing about his 
teaching was that these men, a.f.ter they had befm out 
in life for several yEta.rs, testified almost to a person 
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that he planted a. seed v1hich germinated in their lives 
causing them to become :lnterested :tn both educEtti.onal 
and related fields for hwnan betterment. He had a t'iaY 
of tying his classroom material to the world at 
large, not holding to his syllabus or textbooks., 
HAROLD CHAS~'AIN (Nay 29, 1957) 
After graduating from tha Collogll'J of thE:! Pacif:lc, 
Harold Chastain attended both the U.n:l ver si ty of California 
and ~itanford Universj,ty. He later became President of 
Sierra College at Auburn, California. In that pm:~:ltion 
for· a fe1r1 years ill health forced him to retire to classrom 
teaching. 
I majored in education "l>Ti th English a strong ·minor. 
I remember Dr. Harris as a mild mannered ascetic little 
gentleman not at all athletic minded, and at first 't•Tas 
very unimpressed by him. ;,\s time went on, ho\..rever, 
and as l became better acquainted with his '11-mrk :tn the 
classroom, I began to appreciate his ability at pene-
trat:tng analys:ls and the precision of his thi.nking. I 
appreciated his willingness to allow students tc) differ 
with him, and vividly recall a spir:t.t.ed argument in 
which I took the side against the theory of evolution 
(in jest of course). 
·ua was interested in my spread of. interests: that 
I participated widely :t.n athletics and at the same time 
I -v.rrote poetry .for the li!rJlnjf!q9.• We had several con-
versations concernlng the psychology involvecl in 
calling signals as quarter back on the :foot ball team and 
the metho~s used to fool the <)pposition. Dr. Harris's 
classroom worl{ was tremendously challEmgi.ng not because 
1 t \<tas over\oJhelming or dynamic, but because :t t v!hetted 
the intellectual curiosity in a subtle manner" 
J. C • COL m (August 2, 19 57) 
Dr. J. c. Cole, after completing work at the 
College of the Pacific, obtained his Doctorate at Columbia 
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Universlty. He has been at the Sacrumento State College 
for tho past several years. 
Dr., IIa.rri s was an example of a person having the 
right thing to say. He had a slight lisp; i'urthel'mo:ro, 
'lrJhcm I knev: him he did not hear vwll. He had excel ... 
lent m<-tntal health and balance; he practiced t<Jhat he 
taught. 
GEOROL!: H. COLLI"Tll:il (Nay 28; 1957) 
Afta:r. attending the University of the Pacific at 
San Jose, the late George Colliver vrent to Boston Univer-
sity Sch.ool of ~'hoology, "t!Jhere he studied f'or the ministry. 
Following his ordt.nation he returned to the College of the 
Pacif:i.c, vlhere ho served as Professor of Bible and Relig ... 
ious E:ducation.. 
I was a student at the old .4.cademy of' the T.Jn1.versity 
of' th<~ Pacific before Dr. Harris came to the collE.'ge. 
He came in 1910; I entered as a student in 1907. One 
memory that comes to mind as I think of hi.m in those 
early days was that he was the man in charge of East 
Hall. He had rooms there! vlhere on occasion students 
had fun at h:i.s expense. one such time, I recall going 
to the second floor, where I found a cow hitched to his 
door t-rl th a sign reading "Harris's Da:try •11 'l'b.is created 
a good deal of fun at his expense; how it got there 
and how it got do"t-m the stairs I have no idea. 
When I entered the college :J.n 1911, he was teaching 
and w.as chairman of the Department of Psychology and 
Educat:i.on. Very soon I took courses :t'rom him with one 
especially in tAoral and Spiritual Relig1.ous E~uca.t.:t.on., 
It vlas in that course I realized that the church was 
remiss in doing 'ltrhat it should if our ci ti.zenship was 
to have ·proper moral and spiritual undergirding. On 
one occasion, '!Jrhen tho class was discussing this 
thought inf.or·mally, I suggested to hJm that the whole 
matter ti'as of very great and serious consequence for 
the nation; and that since the public schools vrere not 
do:'l.ng anything adequate to meet this vreakness in our 
social fabric, the Christian Church and the Jewish 
Synagogue-had great responsibilities to fulfill. I 
raised the question of what he thought should be done 
_if the moral and spiritual life of the nation was to 
be properly founded. He turned and said that I guess 
it will be up to fellows like you, George, if anything 
is done. And it is of great interest to see today . 
more and more attention being paid to tl;tis matter even 
in the public schools. 
GII,BERT A. cor.r;yrn (October 12, 1957) 
Dr. Gilbert Collyer graduated from the _College of 
the Pacific, took his Doctorate Degree at Stanford Univer-
sity in education, follm.,ring which he became President of 
Lassen Junior College at Susanville, California. FTom 
there he moved to Redding, California, .where he has been 
President of Shasta College since that time. 
Speaking of Dr. Harris's personal relations with his 
students, one thing I remember was his warm personality 
that made us feel we knew him quito well. His calm 
manner and his poise influenced us all as we sat in 
his classes or met on the campus. His tolerance toward 
other points of view, and his calmness in meeting prob-
lems and questions in the classroom are attributes . 
needed by teachers; thus I feel that he helped us grow 
in those qualities. 
I am sure that he helped his students appreciate the 
beauty in nature, in art, in literature, and in music. 
In these ways he influenced many of our teachers so 
'they i.n turn could inculcate these qualities in their 
students. This is one way he used the benefits of his 
travel in Europe. In a like manner he used a great 
number of homely stories tales, and little anecdotes 
to illustrate various po!nts he wished to bring out as 
important. 1:'his method of teaching must have had great 
influence on and contributed to the personalities of 
many of his students who became teachers. 
My remembrance of Dr. Harris was that he incorporated 
some of the philosophy of John Dewey, particularly that 
of interest in the indiv:i.dual, his rights and 
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priv:lleges, and that the pragmatic approach of Dewey 
to problems of learning had some affect on him; but I 
do not. beli(~ve rte necessarily fc)J.lo\<red the whole 
philosophy of' John DevJey. 
A course well remembered was one called Seminar 1.n 
h:Clucational Li teratur·a: he oriented his studGlnts in 
:t.t expecting them to carry on from that point; he made 
no rig:ld requi.rements, but made students directly 
r(.H~pons1.ble for their mm ~·tudy. 
His ROneral attitudes of friendliness, congen:Lal 
spi:Lri t, and tolerance of other[~ in their points of view 
are the gifts he left with us. 
MARY gvAN8 COI~LYLH (October 12, 1.957) 
Jl1ary Collyer attended the College of tho Pacific, 
graduated, taught high school for a time, later marrying 
Dr. Collyer, now President of' Shasta College. 
· tvhat .Dr. Harris did for us was to help us develop a 
sense of va1ueso 'rhis he ·did for hi::> students "'rlthout 
spelling it out. 'rrtds attribute has bt'lcome apparent to 
me more as X look ba.ck upon the experic:mces in the 
cla£H3 worlt I had vJith him. rrhe course I had \ltith him· 
that impressed me was his course in Nental Hyg:lene. 
CHARLli~~; COHHIN, l'IH.t;D L. FAHLEY, AND HHS. FliED I.. FARLFX 
(March 19, 19~)7) 
Dr.· Charles Corbin prior to his retirement \•Tas 
Cha:trman of the .r.1athematics Department at the College of 
Pacific. He also served as financ:lal advlsor helpi.ng 
materially in the f:l.nancing of the college during its move 
to Stockton. He no\v :resides :ln Cr.1rmel, California. Fred 
L. F·arley, formerly Dean of the Graduate Div:l.$lon of' the 
College of the Pacific, is living in retiroment vii th 
Mrs. J.<'arley at Carmel. He taught ancient languages for 
many years at the College. The three "t·re.re interviewed 
simultaneously~ 
Dr. Harris entered into the activities of the 
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parties given each year •. ~'here were two special parties 
in which the faculty took. part: vJashington' s birth-
day in the spring and Halloween in the fall~ 'J'he 
Hallc:rween party was a costume affair and on one 
HallO'IJJeen there appeared three 11 ttle devils at the 
g:ymnasium affair, These devils were, of course, 
Dr. Harris, Dro Bonner, and Dr. P'arlcy. 
Dr. Harris was a great story -teller: he could con• 
cea.l the punch line until the very and where it paid 
off to the best effect~ 
In his teaching, instead of giving the same content 
in courses given several times, he would place many 
new things, He was of the school that advocated a very 
~oad general background, a classical one in the train• 
· ing of teachers before, with, and in add! tion to the 
teacher training of hot.J to teach, learning theory, 
methods 1 and psychology, · 'l'his thinking is very cu:rrent, He would point out details and ask questions to make 
students alert: how many trees did. you see along the 
drive today't' IJ.Jhat buildings were near the F'irst 
National Bank? How many steps were on th<~ stairs? 
~,his VIaS to make them more observant. He never lectured 
much outsidfi) the colloge. His g".re£ttness was within the 
classroom and in his relations with students .• 
JAMES H. CORSON (May 1~-, i19~7) 
.Tames Corson, District Superintendent of the Modesto 
'.I 
City Schools, \•rent to that post in 1948 to suecaed the late 
Aubrey Douglas who returned to the State Department of 
1~ducation in Sacramento. Corson at one t:i.me one of Harris's 
students, later bocame a colleague as Dean of Men at the 
College of' the Pacific. He was a.sststant football coach 
and also a member of the United States Olympic 'I'oam in 1928. 
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I had the very good fortune to get to know J. 
William Harris as a member of the :faculty and through 
various other contacts, one which was in connection 
\<Ji.th the church school at the Methodist Church at 
Stocltton. In 1934 it was my privilege to enrol wi.th 
him for a course in ~'he Sociological Philosophy of 
Education. From that I got a real insight into the 
depth and understa.ndingof this able and compassionate 
teacher. His one strong motive in life, it seemed, was 
te> instill a love for · teaching and f. or un.der standing 
youth, feeling that these attributes were necessary :t:t' 
one were to be successf'ul in the educational field. 
It appeared that he was contributing toward the 
development of indj.viduals first 2 last, and always, 
not because it would reflect credit upon him, but so 
they could carry their full. weight in the harness of 
life. 
EARL ~. CHANDAI.L 04ay 28, 1957) 
Earl Crandall is District Superintendent of the San 
Jose City Unified School District at San Jose, California. 
After his gradua,tion from the College of the Pacific he 
earned his Doctorate in E~ueation at Stanford University. 
'!'here vias a mutual feel:tn~. of confidence between 
his students and him LHarri!(. In his seminar, I 
recognized my inadequacies. I decided to go into 
education after being converted from philosophy and the 
ministry to education by way o:t" x•eligious educatton. 
He made me feel that I needed more backgl'otmd and he 
laid the foundation to my doctorate \vhich I toolt at 
Stanford University. 
One of' his allusions while discussing cb.ildrel'l and 
observing them at play wa$' ttDon't cut off the tad-
pole's tail.*' He had a maste1,.y of Morrison's teach:l.ng 
principles and noted a depth dimension of meanir1g 
in learhing. He would listen to what we had to say 
and then ask pertinent questions to pin us do~m in our 
thinking. 
ELIZABETH KROfnCK CRANDAl~l~ (Nay 23, 1957) 
Elizabeth Crandall, daughter of Professor Kroeck, 
formerly of the University of the Pacific Sta:f'f, was a 
student at both the College Park Academy and of the 
College of the Pacifico Sho is the wife of Dr. i!:arl J. 
' . 
Crandall, Superintendent of the San tlose City Un:l.f:l.ed 
School District. 
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vie were professors• children, overprotected, and 
someti.m.es problem children, At school we did not 
realize that tore were attending an experimental school 
and workshop. Dr. Harris started a testing p:rogra.n1 
for study purposes; he cal~ a fully observed the children 
who sometimes called him 11 the monkey man. 11 
Ha was a wonderful friend of my family. One 
l!~aster he had a party wi t.h f~ster eggs f.or all the 
children of the faculty. IJ'o me he was alv1ays '\-Ta.rrn, 
but at times others were a little frightened of' him. 
He was one of our unpredictable professors; we never· 
lroe\.r what vre might expect of him. One time in Child 
Psychology we had worked hard for a final examination. 
He asked only one question: uwho cut of':f the tadpole's 
tail? 11 Of course, this meant that we should l.EJt the 
ch:lld ·take its normal development and mature as a 
natural consequence. ~rhis was an expression taken from 
· G. Stanley Hall. 
He came at a time when psychology was not wholly 
accepted. F'ather found :1 t di:fficul t to accept psychol-
ogy as a science unt:J.l testing came along. But we 
enjoyed him; he tried to get us to think .• 
He thought people silly and shallow in everyday 
conversation wh:l.ch he called ttpart1cularistic 
garullity.u 
CLIF'F'ORD CRtn4MEY (August 7, 1957) 
Dr. Clifford. Crummey is pastor of the Grace Methodist 
Church in Stockton. Having attended the College of the 
Pacific, he later completed his Doctorate of Divinity at. 
Boston University., 
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Dr. Harris was an authority on children; this was so 
even though he had none of his o,.m. lie was very 
objective in his teaching, particularly so in his 
understanding of children. 
In his teaching he divorced persons from ideas 
which gave us an objective view ourselves. He did 
mention Clark University and his debt to it., 
DvJIGH~r CUH.~I'IS, SR. (June 26, 1957) 
Dwight Curtis is one of' tho administrat:t.ve officers 
of;the Stockton City Unified School District. Be attended 
the Gollege of the Pacific when it was in San Jose after 
which time he entered teaching as a career. 
While at San Jose I became very interested in 
vJatson • s psychology. Of Watson Dr .. Harris warned: 
uwatson has some good idoas, but in some years we will 
find that he has limitations and some of his theories 
will. be · found wrong. u He introduced us to itJatson' s 
teachings, but he did not want us to follow his 
theories completely. 'l'ime has brought a revolt_ against 
the ex.porimental psychology of' Watson • 
. ELLEN DJ};F:fUNG (August 1 9 195?) 
1n1en Deering is ltegistrar at the College of the 
Pac:lfi<~. She was a former student of Harris's and held a 
long-time respect, admiration, and sincere friendship for 
him. She has seen many of hH; students go into tho public 
schools as teachers and adrninisb•ators '-1ho have made wide 
cumulative contributions to soc:t.ety through their many 
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I believe that Dr~ Harris's experience at Clark 
University was a. very rich experience. Be already had 
a great inter~n~t in a vari.ety of subjects., but Clark 
University provided a very liberal and general one. 
One of Dr. Harris's classmates, Dr. James Ralph Jewell., 
a man about his age, had somewhat the same attitude 
tov-1ards his teachi.ng, the ~arne wide interest in all 
f"ields of learning. I felt, ho'Wever, that Dr. Harris 
was a person who did his ov.rn thinking although it ha.d 
boen to a certain extent affectedby h:ts schooling at 
Clark University. In talking \dth Jewell I felt he 
had received perspectiye similar to that of Dr. Harris., 
I also believe that Dr • Harris more than smy instruc ... 
tor I ever had used his personal experiences to illus-
trate and :ent•ich the discussions in his classrooms. 
He worlted cleverly with a topic by contributing h:ls o"m 
knowledge and ex.periences, or from his personal read-
ings to develop comparable vi.ews and attitudes in his· 
st.udentse He did not ramble, even though his procedures 
were principally discussions. He made students feel . 
that they were important to the class, therefore, they 
came with their best contributionso 
It was agreed among many of the students who had 
worlred vli th Dr .. Harris that he was th£1 nt-1r 111 Chips" of 
the Colleg(~ ot tho Pacific. He had respect for the 
individual person; he could get each student to believe 
that he had something to contribute some ability in 
'ltthich he could do \<Jell. He was skiil.ful in h:i.s inter-
views, lotting the student talk, thus using Rogerian 
technlque years b$:fore Rogers introduced his non-
d1rect:!ve approach to counseling. 
Some of the teachers in his classes were only 
subject-matter minded. He salT the need to broaden 
their out looks toward a wider culture, and to demon ... 
strata to them that the concept of teaching was changing. 
'J'h:i.s was in the direction of rich useful livi.ng ana 
participation in community and other affair so 
BI~ANCHE SHARLOW DENNIS (July 6, 1957) 
Blanche Dennis, the wife of Charles M. Dennis, was 
a former student of hls at the college and prior to their 
marriage taught music in the Stockton City Unified School 
District. 
D:r.o Harris always <ilxpected the best of everyone.,. 
In discuss:lng a motion picture he suggested that we 
dlscriminate and attend only those best, morally and 
culturally.,. 
CHARLES N. DE-:NN!S (July 6, 195?) 
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Chro~les M. Dennis, formerly Dean of the Conservatory 
of Mus:i.c at the College of' the Pacific, v1ent to tha College 
as a teacher in 191?; later, he succeeded Ho\<rard Hanson as 
Dean. In 1934 he became Supervisor of t•1Uf.dc of the San 
Francisco Schools. He served the Music I!':ducators' JITa.tional 
Conference as President in 1950. He is l:lvi:ng in retire-
ment at Sonora, California, but does some teachtng upon 
request at the College of the Pacific. 
I came to the College of the Pacific ·in the fall of 
1916 as teacher of voice and public school music. Along 
with rne was Howard Han son, now Dir ecto:r of ·the E:aetman 
School of l~usic and a noted American. composer. t·1Y work 
at Northwestern University had been almost enti1·el.y in 
rousic, although I knew something of' G~ ntanley Hall 
through his w.ork being quoted in one of the texts of' 
the ppogre§~i.Y.!. J'.1Y.i!£ Series published by Silver 
Burdett company" ~·he editor had bean my teacher at 
Northwestern University, where in elementa:ry school 
music we learned a good deal about Ha.ll's.thaories from 
the teachers• manuals., · · 
My greatest contact td th Dr. Harris t-ras through rny 
administrative work at the College.. A:f'ter Dr. Knoles 
came thare was closer coordi.nation of the various 
departments, moreover shortly after we cmo to stockton 
be set up a coordinatl.ng council with members selected 
to represent the larger groups in the colleges. Dr. 
Uarr:ts, of course, represented education. I represented 
music, art, and expression (we called :tt at the time). 
~t'he co~:.m.cil met sometimes weekly and sometimes at 
two \~eek intervals in Dx-. Knoles's office to discuss 
curr:t.c~lum and othel" college problems. MY recollect.j.on 
of' Dr .. liarr:ts on this counctl was that he was alws.ys 
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pretty much of a peacemaker; he was not tempermentallY 
suited to takinr, a fir·m stand on a question defylng all 
opposition, but always sought a compromise with the 
understanding that there was right in each one's posi-
tion so we might recognize that 1.n each other and 
finally agree on something workable. His way of doing 
that was always gentlemanly and unobtrusive, never the 
least bit irritating, and always open minded on ques-
t:t.ons that arose. 
I do not think we gave any musical performance of 
any dimension that he was not present and after which 
he did not come an.d comment on them telling of his ' 
enjoyment. He seemed to enjoy being there and 
evidently had a keen appreciation of the finer types 
of music. 
MALCOLM EIE.mi.EN (May 27, 195?) 
Halcolm giselen is the Cha.:i.rman of the Department of 
History at the College of the Pacific. He was a friend and 
colleague of Barris's for many years. 
One thing I recall about Dr. Harris was his continu-
ing interest in Union College at Bnrborville, Kentucky. 
It is a. small IV!ethodist college, at this day not very 
flourishing financially, but Dr. Ba-rris alt.rays retained 
a soft spot in his heart for the institut:l.on. At one 
time my si.ster was a member of the faculty at Union 
College, and whenever he met her he was always careful 
to inquire or the latest developments at the collogee 
Another thing I remember about him 'Was hts lovo for 
European travel. He made several trips abroad, I 
cannot give you exact times and places visited, but 1 
remember how enthusiastic he was of the garden towns of 
R:ngland' modern residential green belt towns 1Jle call 
them in this country. lifter one of :his trips to l!lngla.nd 
he sho\ored colored slides of these garden to"Vms. I 
visttod one or two of them last summer so I understand 
his enthusiasm for them. ~'hey were at least two decades 
ahead of tho United States in this area yet he was one 
of the early enthusiasts for this imporiant develop ... 
mont in municipal planning. 
I . 
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Dr o Harris was also very active in college organiza .. 
tions$ He was one of the charter members of Pi Gamma 
Mu, the honoral'Y :;;ocial sci.ence fraternlty, which had 
its chapter established on the campus in 1924, and he 
remained an active member of the five charter memb~rs 
of the All ... Gollege Honor f3ociety, \1h1.ch '!tHus tho first 
organization on this campus ded:tcated to recognition · 
of outstanding scholarship achievement. In November, · 
192(, he \'las selocted as one of five faculty members 
of th:ts p:J.one<:~r organj.zation. I find in referring to 
th<") minutes of the organiz,ation, that he tvas elected 
to the post of honorary chancellor in 192'7. Thi.s 
organization continued to claim his interest tn'ld coop-
e:r·atlon unti.l 1 t merged with the national honorary 
society of Phi Kappa Phi•. 
He was also greatly interested in the work of the 
2'wenty~five Year Club, a club the membership of whtch 
ls open to faculty mc~mbers who have been on tho staff 
twenty-five years. He was one of th.e charter members, 
one of the first to qualify for.membership, and for 
many years he conduct(;>d the i.nitiation ceremony for 
that organization. 'I'he members 'ltiere very happy that 
th:ls year, 1957, for the first U.me in several years 
he was able to attend the meeting and conduct the 
inittation ceremony. 
BIRD IT£ r:U1'Clm:J_,L I•~HSF:l:1 ~ l!:D\·1.6\RD gssER (J'ttly 2, 1957) 
H:dvrard mssor taught on the staff of the College· of 
the l?a.ci.f:l.c and B:l.rdie H. f~ssar did superv1.sion ~rork for 
tho Stockton City Unified School District. They are no"' 
retired and live in Stockton.. Birdie lt]ssel•, wife of 
Edward I!:sser, taught in the Stockton City Schools and also 
vJe.s a supervisor of elementary teaching. 
I ~un glad to have known Dr. Flarr:t s, a. f:I.ne per son, a 
sincere, warm, and friendly man \dth a fine mind. He 
helped many people f!:C'}t insight 1,111 th :J.nspiration a.r1d 
challenge into the field of education. In the history 
of education he had a way of spanning time, of 
seeing significance in the trends of the past; and of 
helping students sea that common thread o:t.' continuity 
in education as lif'a and preparat:I.o:n for l:tfe w:tth an 
assumJ)tlon of the duty of passing on our cultural 
hcrttage., · 
He aided hi.s students to see oducat:l.on as a. seamless 
garment rath<)r than a patch-work of discrete subject 
arcia.S., T'each1ng to him ,,,as :not a bag of tricks, a. · 
formula. of late operations; but w~1.s a job of setting up 
experiences j_n e.11 environment in wh:tch students could 
learn, and develop pm:sonalities in positive \vays, 
leading toward better lives for all. 
Sometimes in his instruction it vJaS something ne had 
· read, an experj.ence he had had, o:r something he had heard 
a. chi.ld say, but it was alwrr~.ys very appropriate to the 
day. If we believe, as John. Dewey said, that "\110 learn 
to the extent to which v1e live, and that we learn thtngs 
viO enjoy, Harris gave. us a fine example of good 
teaching$· 
I found that i:n working v11 th Dr. Harris I had a 
tendency to assess the values built into our American 
culture and compare them 'vti th those he had suggested 
(many of which had come from Europe). Ha \'IQS particu-
larly influen(!ed by his association with tho upper 
m:tddle class j.n gngland wh:tch broughtt; to us an under ... 
standing of the simple pleasures that people enjoyed. 
Their pleasures were not based upon money values alon~, 
but upon their power to enrich their recreat:ton and 
f'ellowshipo I for my part considered the values which 
operated in my life, assessed them and made a n<M 
pattern of l~:fe my self. I' ro sura th:ts happ(3ned w:l th 
many of his students to whom he gave the finest of the 
Judeo ... Christian religious values wl:;ich hold our society 
together. 
/I..RTH1JH H., FAIUi.~ (August .20 7 195?) 
Arthur Farcy after graduating from the College of 
the Pac1.f1.c became Direc.tor of Public Helations of the 
College \>Ihich post he now holds .. 
~the clearest impression I remember of Dr. Ha.rr:l.s 
was his demand for clear thtnking with expl.ici t expres ... 
sion of. \vall def':lnecl conceptso He detested the loose 
usage ot" language: the use of tho 'Wl'ong 'l:mrd for a. 
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specific meaning.. In fact his demand for accuracy and 
clarity in thinking together with the correct usage of 
language was so greu:-tt that some students, I am 
convinced, 'lt:ere sometimes afraid to speak in his 
classrooms o ~!.'hey refr ta:tned from speaking bee a. use of 
tho:i.r inability to meet his exacting standard .. 
Ono particular occas:ton well :t.llustrated th:ts 
exactness: when a boy used the expression ubrain 
muscles" e.s a metaphor--meaning that if a P'~rson did 
.n()t use hi.s po·v1ers of thought they would diminish--
that if one didn•t use his thinking abflit:tes they 
\>muld get :rusty. A loolt of astonishment, be,vilot~rr.nent, 
and disappolntment blended on Dr. I:Iarris•s face at the 
stt:ltement. 'T'h:ts kind of :reaction evoked both admira-
tion and a senseof fear of him. 
'Ihe term fear is a negative way to express it, but 
it certainly had a por.-dtiva aspect 9 too, as a stimula-
ti.on to good schola:rship and clear thlnking~ 
Harris on cme occasion made the startling assertion 
that he tried to read a book a day. In explaining 
what )Je meant he gave us a lesson in study techniques 
potnting out th.at there was much redundant mate.t'ial in 
most :reading and that by getting all the new materinl 
from a ne\-1 book he got its essential mossage. ~''his 
gave US a nevT concept in reading • ' 
E~NE:t.:rJ' K, GO\tJDY (July llS, 1957) 
ErnefJt GovJdy is currently a member of the adminis• 
trative staf'f of' the City Schools at J4odesto, California. 
His account of h:ts feelings:- toward Harris spr;;aks for :1. tsel:f'. 
Dr. Harris never concentrated too much on facts, but 
attempted to draw a prlnciple from factual materials, 
upon t-rlli ch a per son could rely in specific situations. 
His course in Philosophy had a strong influence upon 
ray behavior. One point he strenuously advocated '\<Tas 
that all chi1d:ren should bo educated to the maximum of 
their capacities, a f'cmndat:ton of' universal education, 
which was a building of our culture upon education. 
~f'his 'I:Ias a con,cern he hoped his students would acquire 
as their basic philosophy in both education .and life. 
He desired them to carry on this f'ar-reaching principle .. 
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To me as a student, I felt that Dr • Harris emanated 
as fine a set of personal standards of character as _any 
man I have kno-wn~ If ever a man was a living symbol 
ot a teachers• code of' ethics, Dr. Harris was that 
person~ 
HI1'RBEBT GWINN (August 21, 1957) 
Herbert Gwinn is a consultant in Secondary Education 
and Administration in the State Department of l}:ducation at 
Sacramento, California. 
I was at the College Park Academy from 1922. to 1924. 
Earl Crandall was there at the t:J.rne, Floyd Russell· and 
George Knoles too. In the teaching of his courses D:r. 
Harris set the stage for us and we were then on our own. 
He looked ahead very much, but h:f.s chief assets were in 
his character building. He greatly stimulated us to 
do critical. thinking--you as a student had to be 
logical and. understand facts in order to present any 
case clearlY and accurately. ':thus he spurred the stu-
dent to be objective • 
. His classroom was as democratic as any of the very 
modern ones: its procedures were conducive to 
individual thinkingi for one thing, it was completely 
relaxed and he coula meet any crisis. In relation to 
the faculty members at that time, they were compli-
mentary! they blended. 'fhe staff was a balanced com-
prehenslVe whole. 
Dr. Harris put students on their own responsibilities, 
expected them to be matu:re,.and to work independently. 
He gave suggestions as to what to do, but if' necessary 
the students could return arid he would give them 
additional assistance. As a man he was straight-forward 
and honest; he also expected his students to "deliver 
the goods.u 
Each professor has his own personal:l ty an.d makes his 
impact upon students; the accumulation of impacts of 
several professors contributes to the total personality 
development of all the students. Dr. Harris • s riole 
was that of a balance wheel on the faculty: he ~new 
well what he was doing; was never static, did not 
allow his teaching to grow stale, and kept us al$rt 
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Slnce he \vas alone in the department when I was 
there, he carried a heavy load; furthermore, he went to 
the Unlvorsity .of Io\1m, for several summers to teach 
tv:i.th Seashore· and Hursell. Although I was rwt a 
toache:r tra:tning student, I planned to go to Iov1a :for 
graduate \1()!'1<.:, but since 1 t did not off(\)r mo enough 
to l:i.ve on I stayed in Califo:rn:ta t.aldng my '\vork at the 
. Un:tvorsity of Ga.liforniao 
Havi:ag been in the next to the laf:1t class before 
tho College of the Pacific moved to Stockton, I remember 
he often speculated on what vJould happen tht~re after 
the move. 
I ahrays enjoyed h:l.t1\ for his great interest in 
people--his love and respect for the tndivtdual ~,ras 
ali.•Tays apparent o In .fact, \.re had a. close personal 
rol<1tionship €md thr:) aura of the past still remains 
with deep affection. 
PEY'l'ON. MADDUX !lOGIN (Jvlay 16, 1957) 
Naddux Bogin has been teacher and Chai.rman of tho 
:t<1usic Dc1partmont at the San Juan High School near Sacramento, 
California, s:i.nce 1932, where he went immediately after 
graduation from .the College of the Pacifico 
'My most vivid recollection of Dr o Harris is that. of 
h:ts utter and complete devotion and dedication as a 
teacher. By teacher J: mean not only tha teaching of 
subject matter but nlso the teaching of hurnan beings .. 
His wa.:rmth as a person and his v,.1illingness always to 
talk -vri th one upon a.ny problem, personal or a.ca.de:,m:t.c, 
was one of his outst.an.ding characteristics. In a. 
course of Child Psychology I had with hi.m 1 I remember I had taken more than six cuts, parenthetically, six 
cuts mol:mt that ono automatically flunltfsd at the College 
of. the Pacific; but I had a personal intervie"' \vi th 
Dr· .. Harris and out of it I have always felt his warmth 
as a toaehor and his complete interest in me as a 
person. I shall alvrays remember him for h:l.s extreme 
kindness in that instance. 
Dr. Harris's main :tnterest set)med to be in the 
grovrth and devel.opm.e1nt of tho child, one that \.,ras 
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directed toward growth of personality. One thing that 
struck me about him, however, was the fact that he was 
basically an idealist and really lived in an ivory 
tower, but he had a way of adapt:tng his idealism and 
theory to practical use. To sum up, I feel that Dr. 
Harris's greatest contribution has been his interest 
in me as a person rather than a cold academic figure 
in the classroom, and I also feel that his example as 
a human being has been of great value in my teaching 
career. 
PHIL W. HOLS':t'E (July 24, 1957) 
Phil Holste was a personal friend of Harris's who 
greatly admired his wise counsel. He was a member of the 
fellowship of tho Central Methodist Church in Stockton in 
which Harris took an enthusiastic interest for many years. 
I was in a fellowship class Dr. Harris conducted in 
the Central Methodist Church in Stockton for about ten 
years, where he lectured and talked on Sunday morn-
ings before church. This was in keeping with his and 
Dr. Ross A. Finney's thinking on church education 
discussed at the University of Idaho. The class was 
composed of about sixty of us to which he gave similar 
lectures to those he used in the college. Some of 
them included advice on child raising or Child Psychol-
ogy. F'or a person who had no children of his own he 
certainly knew children. Those years were good years 
in our lives; he would take our problems and offer 
solutions for our own families. 
Each Christmas we would have a Christmas tree at 
our house, where we had parties for which our group 
would charge ten cents for refreshments for the evening. 
Each of us would bring a little toy or gift and candy 
with apples and oranges; and were required to tell a 
story, act, or sing before we could pick up a gift 
from the tree. 'fhe candy and gifts were then given to 
a Negro church so each child in that church would get 
one at Christmas. 
I really give him credit for making a man of me. He 
opened my eyes; I was stubborn and opinionated, but 
after listening to him for six months or so I found I 
was very deficient in many ways. He lived his philoso-
phy, his religion, and what he taught; I cannot say 
enough for him. 
ELLWOOD UOWST~ {July 25, 1957) 
Ellwood Howse is a principal of one of the high 
schools in the Stockton City Unifi~d School District, 
Stockton, California. He studied with Harris both at San 
J'ose and at Stockton. 
·At one time I was discouraged in my teaching by a 
supervisor, and as a consequence I went to see Dr. 
Harris who encouraged me to continue my work for a 
credential. I have felt that his influence was a 
major factor in the·establishment of my philosophy o:f 
education. 
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One of my strongest recollections of Dr. Harris's 
classes was that of his unfailing ability to draw 
individuals of a class into discussions. He would 
suggest some leading ideas and before long the stu-
dents would come out viith many theories and ideas they 
did not realize they had. By the end of a course the 
class members had evoked a sound personal philosophy 
of education. 
ESTHfi'li WEBSTER HOvJSE (July 25, 1957) 
Esther \tlebster Howse, tho daughter of the late 
Dr. w·ebster, Professor of· Psychology at the College of the 
Pacific, is the wife of Ellwood Howse, Both v~. and Mrs. 
Howse are graduates of the College of the Pacific. 
One of the things that impressed me about Dr. Harris 
was that he was very much of a gentleman. He was 
pleased by the minor courtesies of l:i.:f'e and he also 
expected his students to behave with like courtesies. 
1 liad Current Educational LitEtrature with Dr. Harris 
in the fall of 1948. In that course we found that he 
was able to use h:t.s background of t"uropean eul ture and 
travel very effectively. 
One of my personal memories of Dr. Harris came from 
the time of the death of my father in 1929. Dr. Harris 
was very close to our family, and he knew that I had 
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always wanted a F'rench doll, one of the great interests 
of young girls (I was tw®lve at the time). Ny father 
died in Noyember, and that Christmas Dr. and Miss 
Harris gave me one of those treasured French dolls for 
a Christmas gift which meant very much to me. 
HAROLD STANLii"!Y JACOBY (August 22, 1957) 
Harold J'acoby ts Professor of Sociology and Chair ... 
man of that :Department at the College. of the Pacif:l.c. He 
v1as a student at the college in the first Freshman class on 
the Stockton campus in 1924; he graduated in 1928. 
Jacoby• s work with Harris \lra.s chiefly in psychology. 
When I -vn1s an undergraduate at the Colleg(9 of the 
Pacific students felt they should take at least one 
course trom Harris during their college years. From 
Harris, I learned to strive for intellectual interests; 
he created an appetite for learning simply by reason . 
of his own example, knowledge, and. the delight he toolt 
in ideas and things of the mind. 
Dr. Harris, however, was never much of a lecturer; 
he n¢ver taught a textbook nor drilled on textual 
materials. Ha did not use structured lectures in 
sequence, but used another technique entirely: by. 
talking on some topic, nev~r presenting much material 
for note taking, he relied upon his own experiences 
and his readirig as substance tor class discussions. He 
demonstrated a 'lfd.sdom that we :respected through his 
use of seemingly irrelevant things that stuck \dth me. 
Accordingly he did not wander from 110int s of the 
discourse. 
Of one professor who was thought "stand-off ... j.sh" by 
students on the campus, Harris felt that this man's 
apparent aloofness was because he was thinking everi as 
he walked about the grounds; that he was not deterred 
by petty influences of his environment. Harris implied 
by this that we could all malta better use of out• time. 
Harris :refer:red constantly to Ball lff. Stanley Hal.l7, 
but rarely to John Dewey. We discussed pragmatism as 
a topic of philosophy, but he did not allow Dewey's 
thought system .to dominate. 
approach to the :tntroductory 
which Hall was an authority. 
theories of W. H. Burnham on 
health. · · 
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He took the physiological 
study of psychology of 
He us~d, as a resource, 
glandular effects on mental 
· One summer Lloyd ~·ruman, a feilo\-r student, and I 
attended a summer session at the University of . 
California, where both Kurt Kofflta and William 
Nacdougal lectured. Koffka introduced his theories on 
Gestalt and Field Psychology;· hO'IIrever, because of his 
ineptness in his use of English 2 I did not benefit . 
much from his lectures. I fared better with Macdougal, 
on the other hand,. because :he \>las an able lecturer and 
a recognized authority on Abnormal Psychology,. On our 
return to Pacif:lc, Dr. Harris illustrated the prtnciplas 
of Gestalt to us~ more effectively than Koffka himself. 
Dr. Harris introduced me to Havelock F4l:l.s--lent me 
a copy of The Dance Qt L!!!• At his suggestion we 
read Beauchamp on split personal1 ty. {We read f}'h~, 
. JJ..tf!§OC:l:.!a\~i.Qu Q,t §! P~:r: soni\1:.~ ty by Martin Prince 9 ·which 
work we look home to our raternity house, where it. \vas 
found so astounding tha.t all tho members read it.) 
He was always reading subjects not i:n the focal center 
of his areas oi' study, thus demonstrating his wide 
range of interests. 
One sUmmer at the Univorsity.of Idaho, I met Ross 
A. Finney who was admired and greatly respecte~ by 
Harris both as a colleague and as anl3,uthor in socio-
. logy and education. Harris often referred to his works 
and belief's. 
A few of his traits stand out~ he had an· interest 
in fino lace and china. Commenting in class one day 
on the subject of prayer, he stateda "God has enough 'to 
handle in tho universe and we ought to be men enough 
to do our own ''petty prayers. • '* Another time when 
colleges were being accused of destroying students• 
religion, he said: ••The religion could not be very 
much of a religion if college could destroy :tt." 
Little :t.s known of. Harr:ts•s romancGSe I was aware 
of one he had had while in South Dakota, also an 
association that was thought to be romantic at Pacific. 
At any rate both instances failed to eventuate in any .. 
thing more than attachments. 
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In summarizing Harris's contribut:i.ons at Pacdfic, we 
should consider in perspective the conditions of his 
time. His status should be measured in terms o1" his 
environment. He did inspiring teaching; but in the 
long range, his main impacts '"ere realized th.rough his 
unusual counsel and pcmot:rating philosoph:t.cal thought. 
J • M.ARC JAWrZEN (August 6, 195'1) 
J, Hare Jantzen, Dea.n of the School ot' Education at 
the College of the Pacific, came ··to the college staff' in 
1940 fl•om the University of Kansas. He succeeded Harris 
as Dean in 19t,.4 • 
. Counseling with students. and teachers were Harris's 
first loves. Administrative details rather bored him, 
which meant that ! was taking over much of the admin ... 
istra.tive details upon my arrival. ~:'his included 
preparing copy for the regular college catalog as WElll 
as carrying on the necessary correspondence. 
Harris's contribution lies especially in his 
philosophic thought which- he was able to convey to h:ts 
students as well as his very close association in 
working with students and counseling them. Nany of his 
former students in returning to the campus have remarked 
as to the tremendous inspiration he has been to tnem. 
I should mention and record it tbat his great scholar-
sh:J.p and his extensive reading were catching so that 
he influenced those around him. r had had a previous 
experience with a great scholar at the University of 
my graduate study which together w:l.th the influence 
f'rom Harris has developed a feeling of vJanting to know 
more of the past and its influence upon the present .. 
I might record one additional aspect in terms of 
the transition from Harris's deansh:tp to my own admin-
istration. He was most helpful in that transition and 
both o:f us continued on most cordial terms. Contin-
ually, I found him offering valuable suggestions and 
at all times I felt free to go to him vT:t th problems 
that might arise. I continued to. ~;hare ,,i th him 
various·adrninistra.tive matters and problems, and valued 
his suggestions up to recent years when his health 
failed. 
I might again state that the associates \vi th whom I 
wo:rl{.ed primar:tly, when 1-came to the college in 19~0, 
~;ere those of long standing and ~ho had been with the 
college for many years, ~:m.ch as: \>Jerne:r, Bacon, 
Harris, Farley, Knoles, Jonte-... so .that my ~:ssociations 
tdth these "old-timo:rs,u carried over, I .feel, the 
traditions which had been established through the years 
to my administration. 
LESLIE: KNOl~ES (.July 23, 195'7) 
Leslie Knole~; :ls a son of the late ~'ully c. Knoles, 
Sr., former F'resident of the College of the Pacific. lie 
is, of course, a graduate of the college and is now Dean 
of Men at the Modesto Junjor College. 
Dr .. Harris knew me before I lmew him because I was 
born three weeks before Tully Knoles came to the 
College of' the Pacific in 1919, but I can remember 
Dr. Harris as long as I can remember anyone., In 194-o 
or 1941 I had courses in pdolescent Psychology and 
Philosophy of Education with him. 
He also was instrumental in the organization of tha 
Omega Ph::t Alpha fraternity. ~t.y brother, Peter, one 
of the char•ter members told me that some of' their 
first meetings were :ln Dr. Harris•s rooms over in San 
Jose. One interesting thing about him was his coming 
into a fraternity ho.use \dth his mild Wt-lYS and getting 
the respect o.f tho young men there. This is a tribute 
to the kind of person he was. 
I do not think it was so much his methods as 1 t. \>ras 
-his J>ersonali ty in and out of the classrooms that had 
such strong effect upon me~ It was his general k:l.nd-
ness1 his personality and warmth that reached out to 
people. He was a person who thought not only as a 
subject matter teacher, but also one who thought.of 
the human beings \<ti th whom he was working. . In one 
paper, I wrote for him about ttFachucou hair c~uts ~'zoot suits, n and long key chains being worn by ~he 
youth in Stockton, he caused me to think of that time, 
not or the outward appearances of our youth, but what 
rE>ally \llOuld be reached inside after you got through 
the shell. of the gang characteristic·s of the boys. l1Nen 
today a.s a dean of boys in a high school and dean of' 
men in a college I remember that lessonc. He made me 
:realize that 1 t wa.s important for us to remember that 
we are working with people and thei.r probloms and the 
manner in which we help them solve them would detar ... 
mino whether or not we '""ere to become master teachers· 
or just plain teachers. 
. vlhen I appeared before the co:mmi ttee i'or examining 
teacher c.andidates, I remember feeling that Dr. Harris 
recognized ·not what :r. had done my freshman, sophomore, 
and low junior years, but what I "'as doing at present 
a.nd it encouraged mo that Dr. Harris had faith in me. 
In his classes he would make a sta.i;emoht then wa.i t 
until the class or individuals could emerge tv:l.th a 
point of view a.s a result of their thinking rather 
than a pointed statement as an answer. 
LORRAINE KNOI.J5S (July 1, 1957) 
Lorraine Knoles, a daughter of the late President 
and Chancellor of the College of the Pacific, 1'ully c. 
Knoles, is a teacher at Stockton College. She \>las one of 
the members of the fi:rst staff of the School of l'Xlucation 
at the College of the Pacific in 1924. 
Dr. Harris was a stimulating teacher. Mrs. l(noles, 
my mothor, has said that since father, Dr. Imoles, was 
away so much because of his duties as President of the 
College of the Pacific that Dr. Harris helped raise 
the boys by his many helpful suggestions. 
He had a great breadth of i.nterest and knowledge. 
Even majors i.n physics, music, and art were often 
amazed at h:J.s understanding and grasp of their special 
fields. 
PIG'J'l'll W • KN Ol..ES (August 14, 19 ~?) 
Peter w. Knoles, another member of the Knoles family 
and son of 'l'ully c. Knoles, is Vice-President of Sacramento 
College, Sacramento, Ca.lif'o:rnia. 
My first association with Dr. Harris came in the 
fall of' 1919 at whlch time I was enrolled in the 
College Park .Academy. Dr. Harris v1as Principe.l of 
tl:le Ac~ademy, but the classes he taught a,t the time 
were not in the academy but in the college. My 
impression of him a.t the time was that he looked upon 
his posi t.:i.on much the same 1.o1ay the principal· of a 
private academy in the East or in England might. He 
made persona.l friends with as many students as possibl€~, 
and one of' my recollections is of a s49ries of' after ... 
noon chats with h:tm .. 
It was always a person to person relationship·.; he 
seemed genuinely interested in what I was doing, and 
what I planned to do as well as my personal vie'\vs. 
'The extent to which this personal association was 
responsible for the direction of my career and character, 
I have no way of ltnowing, but he \'ras a person vri th deep 
insight into my pers.onal problems. 
rrhe important education courses I had With him \'lere 
not those tha.t dealt with the techniques of teachintH 
they were th()se with philosophical viewpoints. It was 
tho attitude'S of mind he portrayed in his teaching 
and that I was to evolve a philosophy of my own that 
impr{~ssed mo so much -...li.th him. I did have two courseEJ 
in psychology \>Ii.th him: Introductory Psychology and 
Educational Psychology. At one instance in the class 
i.n psychology, he remarked that the behav:i.orist would 
ma:lntain that a person didwhat he had to by virtue of 
his inhori tance and earlier tra:f.n:tng, and that the 
independent \<rill did not e::x.i.st. He illustrated by say-
ing that not one of the students could carry ou.t a listed 
specific series of acts contrary to common acceptance. 
One student immediately did the.specific acts and said: 
"Well, I did them." Harris resolved the \ihole incident 
by merely remarking, 11 But you sec si:r, from tho 
'behaviorist psychological point Of Vi01tl you could have 
done nothing else." 
The groat impact he had on my life was not his 
imparting of knowledge, but the way and manner he used 
in presenting· it; and I felt that here was a man for 
whom knowledge was of extreme importance and if that 
was so to him it must be so to others. vlht~t ha.s come 
through to me has been Harris, himself, not so much 
\llhat he taught or the authorities he advocated. 
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It is ray recollection that he .,ras one of the out-
standing story-tellers I have knovm. ~rho way he could 
tell one, his command of language, the phraseology 
lending adequate color to his storles, were gifts he 
had for story-telling. One of them, a very long and 
involved one with a punch line leaving everyone gasping 
because they were really hoaxed 7 ended: 11And for 
every petal that drops from this rose take one teaspoon 
of sa:rsaparilla." 
I always had an impressi.on that D:r. Harris thought 
th(:Jre '\11&5 something special about me, and that he had 
an i:n.terest in me greater than in others. 'J'hat may 
have been an attitude he gave to all people who knew 
him wa11 1 but it did give me considerablo self-confidence to k.now that the man I treasured so highly did think 
well of me. 
~;ULI;Y. C. KNOLgs, JIL. (May 22, 1957) 
Ti:t.lly c. Knoles, J'r .. , ls Principal of the Night 
School and of Adult. Education at Palo Alto, Galifo:rn:ta.. 
He is also a son of thE"~ late Tully c. Knoles, Sr~ 9 former 
Presideni; and Chancellor of the College of the Pacific. 
My first acquaintance with Dr. Harri.s \vas in 1919, 
'ltlb.on our family moved to San .,Tose. · For many years, I 
lwew him as a frequent v1s1.tor in our home during the 
period I was growing up. I also remember some pleasant 
evenings in his quarters in old gast Hall on the San 
Jose campus, and vras impressed with his library of fine 
books. 
There was no academic barrier bettleen student and 
teacher in his classes. His atti.tude toward hi.s 
students was one of compl<i~te acceptance on an equal 
level. I recall in a course on Child Psychology he 
impressed me wlth h:ts knowledge of the literature in 
the field; he would rev1.en.r some ne\'T outstanding vJOrl{ 
in such a. way that made u.s eager to get the boolt and 
learn more a~bout 1 to '!.'his \'las because of the way he 
encouraged us and ~1hetted our appetites for lc~lrn:J.ng. 
Of one such boolt, ~~ea.bury' s Grq;wing ln.!& tJJ:s., I 
became so enthused that I immediately pm:·chased a copy 
of my own. 
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He created. an atmosphere in his classroom that vias 
the same as in h:ls living room with a group of friends 
chatt:tng and discussing points he wanted to bring out. 
1-lo:re than anything else he gave me a respect for 
gentlemanliness; gave me an a.ppreciat:ton of ·what a 
culture of great 11 terature, music, and art could mean 
:t.:n the lives C)f individuals. I feel that he opened my 
eyes to a great deal of what.civiliza.tion means. 
He was never too busy to stop and talk with .students 
a.s they strolled across the campus, through the halls, 
or '\•rhen they called at his home. I visited vtith hi.m 
because 1. om joyed his company; he v1as warm personally, 
and his remarlts were usually ,,vise and carefullY thought 
out. He felt that future teachers mor·e than anyone 
else needed a broad cultural backgi·ound beyond their 
classroom methodology or subject matter. His culture 
was such that it was an enriching experience to have 
been in the classroom with him. His quiet d1gn1.ty and 
refinement impresses me more than anything else about 
hi.m and through .the years he is the one \'Jho comes to 
my mind wh~m a representative of our culture is thought 
of. 
~:ULLY Co KNOLES, SH. (l4ay 13, 1957; August 23, 1957) 
'Tully Knoles, Sr .. , former President and Chancellor 
of the College of the Pacific, recorded tho .following on . 
tape. He needs no inti;oduction to any students of the 
college nor to College and University circles in the VJestern 
United States. 
Dr .. Harris had a feeling that it would be a hindrance 
if one had a Fh .. D. from a Gorman university or other 
F.iuropean university or that it would militate aga:lnst 
h:ts securing a pos:ttion. But twenty years after that 
timo he could of had a position in.any American univer-
sity if he didn't have anythlng else. 
:rt seemed that in the earlier period of his travels 
he was much more enamoured of continental Jgu:rope, but 
in later life he tended to make study vlsits to gngland 
for continuing of his literary and educational pursuitso 
He felt that very keenly .. 
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I have often brooded over the idea that he had such 
an interesting experience of teaching at De Pauw 
University fl One of the things that interested me \<Has 
that he taught there at the same time that the present 
C.'hancellor of the Univer·si ty of Southern California, 
Dr. Rufus Bernard Von Kleinschmidt, taught at De PaU\>1, 
'J'hey became well acquainted, although I do not think · 
they continued the acquaintance very closely after 
Dr. Harris left for the West. .And I'm sure that they 
never resumed it on any deeply friendly basis after 
Dr. Von Kleinschmidt became President of the University 
of Southern California, but it was an interesting 
contact. · 
I found Dr. Harris teaching courses in educat:i.on, 
when I toolt over as President and immediately became 
enamoured of him becoming very close friends. I don 1 t 
know whether he told you of the formation of the School 
of Education. 'l'here is some interesting background to 
it. In the early days of the century there \'Jere nine 
normal schools in California and a part of' that time 
they were all branches of the normal school at San 
Jose; it was the normal school of the state. 'I'he 
first building for a normal school in Califo·rnia wras :ln 
San Jose. Of course, those were only two-year insti-
tutions with only the one ftmct:ton of preparing people 
for elementary teaching. 
'rhe prime requisite for the securing of the privilege 
of educating 'secondary teachers was the formation of a 
school of education, and that school had to be set up, 
a dean named, and a. faculty provided with it all being 
submitted as a skeleton to the Stat§. Board or Education 
which we did du:r·ing the year 192t1- L~is:., 19237 which was 
the last year we were located in San Jose so that \J~e 
wErr.e able to begin the function over here in l9~:Lt.. D-r. 
Harris was all set inhis position, and -with the teachers 
, .. · he had gathered together, we were ready to begin the 
program we have carried on ever since. 
vJell, I felt at that time that Dr. Harris was 
eminently fitted for that position of Dean because he 
was an excellent administrator. ~'he students who went 
through~ the School of F..ducation under bis leadership 
were not only adequately prepared academically (because 
he supervised their courses in their majors), but also 
well prepared professionally, having beer~ given a 
conapletG understanding not only of the function of a 
teacher, but also of the position of the teacher in life. 
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1 have always been very satj.sfied '\.Jlth his v..rork and he 
-was very activo beh.1een 192tl- and 1940 11 \vhen Dra J'antzen came :i.:n to be his assistant, a pErr:tod. of' 
sixteen years v1hen he ruled supreme .. 
I think it ifJ well known that tho ideas of G. 
Stanley Hall, particularly in psychology, and the great 
Columbian who had had more effect. upon education par ... 
haps tb.an any man \vho ever l:lved, J'ohn Dewey, did 
sometimes :run parallel, but I don't think they we:ro 
identical o ~d I have always had a feeling that D:r. 
Harris '\t;as mo:re a Herbartian, had been influenced 
somewhat by B!rrgson and the personalism of Boun, while 
he accepted a more fundamental and more realistic 
· philosophy and psychology. Also as you recall it \-Jns . 
brought out especially in a lecture here on the campus 
:recently by Dr o F'i tch, that Dewey ignored a ·whole area 
of life 't-IC call the spiritual or religious. \<Jh:lle 
Dr o Ha.rris l,vas deeply imbued with spiritual concepts 
and w:l th religious eXJ)Orience they never 1-ntruded into 
his el.assroom, but he was able (if' I may be allowf~d to 
usE~ the expressj.on) to spiritualize the instrument. 
I thinkalso that. Dr .. Harris ·was a much more widely 
road man than Dc~wey was, ln fact, De"JeY confeEJSed in 
one of his articles that he taught the History of' 
Philosophy at Michigan before he ha.d ever read a book on 
the subject. 
'.fhe outstanding thing of my memory of Dr o Har:r1.a 
v1as his trorn<mdous acqua:i.ntance \tdth educational 
literature, part:tcula:rly in magazine form. 'I'his meant 
he not only had the background of the }:>odagogy of 
Germany, France, Sw:i.tzc~rland, and to a l4;Jsse:r extent 
to thnt of England, but also had a very complete 
understanding of eurrent thought, the ability of the 
~h9~:UU., as well as the h:t stor:tc~\1. Of course all 
that oontr:J.buted to the development of a very :rich 
persona:tt ty. l a.h.rays had a f'eelit'lg of Dr o Harris 
that everything he read and the results of his discus-
sions became a part of him. I think many of' his 
students had that feeling of him too. 
He "t-ras much like a teacher at tho University of 
Southern Cal:lforn:I.a, Dro Hoose, "rho was one of the 
most stimulating r.nen 'ltri th whom I ever studied o But 
he never wrote anyth:i.ng, consequently ,he is los:tng out 
rap:i.dly because his students are dying off. .And I 
think Dr. Harris had something of the same attitude 
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toward writing; he felt himself to be a personal 
teacher and that the "personal equationu was much · 
more vaiuable than the 111ri ting of monographs or books·· 
that which reappears in the students. · 
We have had two remarkable men here on this faculty 
during my lifetime at Pacific; Dr. Harris and Dr. 
vJerner. Dr • Werner has writ ten a J. it tle 1 not too much, but I am. finding going around over the state and the 
West that these t,.,o men have. more carry.;.over in lives 
and projection of the personalities of students than 
any other men we ever had here. They would come up 
against a problem: What would Werner have done? What 
would Harris have done? I think that is a very impor~ 
tant thing. 
'l'his ought to be said with respect to Dr. Harris 
that he never belittled the elementary teacher or his 
training. He felt there was something basic and very 
valuable in the fundamental work that t-Hts done by. the 
elementary teacher, and that elementary teaching should 
not be looked upon as a steppingstone toward secondary 
or college teaching. I'm very glad to see that is 
generally observed now, and most forward looking school 
systems have a unit pay scale. 
• • • • • • • • •••eoeee•••••••• ' . . .
At faculty meetings, particularly in the present 
meetings of the T~renty-five Year Club of which he is a 
member, he ha$ a tremendous skill in finding and keep-
ing the humorous things. that have happened in the . 
lives of the faculty. He has been excellent at this. 
Of course, it is pretty }:lard :for us to remember that· 
Dr. Harris has been receding in his activities sinca 
1940 and, attar all, that is seventeen years. 
F'. MELVYN LAWSON (May 29, 195'7) 
Melvin Lawson is at the present time Deputy Superin-
tendent of Schools of the Sacramento City Unified School 
District at Sacramento, California. Both he and Mrs. Lawson 
are former students of Harris's and graduates of the 
College of the Pacific. 
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I lmew Dr~ Harris as Professor or Child Psychology 
and Educati.onal Psychology and as Professor of Educa-
tional Philosophy at the College of' thf~ t•acific in the 
1920's, p~1rticularly in the years 1924 through 1929, 
when I \vas a student in the college· and as a graduate 
student in 1930 and 1931. l recall him as a milcl 
mannered soft spoken ma"Q. who did not follow the text .... 
book or reference materials that her gave bis students 
to read. But as a teacher who ~~emod to have a gift 
fo:r making ch~llenging thought-provoking questions in 
a crisp, clear, and precise manner. As I remember, 
you never knew in a class discussion whether you t·n~re 
pleasing Dr. Harri.s or not or whether you were on his 
s1.da or not; and his examinations ware tough to prepare 
for, because they requi,;oed a synthesls of thought and 
discussion, not merely a throviback from the textbook,. 
The things that st.a.nd out in my memory about him a:ra 
things or this sort: Number one, I recall very well 
his objectivity on matters under discussion. Unlil-te 
some teachers tht.*t I httd had pr:lor to having Dr. Harris 
and have had s:tnce, he never seemed bent upon present ... 
ing a point of view, but was determined that we should 
bring the facts to bear on the question at hand. He 
seemed, despite all that could be thrm11n at him in 
class, to be able to stay.in a neutral zone and to 
control the discusslon not by taking a side but by 
keeping above the contestants. ~'his I found as an 
undergraduate student was sometimes confusing and 
tntollectually irritating, but was always very, very 
stimulating. So his objectivity was one of the things 
I recall very distin~tly. 
A second thing that comes to my mind 'Vlhcm I think of 
Dr. Harris vras the breadth and scope of his reading. tie 
\'las an extremely \>/ell-read man. among woll-rea.d men at 
the college, and he kept up with ltThat was being said 
and done in hls own and in related fields as few 
teachers I have known. It seemed to me that as a 
student 1 t vras hard to mention a topic on which he 
could not ask an :lntelligEmt question or make an 
intelligent contribution. I Always was amazed at the 
scope of his reading and the retentiveness of hi.s 
memory, his wide knowledge of' people, countries, an.d 
events helped materially to make hts: courses very 
lively and meaningful. You had a J~eling in his class 
that you were coming in contact with a sharp -well-
disciplined mind. 
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The thi:rd thing thBt I TfJmembe:r about Dr. Harris 
was his personal interest in me. I'm sure as I look 
ba.clr on it that he was no more interested in m4;1 than he 
i.•Jas in any other student he had, probably not so much 
as many because I nei t.ber majored nor minored in r::duca-
tional Psychology. But he frequently took time to stop 
. a.nd talk \vith me and to urge me to better efforts .. 
because of what he vievred as my potential. l was rather 
active in campus life and he made me feel that that \>JaS 
important, and he often chatt~Jd with me about j.t.. !.ike ... 
\>lise, he always seemed to have time. ·for students and 
their questions and problems. I don•t recall that I 
went to him for any type of real personal pr,,blom, but 
I always had the feeling that I could if· it were 
necessary. And this personal interest that ho exhibited 
was to me a vary great thing, ancl.as the years have gone 
by ha.ve meant more to me than what I loarned in his 
classes. 
A fourth thing I recall about Dro Barris wa~ h1a 
interest :tn campus activities. He was a. profe:isor of' · 
Educational Psychology and as such one might have 
thbug:p.t · he would be exrJerimenting with white rats, 
however, much of his non-classroom non-reading time 
.I'm sure, was spent ln. attending Cl:tmpus activities and 
fUnctions because I saw him in attendance at so many" 
His presence was visible at plays and concerts end 
athletic events, and he liked,. to talk with us a~ his 
students about our activities as individuals, as people 
on the campus, as vHnl as on topics in his subject 
matter area. 
1··1ost of all I think I remember about Dr~ Harris wa.s 
that he was a teacher; he was :not a man of .research; 
not primarily a writer; or speaker or a builder of 
tests and measurements o1• educational scales, bu.t I 
recall him most of all as a teacher. He was not a 
public speaker in any sense of the word, but he was a 
very, very interesting conversational:tst, a very stimu-
lating discussion leader. His soft,. clear, precise 
voice was at its best in 1:he small classroom around the 
discussion table. I found him to be a truly good 
teacher, one of the bettor ones that I have had. I 
don • t know whether the Sl.lbject matter that he taught me 
had any direct or definite influence on my own teaching, 
that is very difficult I think to assess but his 
example as. a fine teacher was a source of :1.nspira.tion to 
me and truly an object of emulation. 
ROY LEARNED (June 21, 1957) 
Hoy Loa~nod attended the College of the PElcific \<Jhon 
it was at San Jose9 After graduation he taught ln Salt 
Lake C 1 ty, r etu:rned to California., and bee ame first a 
princlpal in Sacramento then an Assistant SuyJer:t.ntendent 
of tho Sacramento City Unified School Dj.strict., He iH now 
on the College of the Pacific School of' i.!:ducation staff, 
where he is Associate Proff.lssor.or Education. 
I met Dr. Harris as a freshltian student, having come 
from a small town in the country. He took time to 
become acqua:l.nted, and helped me in my plans a~:though 
I was a chemistry major and had no course work with 
him. He hacl a heavy teaching load, sel7ved on several 
faculty committees, and was Principal of Cc>l.lage Pa:rlt 
Academy. He was a.n omniverous reader, with a prodig-
ious memory 1 seldom moved quickly, and was not. vehement' 
or<·dictator1a.l in his att1 tudes. 
At times, he was concerned about his health, was so_me-
what fearful, and PT'ote.cted himself carefully. on. a 
train trip to San Francisco I sat with him, and we . 
became confidential; that was when he told me he was 
concerned for his health. : 
·IUs active inquiring mind was alw·ays ree.chfng for· 
the nel*r and the reasons for them which was a part of 
the influenc~! of G. Stanley Hall9 When Alexander the 
Great, the magician, came to San Jose, people were 
:J.nvited to the. platform; Dr. Harris was one of th() first 
to go, looking for the reasons a:nd to find out the why 
of the tricks and illusions. 
The dining hall at the San Jose campus contributed 
to the development and personal growth of students, 
because it presented a setting for good dining and 
co:nverstttional etiquette. ~·he association of students 
'\!Tith their professors during the years of these forma-
tive experiences did much to broaden the lives of the 
students. 1J1his was as much a part of the college as 
was the formal classes 1 because the conversation often 
was ca:rrie9. by the prol'essor at the table. ~'he 
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professors rotated from table to table throughout the 
year so students had opportunity of knovling most of the 
staff" Dr-essing for d1.nncr 111as part of the educati.on 
at the time.,. ~rhis way Dr. Harris got to kno1.'1 many 
students not his O\'m. l: waited on tables in rny 
junior y(~ar and while doing so rnet the girl who is. 
now my wife. 
The influences I received at the College of the 
Pac:i:f:i.c have affected me all of my life: students 
sharing responsibility, discipline, and tho working out 
of their own problems. Someone t;ave me an impetus for 
these things; I now realize that it 'I!Ja.s D:r. Harris. 
Ll\:ON I •• LOOFBOlJHOitl (August 15', 195'7) 
Have:rend Leon I,oofbourow was pastor at the Methodist 
Church at the campus in Ban Jose at the t:tme Harris tvont 
to the College of the Pacific in 1910o He has been pastor 
of several large pa.stora.t()S, is now retired, but is pastor 
of 'J:ha I"i ttle Chapel in Richmond, Calif<>rnia. Ho is 
author of a number of books, one of which is JJl §~ Qi 
God's Gold. 
~ -----~"~~" 
Dr. ,r. \'}j.lliam Harris came .from Clark University to 
the College of the Pacific Lfinivers:l.tiJ in l910o As 
for his leanings of a religious nature I found that he 
vias or had been loaning toward the Uni far ian liberal, 
but had a. feeling that the Unitarian policies of holding 
liberalism and at the same time being intensely 
evangelist:Lc diverted him away from their professed 
liberalism. As a result he became very disposed toward 
geth,odism which \..ras his earlier faith. t;Cha.t vias before 
he had been in New England for a number of years in tb.e 
heart or its staunch and strong Unitarianism .. 
He was a quiet and unassuming man 1 was fairly young, 
and had a deep scientific and object1ve attitude. 
There was a prevailing thought at the college in San 
Jose that he might be too radical for the religious · 
philosophy of the t:tme which was prevalent, but I soon 
found th.at that \~tas not the case. 
·.Dr. Guth wbo was President of the College at that 
time made the contribution of bringing a number of 
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· young 11 Ph.D' s" to the college, and thereby determined a 
great change in the underlying philosophy of the insti• 
. tution. · 
v.fhat I had to do lJii th his career, I feel was of 
some consequence in that I was able to get him to take 
part in a teaching program in the church on the campus. 
I had come out of Stanford University, had married, and 
had two children. The teaching he did in the church 
school. was not on religious affairs, but he brought in 
aspects of a practical nature with references to 
scientific thought. His was a psychology immersed in 
a foundation of the theory of evolution of Darwin as 
the biological bas.es of mankind. He had a strong faith 
which was steeped in the ultimate nature of man and 
man• s science. It 'IITas a religious faith founded in 
nature and God's over--all creation, 
He found New England's Calvinism too morbid and that 
very thing was what led ·to the schism that evolved 
into Unitarianism. But, as was stated above 1 the idea 
of great liberali.sm and an extensive evangellsm failed 
·to attract him. · 
While we worked in San Jose he asked upon one occa-
sion 't "Why don't you work out a Master' s while you 
are here?" The topic posed· was that we work out a 
child's study of the Bible. This became the thesis 
that centered on that subject. · on Saturdays we took 
books into the hills back of Saratoga, where we discussed 
my readings which had been suggested by him. As a 
result I succeeded in getting t~e degree for which I 
have him to thank. 
ROY C. MC CAI,L (June 18, 1957) 
Roy McCall and Mrs. McCall were both teaching 
colleagues who worked with Harris. Dr. McCall 1.s the 
President of Coachella Valley Junior College at Palm Springs, 
California. 
He LHarriJ7 taught with the Socratic method; was 
outstanding in scholarship; was a leader not a pusher; 
and inspired a love for learning. 
i 
! 
: 
I 
---
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Hls students 1eat•ncd to love hi.m, and thus to love 
learning. As an edueato:r having \-lido resources, he 
made us all ashamed to knm-1 s.o li tt1e though he vras 
nliJJvel~ anythJ.ng but modest. To me ho \vas J. vJ. Hcil.rris · 
in hls, own right; the influence of Dewey or Hall was 
inc:tdental. Bls background· of study and travel were 
appa:rent but not basic: Ha:rris \<laS the important 
factor in h:ts teaching success. He used stories and 
humorous incidents to i.lluminate subject matter; but 
they also revealed tho teachc~r f:~qually important., 
CRAYirr;N HII.Al•I (Hay 28, 195'7) 
Grayden Milam 1.s a couns~llor at the nE~w ~rhomas 
Downey Sen:lor High School at Mode~;to, Californiao 
It has boon nearly th:trty years now f?ince I had the 
privilege of studying under Dr. Harris in a class, but 
it seems liko just yesterday. He gave all his students 
a \~rarmth and a wid om that carried them through the yea.I' so 
I can ~;till thi.nk of him very tenderly. One day about 
this t:tme of tho year (it was :tn roy senior year close 
to g:raduation time), I didn • t kno"' whore I was going 
to got the "where-\orl th ... all" fo.r the prom, for the 
graduation g1.ft, or the banquet. It amounted to :about 
f:l.fty dollars. illhen I \v-ent into his o:t'ficc 1 seeing that I was depressed, he said to me:. ttGrayaen, what is 
tho mattc~r~' 11 \'-lhen 1 ·~>o1d him I didn't kno\v where I \tTa.s 
going to get fifty dollars in the next few days in 
order to get to all those 1'unctlons, he said, nHow 
much do you need, fifty collars~?" and he tool\: out hi~; 
checlr book and v1rota me a check f'o:r that amount., He 
said, "You c::a.n JHlY this back \llhenever you gE~t your 
first ,job." 1J:hat was the ldnd of person D:r. Harris was .. 
~'hat iri but one personal reference f'rom one of' hi.s 
students, but I'm sure that he helped others. l!::Ven more 
valuable, however, was the wisdom dropped in his 
classes Ill vJhen going to his class you kne'lrl it wasn.' t 
going to be a formal type of cle,ss; you lmev1 also that 
perhaps on one day it might be a book he had with h:l.m 
from which he would refer. He had a great fund of 
stories and humorous anecdotes that he told in his 
teaching. He \oms espec:tally concerned with the future 
teachers: he wanted to instill a certain kind of' philos-
ophy; he v1anted hi.s philosophy to carry through to his 
many students vTho were to become teachers~' 
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. Now that I reflect on it I think one of the most. 
amazing attr:l.hutes Dr. Harris had was tho ab:tJ.i ty to 
road and di.gest a book in a very short t:lmo. One time 
I peJd him a v:i.s:i.t at lt:30 in the af.'tornoon and he · 
told me, 11itJell, Orayden, 1 9m sorry I can't talk to 
you nmv, I •m going to have 'to read this book. I have 
a report on ·it for a class this evening • 11 It \vas a 
matte.r of four or. five hundred pages and 1 said 9 11Do 
you n1~an to t.oll:)ne that yot~ are going to :read that 
ontir,·e book between now and this evening?" He said, 
uvJ:I::1y, yes, of course." He want•s bluffing either when 
!10 said he had to read and report on it. Because 
students would check on him by reading the book after .. 
ward. He would give the heart of tho book in hj.s 
report, that was one of his admirable attributes~~ 
\~hen Dr .. Harris went on a trip to lilt:trope, to .tho 
next county., or even to the next town, he '\olo'!Jld always 
come back with some reflections of '"hereve:r he had 
been. He cou1d see th:i.ngs that escaped most of us. 
One of the most en~joya.ble incidents I have had v1as a 
time at Asilomar, when we had chats detm by the ocea.n. 
\ve vwnt to Pop l!J.>nst t s, ,.,here I had my first abalone; 
vlC had a deligbtf'ul Visit there. 
. Perhaps as I am talking now, I'm reflecting much of 
\vhat happened out of the classroom. I do not mean to 
imply that Dr. Harris taught most out of the classroom. 
nut much of tho class time, however, '"as filled 'ltri t.h j_nterest1ng conversation; he ahm.ys had time to listen 
to the viewpoints of the students. Ivlost of what he had 
to give me, things I remember most now, vrere the talks 
at Asilomar, o:r· at his home outside scho<)l. I feel. that 
one of the most a.pprec:t.ated t:hings about Dr-. Harris 
\vas that his ti.me was often your time. vJhen I th:J.nk of 
tho many teachers I have had it is Dr o Harris \o!ho 
comes to my mind first. 
F'RANCI~S 1-UI.Nl!:S (Nay 16, 1957) 
Frances M:llnes attended the College of the l)acific 
graduating in 1922 at San Jose. She again took work from 
Htar:r•is durj.ng tl'H~ E~~arly 19)+0 1 s. She :J.s Girls' vice-Prin-
cipal at the c. K. McClatchy Senior High School at 
Sacramento, California. 
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In revio'ltting 1ny experiences as a student of 
Dr. Harris's J: have two points of view from wh:f.ch to 
base my reactions: fi.rst, as an undergr~:~.duate I saw 
him as a truly cultured person, with a wide backeround 
and a deep undorstanding wlth a reflect:lon of his 
study with G. Stanley Hall; I often thought of him 
as a pr:lm 11 ttle old lady; he collected fine lace and 
had beautiful china. I felt that. he was tho one 
person who krH:>t·l cultured things; he was the one who 
best brought nu:rope ·to me.. Second,· I \vas one of a 
group t~h.o \tl&S in vi ted to teas at East Hall on tho Ban 
Jose campus. He lived in a suite on the second floor 
and on. occasion he would :tnvi te groups of seniors in 
for enjoyable dtscussions. 
An example of one of the vU::\YS of his teaching -vras 
illustrated by a. suggestion he made to me a~: one of 
the teas, when he subtly impressed me vli th the thought 
of read:lng three part:tcular works which have been 
in:fluencial. in my 11 ving: Lois Dicldnsons, J;.etY!~!§. 
!:l:.9.m. 1! Qh!:flf;;lru! ~; George Santayana's, 11l.i J;.y.st, 
I-'tlt:i:.i§.U; and Abee Dimnet' s, Ihs A1:.t.. Q.t l!li,nking. 
I felt that intellectually he moved v1ith the times, 
but he \..ras a mid ... Victorian emotionally. In one course 
dur:tng ~;1. lecture he came out with a very contradictory 
statement (contradictory to his nature) when he said1. 
"I don't see "'hY some of Hitler • s officers don't l<ilJ.. 
him. 11 He \vas not far afit~ld in his thinking, for we 
can now look baclt to recall the attempt toward the end 
of World War II, that \IHlS made on Hitler's life • 
. He was unusually concerned vT:l. th biographical 'VJl'i t:l.ngs; 
he inspired me to read such novels as E. li'. Benson's 
Edwardian \vorks" I owe my p.t'(;f)ferences in :roadj.ng to 
tho suggestions he led me to foll.o\\r and project 
expansively into broader fields. In thls way he gave 
rne little !lints· that resulted in the responses he 
desired from me. 
J·. A.' NISF'gLDT {August 21; 195'?) 
Jake Misfeldt is D:i.st:rict Superintendent of the 
t4ashington Unified School District in West Sacramento, 
Califorrda. Before his present position he taught :tn the 
Sacramento High School~ 
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I vfa.s tn a class "\orith Dr. Harris tha:t .was held in 
the Methodist Church at. 21st .. and N Stre,Ots in Sacramento. 
I :rfJmembfn• hj_s oar trump(::{f'i and pixie 1smi1o. He gave a 
tost; one rnan i.n the class f'a3.1ed on the examination, 
but Dr .. Harris sa\'1 the potentia.li ties of the man and 
encouraged biJn to go on for his ~'iaster • s Degree which 
he) d:T.d sucC\1ssfu11y.. Tho \>TOrk I took from him was: 
Ctn•rent n:ctucational Literature, and he supervised my 
Ma~;tor • s ~rhes:I.s. 
BBH~.' J., lVJOHHIB {August 15, 1957) 
Bert J. Morris 'I!Tas Acting President of the Colleg€~ 
of the Pacific in 1913 and 191t1- f.olloviing the departur<-l of 
President Guth.. After hE1 ret:f.red from teachh:tf~ he was 
pastor of a Metho<Ust Church :ln Nevada County. At present 
he is l:l.vi'ng in retirement :tn Berkeley, Cali:f'ornla. 
I camo to the University of' the Pacific.~ i.n 1909; 
he (Harris) canlt:J in 1910 from De Pauw University. It 
vias that year ·wei r:~tarted teacher training, because that 
was \-Thy Dr. Harris had been. brought to Pacific. In 
those y~a.rs the faculty conducted the chapel services; 
Dr., Ha:rr:t s did more :ln tbat than I. I was Dean and he tad 
of th~;1 Department of Philosophy; that year Dr. Guth 
'\>mrked out the J?.l1lJ&!1!.1.• I was reg:tstrar so r lmew 
most of tho students. Ji:ven the Conservatory students 
at that time wore required to ta.ke Psychology and 
Introduct1.on to Philosophy and some academic work in 
addition to their conservatory course in music for 
their teachine credentials. 
Dr. Harris and 1 were both inclined to recall what 
'"e had gained from our adv~mced graduate schoolsi• we 
talked often about adjusting to the student leve f'or 
better results in our teaching. 
You can give Dr. Harri.s credit for saving some of 
his students who wore somewhat distorted in tb.eir 
thinking and actions. One fellow got out of line 
insisting on going out the front door as a freshman. 
~:'he sophomores put him in the fountain and along wl th 
one or two others were brought to the dean. one is a 
successful nev1spaperman today, and another has gone 
far in the academic world. 
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Dr. Harr:ls vmuld use :tnc:tdents out of the lives of 
other•s includJ.ng i:'1is students to make :l.llustra.tions. 
Ono involved HHrris and a number of students who \<l'ere 
delayed in trttff:tc on a street car, when returning to 
the eampus on~"J noon o ~l'hey all feared they would be · 
late!) for class, so the students jumped off the car :t'a.r 
do\vn tho st:reet, but by staying on and from the regular 
r.;top he took a short cut and beat them all to class., 
He used ttds t:tS an exampJ.e to h1.s students to think 
things through before acting. 
MONHEO POTTS (Augu:.::;t B, 1957) 
J';lonreo Potts j_s no'" Assistant Librarian at tho 
library of tho College of the Pacific:., 
.Although. I vras in music I took a course ,111 th Dr. 
Harris in -vrhich ,,re used Hall's boolt on adolescence. 
One class was a. reading course, Current Educational 
Literature :i..n which G., Stanley Hall , .. ua.s often referred 
to or given as reference readings. 1 remember he was 
some\•Jhat fo:rgotful, but vtas very kind and a very 
cultured person. 
lrJILFH:H:D fU\NKlN (August 8, 195?) 
i· 
Wilfred n a.nl\.in is Prlnc:tpa.l of the Santa Hosa ,Tunior 
High School in -Santa Hosa, CalifoTnia. 
It is -vJ:l.th thankf'ulness that X t.hinlt of' Dr,. Harr1.s. 
Si.x years after receiving my A. B. Degree, I returned 
to the Coll(Jgf.l of' the Pacific, Hoving from a high 
tension position, I found :t.t most difficult to settle 
do\>m and study. One day I felt the end had come as far 
as further attendance at the college was concerned. It 
dicf not seem to me as if 1 cotlld malH9 it in one of the 
courses, so I went in to tell Dr. Harris goodbye and to 
thank him f'or the consideration he had shown :me. 'Io 
th:t.s da.y I can • t remember \vha.t, he sa:i.d or how he said 
it, but tvhen I left his office, the. clouds had rolled 
c-nr1ay and I stayed to finish my course. If he had not 
i;alren time or had no interest in me at that inf:ttf,ffice, 
l vrould have given up any idea of to aching. 
~ro me Dr. Harris \vill always stand out as a teacher 
\<lho taught subject matter; but far beyond thr:tt, cyne 1trho 
1-
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had an interest in his students that helped to shape 
their lives. 
CLAHENCE ROYCE (May ·1?, 1957) 
Clarence Royce is District Superintendent of the 
Oakdale Union High School at Oakdale,,California. He has 
been with that district since he graduated from the College 
of the Pacific ~n the ea:rly 1930's. 
In 1928 and 1929 I took General Psychology, 
Principles of Secondary E~ucation, and Child Psychology 
with Dr. Harris and t-rorked under him in my Practice 
Teaching. I round him to be fair and helpful with me 
which kindness I appreciated. His loyalty, honesty of 
purpose, and values of conduct had definite effects 
upon the strengthening of my moral and ethical charac ... 
ter. 
I do not particularly·: recall his ability in telling 
stories, but he was often witty and apprec:t.ated a funny 
situation showing his enjoyment with a wholesome smile 
and a hearty laugh that was very genuine. He was 
always conscientious in his dealings with students and 
in his work. 
F'LOYD RUSSlCI.L (May 23, 1957) 
Floyd Russell is Prin.c::t.pal of the Willow Glen Senior 
High School in the San Jose City Unified School District in 
San Jose, Californiae 
I am pleased to have an opportunity to speak of 
Dr. Harris. I remember him ouite well because he was 
Principal of the College Park Academy in San Jose, a 
.Preparatory school for the College of the Pa.cif:t.c, 
which academy I attended for three years. 
He impressed me with hls versatility, his wealth of 
knowledge in many subjects. Particularly in a. Latin 
class, I remember him taking over our class on occasi.on 
and f1tting in at any time, which ability was admired 
by a boy who was struggling with the subject. 
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Later in college I had the privilege of being in 
some of his classes. in which he demonstrated the depth 
and breadth of his educat:l.onal background. I am a 
little surprised now as I look back, to find myself a 
high school pr:tncipal and feeling such a gap between 
my present &:tatus and what I was as a student in those 
days. I'm sure Dr. Harri.s gave me a great impetus, · 
when he started me off in tha educat:tcmal field. 
JOSEPH M. SAN~:OS (January 16, 1958) 
Joseph Santos graduated from tho University of 
California in 1926. He taught at Manteca High School for a 
few years then took his M. A. Degree at the College of the 
Pacific, At present he is Principal of Adult gducatHm at 
Hayward, California. 
In selecting the life of Dr. Harris, you have given 
yourself a man who not only was an educator, but also a 
gentleman as "¥Tell. I secured my general secondary 
administrative credential, and M. A. (in sociology) at 
the College of the Pacific. Dr. Harris was my 
counselor; I owe hi.m a great deal. I'm certain I 
wouldn • t have done as much or as well had 1 t not been 
for him. 
Incidentally, he supervised my practice teaching at 
the Manteca Union High School. He liked to observe 
the students as they left the classroom. Ue t.;ould 
leave the room early so that he could stand in the 
corridor, opposite the door, in order to make his final 
observatlon. His comments were constructj.ve; in short, 
he emphasized the positive. · 
You worked as hard in his classes as you desired. He 
was no udriver. u Somehow, you enjoyed doing you:r. best 
for him. What little success I have had, I owe to 
him, This is my twenty-eighth year; it has been an 
enjoyable career. I hope I have made some worth~ 
while contributions. 
Dr. Harris always took ,time for personal eonf'erences; 
he trEtated his students as individual personalities. 
His approach to subject matter was very generalized; 
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his instruction emphasized the need for more than mere 
book kno~Jledge. ·}:ie was first of all a practical 
psychologist; you could almost see his mind at worl{. 
I took a number ctf' courses from him, a.nd not once did 
I see him ":rile" a student (the student was all 
important to him), consequently, his students became 
•imilar teachers. 
I felt tha.t Dr. Harr:ts practiced John Dewey's 
procedures uunconsciously. u He probably '\..rasn' t too 
aware of Dewey; hO\vever he was not authoritarian. He 
emphasized the practicai and definitely leaned to\>mrd 
learning through experimentation. His experiences and 
study abroad formed an excellent background for h:Ls 
teaching.. In his use of anecdotes and stories, he 
possessed a fine ability to use them as points of 
illustration--not just for entertainment. 
·, 
HARRY SHA:F'ER (August 21+, 1957) 
Harry Shafer is currently Principal of' one of the 
elementary schools in San Leandro, Cali.fornia. 
My association with Dr. Harris directly as a stu-
dent and indirectly through the years ex.tended over a 
period of alrnost thirty years. When I started as an 
undergraduate student at the College of the Pacific 
in the late twent1.es one of the first professors v.ri th 
whom I became acquainted \vas Dr. J. William Harris. 
'l'hrough the yea:rs of undergraduate and graduate vrork I 
came to know him quite well; and not only to value his 
opinions and his abilities, but also to have a tremen-
dous respect for the place he had in tho educational 
field. 
T'brough him I gained an acquaintanceship with many 
avenues of thinking which otherwise would not have come 
my way. ln the College of the Pacific there was an 
association of professors '\111 th whom I have identified 
my thinking: D:r. Harris, Dr. Jantzen, Dr. vJern.or, and, 
of course, Dr. Knoles, who had been my professor of 
history in the University of Southern California before 
I enroled a.t Pacific. 
An outstanding thing about him LHarrii7 was that he 
was acquainted with many and recent bookson any f'ield 
ot thought connected with education, psychology, or 
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philosophy. He could not only refer to books, but also 
he could quote directly and in some instances specify 
the chapter in t-rhich a certain reference could be found. 
I never heard a student bring up a question for which 
Dr. Harris was at a loss to refer to an area .in which 
the problem had been discussed .. 
His manner of conducting his classes vias positive; 
he at tempted to open doors instead of clos:i.ng them to 
students. They \>Tere t;o devise their own solutions and 
conclusions to problems as they became qualif:l.ed to do 
so. 
· During my graduate work I found him of great help: 
hlts ... advice and counsel aided the understanding of my 
problem in which I was interested. 
One of the sidelights of my instt"uction under 
Dr. Harris was the many little personal anecdotes he 
used for illustrations. 'J'hese helped give life to our 
discussions and created a feeling of warm companionship 
that is usually not found with many professors. 
He always was interested in following the courses of 
the lives of his former students; I have been impressed 
with the interest he has shown in my affairs and the 
problems I have brought to him since leaving the 
college. He certainly has made a tremendous mark upon 
the educational careers of many California teachers. 
His psychological. training became such a part of him 
it did not show on the surface. Because of this 
observation,· I have never thought of Dr. Harris in the 
commonly .accept~d term of a psychologist. 
I add, ho\-rever, that I have felt it a rare personal 
privilege ~o have been a member ot his classes and 
numbered among his personal friends. 
BUGFJ~E SHOHT (August 3, 1957) 
Eugene Short has been teaching in Alaska for the past 
several years. He had returned to Stockton during the 
summer of 195'7 to attend summer school when he granted this 
interview. 
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ln Current I!1ducationa1 Literature, he was very aware· 
of current \vritings; there wa.s no phase to which he 
could not refer intelligently. Bot he and Dr. Farley 
were scholars although he was not of a strong leader-
ship type. H0 was not a ":f\mny man, 11 but had a. subtle 
seUS{~ of humor that would triCkle through in his ClaSS• 
:rooro~-l., ~\'he effects of his trt'!Vels came to great 
advantage in his course in History of Education and in 
Comparative lMuca.t:i.on based lv.:t•gel'y on Eu:rop$an schools\) 
His tttrade-mark11 was a slight lisp and he in later 
yGars t>Jore a hearing aid. When.! attended Stanford 
University older students occas:i.onally a.sked: "Did 
you ever have Dr. Harris?" ~·o me he was the scholar 
and gE.mt1emar1. 
One remark. I r.emomber he made 't.Jhile teaching Child 
Growth and Development, for which he was criticized 
because he had no children of his own yet taught in 
. this field, was to the effect: nA zoolteepe:r knows all 
about elephants, but he doesn't. have ril11Y of his owne 11 
He h'as some1trhat like Dr, \-Jill F·rench ,.,ho is teaching 
th:i.s summer quarter at· Stanford, his last befo::t•e retir-
ing. Both seemed to have no urgency, tht."Y have lost 
the sense that things must be done immediately. He 
never appeared to rush, always had time; didn't push 
one through. 
In his F.ducational Literature he i.mplemented th:t.ngs 
without calling attention to his getting them. He 
used. a round .... table method; we reviewed the books for 
each others 8 common good. He always knew where the 
class was going, never wandered 1 and kept track of the 
objectives. He knew so much more than 'liTe did that we 
were strung out far behind him. 
He called attention to the ridiculously common 
mis:tnterprE!tation by the comparison of our current. 
educational practices with the heel c12ck1ng of the 
Oerman gymnasium when the teacher entered the room. 
I,l!!ONARD S'I'ARK (Hay 23, 1957) 
Leonard Stark :J.s general manager of the Sunsw¢Gt 
Corporation in San Jose, California. He attended t;h~ College 
! 
of the Pacific just after it had moved to Stockton. 
:' 
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In Dr. Harris • s classes you were on your o~m; it 
was your money you were spending. He made his courses 
interesting to the extent that no one wanted to miss 
any of them. He conducted very effective classes which 
made students desire to attend. He always had a kind 
wo:rd, and made a strong personal impact upon his 
students. · . 
His educa.tional background together "'1 th his 
experiences of travel and foreign study were advantages 
for his teaching but pa:rticularly so f'or preparing 
teachers. They likely would have been of benefit in 
business. You were on yout• O\IIn responsibility; he 
never held a whip over one. 
MMiiE STEBBINS (July 26, 195?) 
Marie Stebbins is Girls • Vice-I'rincipal at the 
Sacramento Senior High School in Sacramento, California. 
Prior to her appointment to the above position she was 
Chairman of the Music Department in that school. 
He LHarrii( made strong impact on the Sacramento 
students, even on the.school system. lie not only gave 
us ideas from books, but also brought a wide world. of 
thinking to his classes. He., too, had a good sense of 
humor; the joy of the.College of the Pacific to me was 
the humor of Knoles, Werner, and Harris. We admired it 
and enjoyed t'r. Eiselen with his usc:ript.u; it was fun. 
I felt these bits of humor were parts of the under-
lying plan of the wnole college; it certainly pervaded 
throughout it. . 
With Dr. Harris we were not just a class of thirty-
five students; we were individuals making up the class. 
I have adopted this conception. to my o\m teaching. 
Attention was given to each individual which certainly 
111as not the case in the large colleges--systems which 
often defeat the individuals •. These men valued the 
individual person, a, tradition with warmth of :feeling 
bet~1een. students awl teachers wh:tch certainly was not 
a part of the philosophies of the ~t:;tu~ eolleges or 
universities. ~roaching i.s a very personal experience 
between the teacher an4 the student, a concept greatly 
valued by Dr. Harris; .he wot1ld listen to the student 
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talk and by the time the student was through he had 
solved his own problems. We looked forward to his 
classes; tho hours passed before we realized they had. 
Dr. Harris used the Socratic method and at times he 
would lecture.. Students formed ideas and principles 
of their own from discussion after he had presented·a 
question based upon some principle. He taught with 
this thinking process in mind: by stimulat:i.ng the 
student to reason. With him his teaching v1as attuned 
to active thinking and not the use of mimeographed 
materials for busy work. Thus, he was a stimulus to 
the thinking process. He did not want us to be technic~, 
ians, but to be as profound as he was: by using our 
minds to come up "t~Ti th solutions to our problems~ 
He held a belief that in most instances we train 
students for vocations, but do not teach them to think. 
This is a prevailing practice in our high schools whose 
students need to be trained to think abstractly as well 
as to respond mechanically. Teach facts yes, but not· 
the shallow type thinking required by true and false 
examinations; we need to organize our thinking, a deeper 
process. 
He emphasized the relationship between cause and 
effect in his instructionJ we were to get to the facts 
behind events, to look beneath the surface to the causes 
of things, and not to jump to conclusions. I have 
used these principles in my own work of teaching and 
administration. Dr. Harl"is tried to develop 1n us a 
"maturity of thinking. •• 
A. C. S'J'EiVENS, JR. 01ay 22, 195?) 
t>1r. Stevens is at this time District Superintendent 
of the Fremont Un:1.on H:i.gh School District and the Foothill 
Junior College at Los. Altos, California. 
I was with him /ftarriiJ' at the University of Idaho 
and traveled to Canada with him. I rented a house from 
'him at one time. He was monitor of the men's dorm-
itory and Principal of the College Park Academy, when I 
attended that school. I had great respect for him and 
we were always on friendly terms. 
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DANIEL J. 8'1'0NE. (June 20, 1957) 
Daniel Stone is the husband of Alice Crouse, a 
second cousin of the Harrises.;· He is Vice-Principal of the 
Jordan Junior H:tgh School at Palo Alto, California& 
!>lost of Dr. Harris's students gained from the 
personal warmth of Dro Harris; I acquired a kindliness 
and a consideration not only for my own pupils, but 
also for other persons. His fine background made me 
realize that I had to look beyond my own immediate time 
and culture if we were going to be insp:l.r:i.ng and whole-
some teachers. Other times and peoples have shared 
their cultures with us; at present we are the final 
work, but through us it is to be transmj_tted to the 
future • 
. Dr. Harris did not want us to consider children as 
"small men"; we were to understand their various growth 
periods and were to orient our teaching methods to the 
psychology of G. Stanley Hall, He also wanted us to 
realize that learning was a continuing process, for the 
gaining of formal knowledge was not a final step but 
only the beginning. ~rha mind can reach conclusions only 
after it has experienced many generalities; thus, 
conclusions change as our experience broadens.. ~-'here­
fore, to be truly educated on any one thing we need 
comprehensive understanding of the point under consid .. 
eration. He.worked under this philosophy in his own 
teaching. 
All his experiences of travel, study, and observa-
tion of' vJestern European culture were used appropriately 
in his teaching. He taught with both lecture method and 
the Socratic procedure of question and discussion. 
California 2'eachers Association employment officials 
assured me, in Junf;}' 1929, that College of the Pacific 
education majors 11 can always be assured of getting jobs.n 
'This was largely because of his s'uccessful teaching. 
He used stories and anecdotes as I find myself doing 
with my own students today. He particularly en·joyed a 
story of a young Er.glish lad, about eleven years old, who 
entertained him e .. i;. tea while he was visiting Car lean 
archeolo~ical diggings outside London. The boy wanted 
to know, after begg1;ng Dr. lrarr1s's pardon, if the 
docto'r.· would show him his pistols, because uall Americans 
carry pistols." 
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Ny vrif'e, Al.ice Crouse Stone 9 lived v!i th the Harr:tses while a student at the College of the Pacif:t.c 
(she was his second cousin) • I toolt the follOl<Jing 
courses from him: General Psychology~ History of 
Education in the United States, History of Secondary 
E:ducation, and Classical Educational Literature. 
I drove for him, vihen he taught extension courses 
in Lod:t, Byron, and in the Mother Lode area,. Longer 
tr:tps with him \•rere to Baltimore in 193f; 9 to a summer 
session at the University of Idaho, and the Alaskan 
'four in 1931. 
BEH~' .Jo ~JvJT!~SON (August ? , 195?) 
Bert J·. S\•Tenson was Director of Hecreation for the 
City of Stockton for many years. He taught some at the 
College of the Pacific end took his M. A. Degree there under 
the guidance of Harris. 
In page iii, the ackno'\'.rledgm.ent s of my me.ster t s 
thesis ".A H:l.story of the Stockton Hecreat:ton DfJpart .. 
m(mt," appears: 
11 I w:i.sh to express deep and grateful a.pprec:tat:J..on 
to Dr. J. \villia.ra H~lrris, under whose direction and 
guidance th:i. s history has been written., for the stimu-
lation and inspiration to leave a record of thirty 
years' serv:f.ce in the Stockton Recre~:rt.ion Department 
for future usefnlnoss.. Dr. Harris has given vlise 
<!ounsel and made many timely suggestions for improving 
its content.u 
Dr. Harris was very conscientious, very human and a 
loyal friend. He \'1!£\S easy to got along with, and he 
made a f:I.ne contribution since he came here with the 
college,. He s.pent much of h:ts time with his students 
\Jrhom he encouraged to do their best. He left me, 
hov.rever, much on my own \<lhile writing my thesis .. 
In after-dinner speeches he often made predictions, 
vrhich stimulated And fascinat;ed his audiences. He 
enCf..)lrraged ue to read w1doly by his provocati va and 
inspiring talks. I took several education co~rses \vi"Lh 
him: Principles of F~ementary Education, Principles 
of Secondary Education, ':rests and Measurements, 
Administration, and.Thesis. 
ELLIO'l'T J. TAYLOR (May 15, 1.957) 
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Elliott 'l;aylor is the prese11t Director of Admissions 
at the College of the Pacific. He has taught in Albania, 
Rome, and at Reedley Junior College at Heedley, California. 
He went to the College of the Pacific as both an under-
graduate and as a graduate student. It was there he had 
Harris as an instructor, a counselor, and a personal friend. 
My contacts with Dr. J. William Harris occurred 
during the years 1926 to 1928, when I was an upper 
division student at the College of the Pacific; in 
the summer of 1929, when I was a resident o.f Rome1 Italy; then again, beginning with the summer of 193~3 
after I had returned to California and was preparing for a 
teaching credential. During the two years that r 
spent as an upper division student at the College 
of the Pacific, I had occasional courses \-Ti th Dr. 
Harris. These courses were selected entirely as 
electives, and at that time were not iiltended to serve· 
c:redentialing p'llrposes. Courses taken on tho College 
of the Pacific campus in 1938 and following years, 
during the time he served as Dean of the .school of 
Fiducation, were somewhat under his direction~ although 
I had no classes directly with him e:x.ce.pt one reading 
course in Current E~ucational Literature. 
My m~mories of Dr. Harris during the 1926 to 1928 
period may be categorized as follows: one set of 
memories grew :from the classroom and the other from 
contacts with him and his sister in their home. 
Co.u:rses taken \J!ith h:f.m were elective and dealt with 
various fields of psychology. 'l'he courses were chosen 
partly, because he was the professor in charge of the 
class, and partly, because he was known to be profound 
and stimulating. 
I found that he had a tremendous grasp of the entire 
field of educational and psychological literature, 
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and accordingly admired his capacity to keep abreast 
of the vast field. I also found that he had unusual 
skill in interpreting this literature tvi th homely 
human anecdotes, a. subtle sense of humor, and personal 
stories that always had direct bearing upon the ques-
tion at hand. 
I was attending the College of the Pacific on 
limited resources (a fact which Dr. Harris knew), 
consequently he and his sister invited me into his 
home frequently for an evening meal. On,,a few occasions 
I spent the night in their home and was always enriched 
by the after-dinner and fireside conversations. 
In 1929, I was privileged to meet Dr. Harris and a 
party of tourists he was conducting on e steamer on 
I,ake Geneva in 8\ITitzerland (I had scheduled my plans 
to surprise them during their itinerary). We met again 
1ri F'lorence Italy, and Dr. Harris and Allan Bacon rode 
with me in the third-class section of an Italian train 
by way of Assissi. Although their itin~rary had not 
included this fascinating place, they joined me on a 
venture into this little bill town, thence on to Home, 
where I spent several days with them., Although I was 
aware of Dr. Harris's interest in travel, and his 
knowledge of the cultural patterns of people,, it became 
even more apparent during those few days. He ha,d a 
fine grasp of knowledge of Saint Francis of Assi:asi 
which he brought into play during the few hours that we 
spent'in the churches and in the environment of the 
city. I suspect that some of the informaticn gained 
from him during 1927 and 1928 served to create my own 
desire to live abroad for a time and to servo in some 
of the I~uropean institutions. 
On my return to California in 1938, I came to the 
College of the Pacific to discuss with Dr. Harris the 
question of completing courses necessary for a general 
secondary credential. Although I had taught in 
h'urope, there was nothing in my American educational 
background to indicate my qualifications for teaching 
in this country. Dr. Harris evaluated my background 
so far a.s formal education was concerned, waived any 
requirent(imts in practice teaching, and outlined the 
courses necessary to secure the credential. This was 
accomplished in classes only one of which was under his 
direction. This on~ was not a formal course; it 
involved a. directed p:r.ogram of reading of Current 
E<tueat:tonal Li teratu:re, \>thieb. 1 W$.8 perm1 tted to select 
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from my teaching fields of speech and social science. 
As stated above, Dr. Harris had a grasp of educational 
literature :regardless of the field from which it was 
selected. · 
In my conversations irJ:l. th a great many students who 
have secured teaching credenti.als under his direction 
at the College of the Pacific, I have found almost 
unanimous agreement of his warm sympathetic under.. . 
standing,· and l..rillingness to continue in the considera-
tion of problems after the student left the C<:>llege. 
r. o:ften recalled Dr. Harris's teaching teehnlques in 
handling i11attentive students and those \vbo might have 
become discipline problems. ~,hese problems were 
handled sometimes through subtle suggestion and humor, 
dev1c$s :r was frequently able to use in my own class .. 
rooms with the result that I never faced any serious 
discj.plinary problems in my own high school and junior 
college teaching. 
~,ly memories of Dr. Harris may be classified into 
three categorles: the first of these would be as a 
sympathet:lc r.>ersonal friend. He never assumed the 
austerity of a. professor or of a classroom teacher who 
was above the individual whom he was teaching. His 
willingness to entertain me in his home, and to counsel 
with me on personal matters is illustrative of th:ts 
point. In the second place, .I think of him as a class-
room teacher drawing upon a broad background of educa-
tional literature and a fund of experience bri.ng:tng all 
of this into play in the classroom and activating it 
through his special sltills of humor, anecdotes, and 
human interest materials directly applicable to the 
question at hando In the third place, I think of him 
as more than a college scholar, but as one who through· 
his travel and varied interests extended his scholar-
ship to us from the whole world of krlo-vrledge. 
I lmew him both as a traveler with '1/Thom r had 
traveled to a small degree, and as one vrho had influenced 
others through the lore of' his own travel. His capacity 
to inspire members of his group through his own exper-
ience with th€1 culture, the art, literature, and 
educational systems o:f other countries made travel with 
him :tn a party particularly valuable. 
RICHARD ~vALSH (October 12, 1957) 
Richard. Walsh is pastor of the F'irst ~lethodist 
Church in Reddir.ig t Cal.iforni ao He was able to talte several 
courses from Harris after h:ts graduatio:n from the College 
of tho Pacif:t.c tmd when he was pastor of the Methodist 
Church at Linden, Cali:f,o:rnia. Because Dr. Harris's course 
in Current F!ducational I1i terature t..ras. a different course of 
reading each year he took :1. t. more t.han once. 
IUs LBarris' §7 course in Cu.t'rent Educational Lit-
erature revealed .to me his basic philosophy. His 
process one year ... -! read a biography of A. A. Milne's, 
an<'English \>Triter who wrote children• s stories, 
Q}Jr~stopn~r. :ggbiU @Q, vJinnit tb! fgg,l2,; another was 
Car:i Sandburg's Bioaraph~ Qt k4ncq~--was to acquire a 
\'tide acquaintanceship with varieties of books. 
· He often referred to Martin AgronskY an announcer 
end analyst of :radio ne'\trs, who Dr. Har:rls felt served 
as a good example for us to observe critical evaluation 
·of news ev~nts. He not only reported the news, but 
also evaluated it by going behind the surface observa ... 
tions in order to understand all its implications. 
His was the objective rational process Dr. Harris 
introduced t.o us. · 
Dr. Harris being unusually concerned with social 
problems, recommended to us in one instance: Allen 
Peyton• s Qr.x_ Q! the Bel,oV(!9. Countr.x,, a boolt that deals 
with the problems of racial tensions in Afric.a. ~~his 
led the class into an examination ()f our own race 
problems. An immediate concern was with the action 
taken by the Stockton Board of I~ducation in hiring a 
Negro teacher. · · 
Being interested in the type of people who ran for 
school boards and why they :ran, he was interested both 
in educational :tssues and other problems of society dO 
~~he asnect I liked about his classes was the freedom 
he gave hls students; it was never a freedom wlthout 
purpose or meaning, but one w*th direction toward mature 
thinking and personal growth. 
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When pastor of the Methodist Church in Linden, 
California, I was able to take courses with him over a 
perj.od of several years; whenever I found it possible 
to take work from him I did. 
G • A., WE:HNgH (June 25, 195'7) 
Dr e \verner :J.s Professor T:i.neri tus o:f History and 
Poli t:t.cal Science of the College of the Pacific, ti colleaguel 
and close personal f:t•iend of Ha:rris' s for many yeal"s (that 
covered the span of a teaching lifetime). 
~rhrough the Years of' fellowship with Dr. Harris, I 
observed his students (including .Hrs. \!Ierner) gain( 
personally from thelr study with him. I was. not 
personally, in a strict sense, a student of his, but I 
gained indlv:tdue.lly through con tact with him o 
vJhen 1 t came to history and other fields he was 
pretty t-rell qualified to pass judgment, to arrive at 
conclusions through research, and naturally t. that had a 
great effect on future teachers. His friends for that 
matter remembered· that D:ro Harris was an outstanding 
teacher t..ri th a broad cultural bac lrground. · 
I don't know how seriously he took the pragmatism of 
John Dewey; I do lmow he vras a student: of psychology, 
but how much of Dewey he approved !.wouldn't be qual-
ified to pass judgment on. 
I can appreciate him in his travels more than many 
·other per sons, because I traveled \tri th him through many 
countries in ~~ope and on a tour to Alaska. ln Alaska 
both he and I lectured every morning with the Captain 
of the ship and the crew in tht~ audience. ~·he Captain 
complimented Dr. Harris and myself on the excellent 
lectures vie gave to both students on tho tour and to 
other passengers on that Ame:r•ican Alaskan Line. I can 
say the same of our tours to .murope. He was a keen 
observer; when vre came to the Shakespeare country ·and 
to other cultural centers of murope I let. him take the 
lead because he had the background and knowledge of 
those places. He gathered many stories during hi.s 
travels, and b.e carr1~ many mementos horne with him 
wh:i.eh a:t<ied him in his teachJ .. ng. 
l have high regard for him as a traveler and as a. 
lecturer on Eiu:ropean literature and art. In summa:r-
lzing my appreciation of Dr. Harris, I hold high 
regard for his achiev.ements;. for his lmowing his o\m 
field, because he had done much research as a young 
man. He collected some of the old boolts on education 
now in the library at the College of the Pacific. 
He practiced the modern creed, especially the 
optimist creed of looking at the br:tght side of every .. 
thing. He was calm, cheerful; <a.nd made friends feel 
thel~e was something worthwhiJj'~ .: in them; and he follmved 
the admonition that he was always thinking the best, 
looking for the best, and was finding the best. 
~:·he years of fellowsh:tp with Dr .. · Harr:i.s have been a 
great joy and blessing·to me, and I'm glad even now to 
have a. chance to recall the good days, when we traveled 
together through fiD.rope and Alaska, when they called 
us tvro the old men of the party ...... ,..,ho kept track of 
practically everybody. 'J'hank you very much for this 
opportunity to give my appreciation of Dr. Harris. I 
should add tha.t hr~ had a· high appreciation of the 
teacher: he \'las a teacher himself and he res.lized that 
he was in fellowsh:t.p \vi th a great company because after 
all 1 the great men of the world of antiquity as 'llrell as 
med1ev al t:tmes -vrere in the field of teaching. 
The foregoing :remarks were :made as a Professor 
n:meritus of History and Political Science at the 
College· of the Pacific, with the same status now as 
Dr n Harris, Professor Emeritus of 11;ducation: "Hhake 
hands Dr. Harr:ts." 
G. \AIMRl!!N vJHITE (June 1, 195?) 
G. Warren White is Professor of Mathematics at the 
College of the Pacifi-e, 1.1here he has taught both mathema ... 
. tics and business. management. 
tvhen. I entered the College of the Pacific in January, 
1915, as a freshman, I took two courses from Dr. Harris: 
one in General P$ychology and the other, Introduction to 
Education. They were similar :l.n some ways, but I 
remember more about the psychology. It emphas:tzed 
phy k'liological processes, tho p~rceptiv~ power!4, memory, 
'-
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and anatomy of the nervous system--the nerve. calls, a.nd 
the synaptic connections of the braine 
It was \d th some interest that Dr. Harris received a 
copy of one of the Qarly publicati.ons of Sigmund Freud 
on psychoanalysis. It was new and. very radical think-
ing to tho time emphasizing the existence of the sub ... 
conscious mind. Dr. Harris explained some of' its 
features, but "'e neither understood nor :realized how 
mneb that was to change psychological thought. 
'J'he course, Introduction to 1!-:ducation was also 
:psychological in emphasis, because it introduced to-
gether 'lfJi th the learning processes, the growth of the 
ch:t.ld :recapitulating the growth of the race over 
thousands of yeat·s, and a philosophical treatment of 
education. 
I toolt several other courses in educat.:l.on with him: 
'J.'he History of gduca.t:t.on, Secondary I::~ucation, and some 
others. 
H. GOHDON \1/HI'rE: (May llt, 1957) 
Gordon \-Jh:t. te is Business Manager of the Modesto 
Junior College at Modesto, California. He attended both 
Stanford University and the College o:f' the Pacific. 
Dr o Harris was one of my fa.vori te teachers. I rate 
him as a scholar and a gentleman--a rating I have 
only given to three people to dateo I made an inuned-
:J.ate response to Dr. Harris's very courteous :tnterested 
attitude in h:ts students, his :respect for their ideas, 
and his care 1.n d:trecting discussion. I do not feel 
that I have ever met a man more gentlemanly in bearing 
o:r \vi th more courtesy in his manner and voice. It was 
a pleasure to be in his presence. 
Dr. Harris often impressed me with the breadth of 
his <~ultural background and knowledge. He brought many 
interesting aspects of his own personal experiences, 
reading, and travels :i.nto his teach.:tng. 
' One.of·tho effects thi$ had upon me was to:increase 
my desire to b:roaden my O"nn background and to do :a 
grr1.at f!eal more re;:~ading than l had been doing. , This 
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reading was not only professlonal educational reading, 
but also general reading. · 
J: would like to add a sidelight on his study at 
Clark University. I was emroled in a Saturday class 
with him at the College of the Pacific along with several 
other teachers from the Mo~esto school sy stern. ~·wo 
teachers \llere Alice Ahlberg and Virginia Garrison. Neal 
Haffley who is :J.n the Manteca Schools was also a member 
of the class. One Saturday we arranged to have Dr. 
Har:ri s meet 1111 th us in Modesto, have lunch with us 
there, make a tour of the Modesto Schools, and to maet 
with Dr. Aubrey Douglas who was Superintendent of the 
Modesto City Schools. Dr. Douglas also had received 
his Ph.D. in Psychology from Clark University. We 
had lunch together then made a tour of the Modesto 
Schools with Dr. Douglas acting as guide. 
During the course of the meeting these two Clark 
men discussed their work at Clark University and remin-
isced about the work of G. Stanley Hall, but I do not 
recal.l any of the details of this conversation. 
Dr. Harris encouraged us to participate in field 
trips which he arranged, one of which was to the 
Stock.ton State Hospital in \<Thich we were given an 
opportunity to observe various types of mental unbal-
ance and to :f'ind out l>That type of rehabilitation work 
was being done. \>le also made several other field trips. 
One of the things that impressed me about him was the 
wide range of his reading, and at the time l was working 
with him in 1943, 1944, and 194~, I was impressed by 
his trigger memory. He was very sure of hts frame of 
reference and was able to quote many short passages 
verbatim. A value his European travel had in his 
classes was the extent to which he was able to make 
comparisons between American and Eurot)EHUl educational. 
theories a11d educational systems. 
Of all the instructors that I had on. the collegiate 
level, I don•t know of a single one with a greater 
fund of stoi'ies and anecdotes that fitted into a teach-
ing si.tuation. I consider Dr. Harris at the top of' the 
list of all the instructors I have h~1d in oducaM.on at 
Stanford Uni ver si ty, College of the Pacific, San 
Francisco State College, a.r1a elsewhere. He stimulated 
me to broaden my background of reading in the field of 
educ~t:ton and also to read a.a gon.erally as possible 
beyond that field. 
! 
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In spite of the fact that he gave some people the 
impression of being an esthete as far as his tastes 
were cor1cerned, I found that he had a very practical 
side to his instruction. 
LOIS WARNFR \1/INfl~t:ON (July 6, 195'7) .. 
Lois Winston is a. teacher at Oakdale, California, 
and was a particular admirer of Harris's. 
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I recall a very delightful personal;ity who in spite 
of his gantili ty had a way of stitnulating and provok-
ing members of his classes into avenues of thought 
they did not anticipate. I feel the -v:eight of Dr. 
Harris's teaching emphasis was upon indi~idual thinking 
versus conforming to immediate social ;rsssure. That 
set up by peers or larger society was to. him very 
in.adequate; he would rather have a student defy: the 
moment"s pressure and do original thinking t.han to 
conform. ~The thinking process came first with him, 
while formality: of' statement or the preciseness of its 
written expression was secondary. 
G. Stanley Hall had impressed him very markedly, 
thus I· came away feel.ing that Hall's position was very 
significant in psychology and education. 
My brother was one of the students who used to go 
to Dr. Har:ris•s rooms, where he often ilwited students 
for educational discussions. I still have a sense of 
frustt·ation because women students were seldom 
ineluded. It was a: shame there had to be such discrim• 
ination against women in those meetings. I feel sure 
that Dr. Harris has made a great contribution to the . 
development of the men on tho campus through the many 
hours he spent in this way. 
As a teacher he is one of the outstanding men in 
my own backgrounde It has coma to me as I look back 
that. certain men on the campus developed lat$r in years 
than others; were rugged and angular, not of .finesse 
or social adeq~acy. He felt these men had potential-
ities and he was clever in identi.t'ying their qual:f.ties 
and developing thmn. Some of these men were · 
lndividuali#lt&;, and later .ntt~.de successes in editorial 
work, newspaper writing, publishing, or in other ways. 
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An incident I have looked back upon wi.th both 
amusement and interest follows: A Halloween party was 
given my first year on the campus at San Jose. It took 
place in the old gymnasium (a ramshackle wooden building) .. 
Dr. Harris had been induced to be a :fortune teller so 
accordingly with turban, a little table, and a crystal 
ball, he tucked himself away in a. corner wh()re he sat 
crosslegged. When my future was told, I found it was 
wrapped up in the crystal ball and in the ingenuity of 
my psychology professor. He asked me to name an emo .. 
tion which I did by saying, "Love .• u He looked long 
into the ball and came up with an accounting of my 
future: it was not only to know love 1 but also to have real sorrow and sadness. I was. dismayed at the 
time, because I felt that was not at. all a proper 
future for a. girl of eighteen, and wondered why he bad 
chosen to put sorrow in the prediction along with love. 
However, in looking back to this ! have appreciated the 
fact many times that life has its sorrow as well as 
happiness. That incident was one I shall not forget. 
Dr. Harris insisted that I lreep a developmental 
record of my children, including their vocabulary 
records up.to the age of three (I enjoy them these many 
years later). 
